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Maybe what your business reference
section needs is a good reducing plan!

Get more facts and less fat
from Dun's Marketing Services.
If you ve got three feet of shelf space we ve got 250 000
U S and international companies that will sl~pneatly into
place with no clutter or wasted space Your patrons will
have the most author~tativeand accurate resources for
researching markets here and abroad identifying key
dec~s~on
makers find~ngsuppliers screening potential
acquisitions conducting executlve searches and more
Duns Busmess Reference directories provide concise
industry company and management prof~lesAnd the~r
consistently clear logical format allows easy reference
and fast access We cover the entlre world of bus~ness
and commerce and heres just a small sampling

Million Dollar Directory
The standard reference to U S business the five volume
M~ll~o
Dollar
n
D~rectorycovers 160 000 companies and
gives annual sales number of employees descr~pt~on
of
business SIC codes off~cers
and principals and more
M~nimumnet worth IS $500 000 One self conta~nedvol
ume focuses on the top 50 000 companles and prov~des
addit~onaldata The lowest net worth IS $1 850 0001

Dun's Industrial Guide
More than 65 000 U S plants and businesses mvolved
In metalwork~ngfrom suppliers of raw materials to pro
cessors from assembl~ngplants to dlstr~butors-from
consumer products to heavy machinery You get plant
name and address importiexport mdlcator number of
employees descr~ptionof bus~nessSIC codes products
and processes major Items purchased key people in
engineering purchas~ngproduct~onmanagement
and more

Reference Book of Corporate Managements
The definit~ve whos who In 12 000 leading U S firms
this four volume directory offers biograph~calprof~lesof
over 100 000 senior executives and directors lncludlng
name and title date of birth marital status educat~on
mil~taryservlce complete professional history positions
held in present company and more

Principal International Businesses

Here are the worlds top 55 000 f~rms
in 133 countries In a
unlque resource for the kind of inlormatioi about fore~gn
companles that s hard to f ~ n deven In the countries of
origln Country by country l~stingsof firms Include com
America's Corporate Families
pany name address cableitelex number annual sales
Here are the complete corporate structures of more than
8 500 parent companies wlth all of the~r44 000 subsid~ar~es (in local currency) number of employees descr~ption
of busmess SIC codes and chiel executlve off~cer
and d~vis~ons
In full view1 Parent companles have at least
$500 000 net worth and own one or more subsid~ar~es
Call Toll-Free for More Information
And for both parents and subs~dariesyou get annual
For more information on these and other bus~ness
sales number of employees description of business
d~rectoriescall toll free 1 800 526 0651 Ext 17
and d~rectorsof parent companies
SIC codes off~cers
and ch~elexecutlve officers of subsidiar~esand d~visions
In New Jersey 1 800 624 0324 Ext 17

Duns ~arketlngServ~ces
;1(~02:CgLsumctcor~oratoon

Three Century Drive Parsippany. NJ 07054
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You can't judge a book

Index to Scientific Book ContentsTM!
you identify and select important new
Searching multi-authored scientific
multi-authored books
books can be difficult and time-consuming
. . . because their titles don't generally
No
other single indexhelps you locate
reflect individual chmter contents. Beainmulti-authored scientific books and book
ning in 1986the ~ n d e x t o
Scientific BOO^
chapters a!i quickly and easily a s the Index
Contentswill give you chapter-level access,
to ScientificBook Contents.
simplifyingthe search process and saving
The new Index to ScientificBook Contents
you valuable time! ISBCMis the only multiis from the publishers of Current ContentsB
disciplinaxy index to science books that
and the Science Citation I n d e e . The first
gives your patrons the coverage of chapter
quarterly issue of the 1986ISBCwill be
contents they need.
available in April. And the 1985annual
With ISBC, you can retrieve information
cumulation will be available in March,
through a van'ety of access points-author
1986.
name, editor name, chapter subject, book
For more information-and a free sample
subject,a n d author affiliation. So it's easy to
issue-fill out the coupon below and mail
pinpoint exactly those book chapters releit today! Or call toll-free (800) 523-1850,
vant to a specific research area.
extension 1371.
ISBCindexes nearly 36,300chapters from
1-11111111117
over2,200newly published, significant
rPlease send me a FREE sample issue of the
scientificbooks. And ISBCprovides multi11 Index
to Scientific Book Contents'".I under(
stand there is no cost or obligation.
disciplinary coverage of books in all scienItific subject areas. There's no need to search
individual, discipline-oriented indexes for ) Name
I
the information you need.
You'll find ISBCimportant for:
1 Organization/Dept
I
current awareness-ISBC's quarterly
1
Address
I
issues offer timely coverage
StateiProvince
I
bibliographic verification-ISBC's
I
Country
complete bibliographic information on
Im
books and chapters enables you to verify
Telephone
citations
26-41 0 1 0 1 9 8 6 I S I I
0 retrospective searching-ISBC is cumuI
Customer S e r v e r Department, 3501 Market Street. Ph8ladelpha. PA 1 9 1 M U S A
Telephone 12151386-0100,ext 1371,Cable SCINFO. Telex 84 5305
lated annually
1 EuropeanOfflca. 132 Hlgh Street. Uxbrzdge. Mlddlerex UB8 I D P . Unlted Kingdom 1
acquisitions-ISBC's currency will help
2A

Teleohone 44 895 70016. Telex 933693 UKlSl
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SPLBAN 75(4)263-362

ISSN 0038-6723

Marketing Measures for
lnforrnation Services
Martha Jane Zachert
Robert V. Williams
The lnforrnation Scientist as
Data Base Manager in a
Corporate Environment
Janet L. Chapman
Using Special Libraries to
Interface with
Developing Country Clientele
Paulette Foss George
Donna Schenck-Hamlin
New Product Analysis of
Corporate Information Services
Mark S. Thompson
On the cooer: Information managers can saoe clienh both time
and money; marketing know-how can be an effertioe tool. Cooer
illustration by Tom Tilton.

Specialized Information Centers
in the Nicaraguan Revolution
Thomas Bloch
Antonio Acevedo
On the Scene-

Editor: LORIE . BALSAM
Publisher: DAVID
R. BENDER
Special L~braries is published by Special Libraries Association,
1700 18th St. NW, Washington, D.C. 20009 (202)234-4700.
Quarterly: Winter, Spring, Summer, Fall. Annual index in Fall
Issue.
@ Copyright 1986 by Special Libraries Association. Material
protected by this copyright may be photocopied for the noncommercial purpose of scholarship or research.

Second class postage paid at Washington, DC, and at additional
offices. POSTMASTER: Send address changes to Special
Libraries Association, 1700 18th St. NW, Washington, D.C.
20009.
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Boston: A Great City
for a Conference
Malcolm Hamilton
"Excellence in the
World of Information:
Boston, the SLA Conference. 1 9 8 6
IFLA 1 9 8 5 :
Libraries and the
Universal Availability of Information
Pat Molholt
Letters to the Editor
Reviews
Index to Advertisers

Introducing the New
Your Guide to Tomorrow's Business Opportunities
The new BioBusiness Search G u i d e is designed to support users In d e v e l o p ~ n gsearch strateg~es
for the BioBusiness'" database - the only database that provides you with the economic ~ m p l ~ c a t i o n s
of b ~ o l o g ~ c and
a l b ~ o m e d i c a lresearch.
T h ~ snew user a ~ conta~ns
d
a vocabulary of searchable terms, sample searches, concepf codes, a
lournal Ihst and much, much more!
For more information, contact BioSciences Information Serwce, M o r k e t ~ n gSect~on,2100 Arch Street,
P h ~ l o d e l p h ~ aPA
, 19103-1399 USA Telephone (215) 587-4800 w o r l d w d e or toll free (800) 523-4806
(USA except AK, HI. PA) Telex 831739

Subscr~ptionRates: Nonmembers, USA $48.00 per
calendar year includes the quarterly journal, Special
Libraries, and the monthly newsletter, the SperiaList;
add $5.00 postage for other countries including
Canada. Special Libraries is $12.00 to members, the
SpeciaLisf is $3.00 to members, included in member
dues. Single copies of Special Libraries (1981- ) $9.00;
single copies of SperiaList $1.00. Membership Directory (not a part of a subscription) is $25.00.
Back Issues & Hard Cover Reprints (1910-1965):
Inquire Kraus Reprint Corp., 16 East 46th St., New
York, N.Y. Hardcopy, Microfilm & Microfiche
Editions (1910 to date): Inquire University Microfilms, Ann Arbor, Michigan. Microforms of the current year are available only to current subscribers
to the original.
Changes of Address: Allow six weeks for all
changes to become effective. All communications
should include both old and new addresses (with
ZIP Codes) and should be accompanied by a mailing
label from a recent issue.
Members should send their communications to the
SLA Membership Department, 1700 18th St. NW,
Washington, D.C. 20009.
Nonmember Subscribers should send their communications to the SLA Circulation Department, 1700
18th St. NW, Washington, D.C. 20009.
Claims for missing issues will not be allowed if
received more than 90 days from date of mailing
plus the time normally required for postal delivery
of the issue and the claim. No claims are allowed
because of failure to notify the Membership Department or the Circulation Department (see above)
of a change of address, or because copy is "missing
from files."
Special Libraries Association assumes no responsibility for the statements and opinions advanced
by the contributors to the Association's publica-

tions. Instructions for Contributors appears in Special
Libraries 76 (no. 4): (Fall 85). A publications catalog
is available from the Association's Washington,
D.C. offices. Editorial views do not necessarily represent the official position of Special Libraries Association. Acceptance of an advertisement does not
imply endorsement of the product by Special Libraries Association.
Indexed in: Book Reoiew Index, Computer Contents, Cumwlatioe Index to Nursing and Allied Health Literature, Historical Abstracts, Hospital Literature Index, Inte~national
tbho aphy of Book Reviews, Inhrnationa! Bibliography of
Perio rral Ltterature, Library Literature, Management Index,
and Science Citation Index.
"'

'$

Abstracted in: Cambridge Scientific Abstracts, Information
Science Abstracts, INSPEC, Library 6 Information Science
Abstracts, and Public Affairs Information Service.

Membership
DUES.Member or Associate Member
$75.00; Student Member $15.00; Retired
Member $15.00; Sustaining Member
$300; Sponsor $500; Patron $1,000.
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Datext introduces
the future of
business information.
The Datext Business Information
Source.
Hold this optical disc in your hand,
and you hold 250,000 pages of the most
extraordinary business information ever
published.
It contains detded information on
more than 10,000 American companies,
1,200 lines of business, and 50 industries.
It is, in fact, the equivalent of a more than
32-volume encyclopedia on the American
marketplace.
And all you have to do is load it into a
PC, and all that information is at your fingertips. To use as you see fit against your
competition.
It's the Datext Corporate Information
Data Base. And it's years ahead of its time.

A Revolution In Information.
How often have you needed information on your market or your competition
and didn't know where to find it? How
many times have you been forced to hold up
a decision or delay a report while people
searched for vital backup data?
Now, with Datext you can have that
kind of information, and much more, within
minutes. Because we've taken the new technology of optical disc publishing-using
light to store information on a scale never
before possible-and made it a practical tool
for general business use.
Our f i t product is a comprehensive
data base on public corporations in America.
To compile it, we went to every important
source of information. The leading on-line
data sources. The best business publications.
All of it is collected here on one remarkable disc. It's updated every
slngle month to ensure
timeliness and accuracy
And it's available almost
instantly through your
personal com uter whenever you neei'it.
We've also gone one
step further. The entire
data base is compatible
with the leading PC software, such as b h l s 1-2-3"
and MultiMatey which
means you can integrate anythmg on this
disc into your spreadsheets, reports and
other busiiess documents.

Ask And You Shall Receive.
If the informationfyou need is about
American companies,
probably fiid it
in the Datext Corporate Information Data
Base.

Here is data on corporate performance,
industry rankings, R&D investments, and
busiiess strategies.You'll f i d abstracts from
the business press and details such as the
names of corporate officers and their
salaries.
Yet Datext offers you mole than sheer
volume of information. We offer you ways
to get that information and use it like never
before.
The data base is menu driven, which
means that new users can start working
productively right away
You can easily prepare in-depth competitive analyses. Investigate the potential
of new markets. Com are corporate performance across hundre& of lines of business
and dozens of industries.
You can, in short,
keep your finger on the
pulse of American business
to an unheard of degree.

Get Your Hands On
The Future. Today.
If you're a corporate
librarian or an information
center specialist, you owe
it to yourself to find out
more about the revolutionary Datext Corporate Information
Data Base.
Combined with your PC software, this
data base gives you a powerful new competitive tool. And the subscription rate starts
at less than $10,000 a year with no additional
charges, and includq monthly updates.
If you own an 1BM"-compatible PC, there's

not even a hardware investment to make,
because we supply the optical disc drive.
And Datext is a Cox Enterprises
company, one of the nation's largest publishing companies.
The Datext Corporate Information
Data Base.While it may be the wave of the
future, we suggest you send in the coupon
today, or call Tim McManus, Datext VP
Sales and Marketing, at 617-938-6667.
That way, you'll not only be years
ahead of your time. You'll be years ahead of
SL 4-86
your competition.
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Datext Is a trademark of Datext. Inc
Lorus and 1-2-3are trademarks of Latur Development Corp.
MulrlMate ir a reg~rreredrradcmark of MultiMatr lntcrnat~onal
IBM ti a regwered rradcrnark of International B u s m r r
M a c h ~ n rCorp
i

The Most Advanced Form
Of Business Mormation.
At Your Figert~ps.

I

Yotlr seurrhing
r& yozl
everywhere

f

r

o

m

Subject Coverage:
A~rrculrure
& Food Trchnolugy
Artmnonrj
Behav~oralSi-rrn[rr
B~~henrrstry
Blolof>
Bromedrcal Srren'es
Chemtrtr)
Computer Applriatrrinr
& Cybemetr~r
Elertmnrts
En,qrneenng
Enr~rmnnrmtalS'rmiu
Genetrir
Geor(rrniui
ln,hwrat~anSi tmc r
ln~lrwn~nlal~un
Mutvrra/s Stirn'u
Malhunratri~
Mrhinr
Mrtromlogj
,MI! mhlolog>
Nut lrar Strmir
Pharmat dog?
Phjrrc~
Psyhratt)
& Prycholog?
Vwemuar) i C l r J ~ i ~ n v
Z"lil0,y)

Us38 O'
Inrtrtutejor Sirmtrfi l n , h i a r ~ o n @
3 501 Market Street
Phrladefphrrr
P e n n ~ ~ l t u n r19104
a
US A.
215 3 8 6 . 0 1 0 0
Cablr S C l N F O
m e x . 8 4 5 30 5
Eunpean Offu-r
H 2 H i g h Street
U x b r r d ~ e Mrddlesex
.
UB8 IDP
Unrted K t n ~ d u n r
4 4 8 9 5 70016
Elex: 9.1 369 3 U K l S l
For yourfree SrrSeanh b r t , plearu
iontart the IS1 customer rerutre
department a t 8 0 0 . 5 2 3 1 8 5 0 ,
extensron 13 71

Xi-iSearch 1s the largest az~ai/ah/emultirliri-ip/lna~database that
pffn,idesi~omprehensitrcsmeraKe ~na / / the si.ienres.
SriSearth i-wers all the journals listed rn Current Contentsa
with the addedfiatures of citatron searthlng.
SciSeari-h indexes ear5 journal fmm cwer to cuver-from
abstracts to i.orrrr.tions as u d l as scholarly artrcles.

nieetin(:

Sc~Searchoffrrs The Genuine ArticleT", a 48-hour docurnmt
clrlrt'ery .renrrc-e.
SriSeari-hmay he accessed thmugh Dialog. Data-Star and
Dmd~.
SciSeurch. Sorial SriSearl-ha,and Arts & Humanzties SearchT"
are among the databases developed by the Institute for Si-ient$c
lnfr,rn~atron(ISI"31.
01985 ISI
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Additional Cross References
Dates of Usage for All Terms

L

ike many online searchers and
reference librarians, you use a
variety of databases and indexes in
different fields - from psychology
to business to chemistry.
You can't be an expert on all
databases or keep up with rapidly
changing terminology in every field.
But you can rely on our expertise
to help you.
The Thesaurus of Psychological
Index Terms has long been the standard guide for literature searching in

psychology and contains the vocabula y
used to index documents in PsyclNFO's
databases and Psychological Abstracts.
Now the Thesaurus is available in
its 4th edition - revised, updated,
and expanded.
Take advantage of our years of
experience in the field. Let us help
you provide expert searches of PsycINFO'S databases or guidance to PA
users with the new Thesaurus. Order
your copy now for $45, List.

.-.-.$*.:
:s

I

5::

Please send me the Thesaurus of
Psychological Index Terms,4th kdition

Name (Please Print)

.-A.*A.

.:+:

Address

- copies at $45.00 each
Shipping & Handling $1.50
Total Amount Due -

Bi my MasterCard 0 or VISA
Exp. Date-

Card No.

Signature

Orders totalling less than $25.00 must be
prepaid.
spring 1986

City

State

Zip

Mail Order to: American Psychological
Association, Order Dept., P.O. Box 2710,
Hyattsville, MD 20764. To order by V l S A or
MasterCard, call (703) 247-7705 (collect calls
cannot be accepted).
Allow 4-6 weeks for delivery
Prices subject to change w'thout notice.
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Yearbook of the United Nations
The principal reference work of the United Nations,
providing in single annual volumes, a
comprehensive account of the organization's
wide-ranging activities since 1946.
Latest issue:
1981 E.84.1.1 (ISBN: 92-2-100038-6) $75.00

Everyone's United Nations
Official textbook which contains a definitive history
of the Organization from 1946 to date.
Latest issue: loth ed.
E.85.1.16 (ISBN: 92-1-100273-7) $14.95 (cloth)
E.85.1.16 (ISBN: 92-1-100274-5) $ 9.95 (paper)

Directoryof United Nations Databases
and Information Systems
A repertoire of over 600 information databases in

36 UN affiliated organizations. It enables one to see
what information and services are available in the
United Nations famii as a whole and how to obtain
detailed information from particulv organizations.
GV.E.84.0.5 (ISBN: 92-9048-295-8) $35.00

Assumptions and Perceptionsin
IHsarrnament
Provides a comprehensive and sincere survey on
Soviet and American assumptions and perceptions.
It o C r s an indispensable contribution for
understanding the dynamics of Soviet and American
armaments and disarmament.
GV.E.84.0.4 (ISBN: 92-9045-006-1) $14.00

Racism and its Elimination
Radsm is learned and can, therefore, be
unlearned. It is also argued that racial
discrimination undermines human rights and
threatens the peace and security of our world.
E.8l.XV.Sr/l8 (ISBN: 92-1-157057-3) $15.00

Fertility and Family
International Conferenceon Population 1984.
Proceedings of the Expert Group on Fertility and

Funily.
E.84.XIII.7 (ISBN: 92-1-151099-6) $41.00

United Nations Action in the Field of
Human Rights
Reviews United NaIions activities in the field of
Human Rights from 1945 to 1977. It sets fonh the
measures taken by the Organization and also
describes administrativeprocedures.
E.79.XIV.6 (ISBN: 92-1-154022-4) $24.00

UNBlS (United Nations Bibliographic
Information System) Thesaurus

The United Nations Disarmament
Yearbook

Trilingual list of terms in English, French and
Spanish used in indexing and cataloguing of
documents and other materials relevant to United
Nations programmes and activities for the UNBIS
system. 2nd edition.
E.85.1.20 (ISBN: 92-1-100279-6) $25.00

Issued since 1976.
Topics include special sessions of the General
Assembly devoted to disarmament, nuclear arms
limitations (including SALT 11. Test-Ban IAEA
Safeguards), prohibition of chemical, biological
and radiological weapons and reduction military
budgets.
Latest issue: Vol. VII 1982
E.83.M.7 (ISBN: 92.1-142026-1) $22.00

Report on the World Mi Situation
Biennial since 1961.
Latest issue: 1984 E.85.IV.2 (ISBN:
92-1-130097-5) $17.50

Demographic Yearbook
Covers data on population for more than 250
countries and areas. Annual since 1949.
Latest issue: 1983
WF.84.XVI1.1 (ISBN: 92-1-051030-5) $9@00
(cloth)
(ISBN: 92-1-051029-1) $80.00 (paper)

Handbook of Industrial Statistics

Statistical Yearbook

This analysis provides comprehensive coverage of
industrial statistics that will he of interest to
researchers in a variety of fields. It examines
important structural trends in 70 developing and
developed countries, including: changes in the
pattern of apparent growth in all industrial
branches, the changing composition of output in all
the manufacturing sector and the export
performance of key industries.
E.82.ILB.2 (ISBN: 92-1-1061 17-2) $22.00

Provides a wealth of data for more than 280
countries and territories on economic and social
subjects such as population, agriculture, trade,
national income and many others. Annual since
1949
Latest issue: 1982
W.84.XVIl.l (ISBN: 92-1-061100-4) $70.00
(cloth)
WF.84.XVII.1 (ISBN: 92-1-061101-2) $60.00
(paper)

Statistical Yearbook for A s i i and the
Pacific
Contains a wealth of statistics covering population,
manpower, national accounts, agriculture, forestry
and fishing, industry, energy supplies,
consumption, transport and communications,
internal and external trade, wages and banking.
Bilingual English/French.
Latest issue: 1982
Ffi.84.11.F.8(ISBN: 92-1-013003-3) $52.00

Statistical Yearbook for Latin America
This sulvey is an overall appraisal of Latin
American economy and its place in the world
economy. Balance of payments, growth, prices,
trade, employment and labour productivity and
external finance are surveyed in utmost detail.
Latest issue: 1983 2 vols.
E.84.11.G.2 (ISBN: 92-1-021003-4) $40.00

Yearbook of InternationalTrade
statistics
Annual since 1950.
Latest issue: 1982 (2 vols.)
E/F.84.M1.6 (ISBN: 92-1-061002-4) $80.00

National Accounts Statistics
Annual since 1957.
Latest issue: 1982 (4 vols.)
E.85.XVl1.3 $85.00
E.85.XV11.4 $45.00
E.85.XVII.5 $35.00
E.85.XVI1.6 (forthcoming)

Yearbook of Construction Statistics
Annual since 1974.
This yearbook provides international statistics on
dwelling construction which permits an outlook on
!he relevant industries.
Latest issue covers 1975-1982
E.84.XV11.9 (ISBN: 92.1-161049-4) $35 00

Industrial Statistics Yearbook
Yearbook of International Commodity
statistics
First issue: I984
E.84.11.D 22 (ISBN: 92-1-112180-9) $45.00

Former tide: Yearbook of Industrial Statistics
Annual since 1950.
Latest issue: 1982 (2 vols.)
E.84.XV11.7 $50.00
E.84.XV11.8 $50.00 $95.00 (set)
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Nations Publications
methods to evaluate proiects in order to provide
the answers, and should be used in conjunction
with the Manual for the Preparation of Industrial
Feasibility Studies.

Law of the Sea

Energy in the Eighties

The Convention on the Law of the Sea creates a new
record in legal history covering every aspect of the
uses and resources of the sea.
E.83.V.5 (ISBN: 92-1-133243-5) $12.95

Highlights of the Meeting of the Ad Hoc Gmup of
Energy and Petroleum Experts.
E.83.II.A.16 (ISBN: 92-1-104138-4) $16.50

Guidelines for Project Evaluation.

Main Featuresand Trends in Petroleum
and Mining Agreements

Manual for the Preparation of
Industrial Feasibility Studies.

Prepared by United Nations Centre on
Transnational Corporations
E.83.11.A.9 (ISBN: 92-1-104057-4) $13.50

E.78.11.B.5 (ISBN: 92-1-106109-1) $9.00

Yearbook of the International Court of
Justice
Published since 1946
The Yearbook discusses the cases before the Court,
usually penaining to territorial rights, law of the
sea and treaty interpretation but a wide range of
topics have been covered over the years.
Latest issues: 1983-84 (No. 38) ICJ No. 502.
$10.00

Reports of International Arbitral
Awards
Latest issue: vol. 18
EX.80.V.7 (ISBN: 92-1033-009-9) $33.00

United Nations JuridicalYearbook
Included in the volume are legislative texts and
treaty provisions concerning the legal status of the
United Nations and related bodies, and a general
review of their legal activities.
Latest issue: 1981
E.84.V.l (ISBN: 92-1-133332-6) $25.00

United Nations Commission on
International Trade Law Yearbook
Annual issued since 1968.
Included are studies and reports on international
trade contracts, international payments,
international commercial arbitration and
concilition, the new international economic order,
transport law and acthities of other organizations.
Latest issue: 1983 E.85.V.3 $41.00

Yearbook of the International Law
Commission
Issued since 1949.
Suhjecrs dealt with include arbitral procedures,
diplomatic immunities,law of the sea, nationality,
law of treaties and rights and duties of States.
latest issue: 1983
vol. I E.84.V.6 $33.00
vol. I1 pt. 1 E.84.V.7 (ISBN: 92-1-133262.1)
$23.00
vol. I1 pt. 2 E.84.V.7 (ISBN: 92-1-133331-8)
$12.50

spring 1986

A Guide to Ocean Thermal Energy
Conversion for Developing Countries
E.83.II.A.2 1 (ISBN: 92-1-104148-1) $9.50

Energy Transition in the ECE Region

E.72.II.B.ll (ISBN: 92-1-106084-2) $20.00

World Economic Survey
Provides an oveniew of salient developments in the
wodd economy. Anention is drawn to changes in
international policies needed to improve the pace
of development in developing countries. Annual
since 1948.
Latest issue: 1985
E.85.II.C.l (ISBN: 92-1-109107-1) $14.50

E.83.II.E.21 (ISBN: 92-1-116305-6) $16.50

Energy Statistics Yearbook
Provides a global framework of comparable data
on trends and developments in the supply of all
forms of energy. Essential to study the outlook in
the supply and demand of energy. Hardcover.
Latest issue: 1983 E'F.85.XVI1.9 $45.00

Airborne Sulphur Pollution
This thought-provoking report was prepared within
the hmework of the Convention on Long-range
TransboundaryAir Pollution. It assesses air
pollution effects on the environment, evaluates the
technical efficiency and costs for controlling
pollutant emissions and analyses costs and benefits
of alternativeemission control programmes.
E.84.11.E.8 (ISBN: 92-1-116307-2) $19.00

The studies presented in both of the following
publications are compulsory reading for industrial
project planners who seek to successfully negotiate
with government planners of developing countries.
These titles have been widely adopted as textbooks
at economics education centres.
W ' i a project contribute towards increasing
employment and higher buying power for the
population?What would be the impact on
distribution of income and quality of living?
Guidelines for Project Evaluation proposes

Macrothesaurus for Information
PMeessing in the Field of Economic and
Social Development
This third edition of the Macfoth6au~shas been
produced in cooperahon heween the IIN and
OECI) and is a mlinpal Enghsh#rench Span~sh
multidisciplinary vocabulvy for the indexing,
classification,retrieval and exchange of
information on economic and social development.
E.85.1.15 (ISBN: 92-1-100272-9) $25.00

Transnational Corporations and
InternationalTrade: Selected Issues
ATechnical Paper.
E.85.lI.A.4 $1 1.00

To order publications, by tide and sales number,
contact your wholesaler or order direct. For more
information write for our complete 1986 catalog at
the address below.
Publisher's ISBN p r e k (92-1)

United Nations
Publications
Room DC2 - 853
New York, NY lOOli
Palais des Nations
1211 Geneva 10, Switzerland
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Whv fool around
with an exmress service
that delivers less of the world?
DHL introduces
the new ExpressDocument
that delivers moreof theworld.
Faster.

Send up to 15 pages of important business correspondence almost anywhere in the world. With more
off ices in more countries, DHL delivers to more of the
world faster. And at our lowest prices. For example,

only $26 to London. Call your local office of the
world's most experienced air express service, DHL,
and ask for the international Express Document.
Why settle for less?

No fooling.

SOFTWARE ABSTRACTS FOR ENGINEERS
I

A unique new timesaving concept for locating engineering software and retrieving articles about engineering
computer applications -.all this in an up-to-date quarterly journal. Invaluable to the engineering librarian.
This database will also be available shortly on CD-ROM
disk together with our other databases:
INTERNATIONAL CIVIL ENGINEERING ABSTRACTS
INTERNATIONAL BUILDING SCIENCE AND
CONSTRUCTION ABSTRACTS
INTERNATIONAL STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING ABSTRACTS
Please write for details of printed or electronic versions to:

ClTlS LTD.
Attn: Ms. Elizabeth Conway, Irish Export Board,
28th Floor, 10 E. 53rd Street, New York, NY 10022.

Science, Technology and Management

REFERENCE BOOKS OF ALL PUBLISHERS
New from John Wiley & Sons
Annino. PERSONAL COMPUTERS IN SCIENTIFIC AND
ENGINEERING APPLICATIONS (Feb)
Becker. INTERNATIONAL DICTIONARY OF MEDICINE AND
BIOLOGY - 3 Vols. (Jan)
katt. SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS (Feb)
Sperling. INTRODUCTION TO PHYSICAL POLYMER
SCIENCE (Jan)
Steuer. MULTIPLE CRITERIA OPTIMIZATION (Jan)

RESEARCH BOOKS, INC.
Serving Corporate Libraries for 23 Years

12 A

38 Academy Street, P.O. Box 1507
Madison, Connecticut 06443
(203) 245-3279
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" A favored tool of librarians, a reliable guide t o books which might sit idly on the shelf without it."
-AMERICAN

REFERENCE BOOKS ANNUAL

Essayand
Newest ~ive-year
Cumulation Now Available!
The new cumulative volume of
Essay and General Literature lndex
provides quick, rehable access to
a wealth of essays and articles
found in collections and anthologies published over the past f ~ v e
years. Concentrating on the
humanities and social sciences,
this singlevolume is a comprehensive, inexpensive analytical index
to nearly 19,867 significant American essays that appeared in 1,519
composite volumes from 19801984. It categorizes the essays by
author and subject in a single alphabet and provides all of the publication data needed to locate them

A Versatile Library Tool
Essay and General
L~feratureIndex 1980-7984
IS useful for:

Reference
Offers fast, dependable answers
to reference questions, with an
average of 38 approaches to each
book analyzed
Collection Development
Keeps acquisitions special~sts
informed of current works on a
given topic.
Cataloging and Classification
The List of Books Indexed can be
annotated to reflect your Ihbrary's
collect~on
Its broad coverage ranges from
economics, polltical sclence,
history, and religion to crit~cismof
literary works, drama, and film, w ~ t h
essays by and about authors from
all per~odsof history and of all
nationalities.

Index
2,096pp. 7985 ISSN 0014-083X
LC 34-14581
$160 U.S. and Canada,
$205 other countries.

Thorough and Easy-to-Use
The maln sectlon of Essay and
General Literature lndex 1980-1984
offers.
A single-alphabet subjectauthor index
Speclfc subject head~ngs
subheadmgs, and crossreferences analyze works
indexed
B~bl~ographc
lnforrnaton
~ncludingprecise page
references
References to correct forms of
authors names
Consecutive l~stingsfor
essays appearing in mult~ple
collections
Complete listng of contents
for essay collections by
~ndlv~dual
authors
L ~ s t ~ nofg Supreme Court
cases
The List of Books Indexed and
D~rectoryof Publishers and
Distributors provide all of the information needed for find~ngand
obtaining the essays

Affordable
The five full years of analytical
indexing that Essay and General
Literature lndex 1980-1984offers is
available at $160 U.S. and Canada.
$205 other countr~es.

Subscribe to Essay and
General Literature lndex
Annually and Save
With an annual subscription to
Essay and General Literature Index,
your library will receive a paperbound issue published in June that
contains indexing from January to
June, a kivar-bound volume published in December that covers the
entire year, and twelve monthly
issues of a buying guide that previews the books that are to be
indexed, at a cost of $70 U S, and
Canada, $80 other countries. Each
annual volume has the same format
as the f~ve-yearcumulation, and
contains all new information

Note: Those who subscribe
through 1985, 1986, 1987, 1988,
and 1989 will receive the 1985-1989
cumulative volume free-of-charge,
as part of therr regular subscription.

Cumulative Volumes
Covering 85 Years
The ten retrospectve volumes of
Essay and General Literature lndex
consttute a cont~nuousrecord of
the publication of essays snce
1900 More than a quarter of a
million essays and art~clespub
ihshed In nearly 15 000 collect~ons
and miscellaneous works are
analytically mdexed in this series
Each volume 1s available at $160
U S and Canada $205 other
countr~es

Order Call TOII-~ree
1-800-367-6770

TO

In N Y State call 1-800-462-6060;
in Canada call collect 1-212-5888400
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Widely recognizedas a key market 1nd1cator, insider trading information on major
public companies in the United States and
Canada is now available on microfiche for
library use. Micromedia's INSIDEWLIST
provides a single, up-tedate source of information on all significant trades (100 shares or
and directors
more) made by 'Ompany
in the shares of their own organizations.
Over 7,000US. and Canadian companies
are represented in INSIDERILIST; over 13,000
Annual subscription includes 12monthlyshipments
US. Companies (filing w~thSecurit~esa
Exchange
Commission) $950 per year
"Canadian Companies (filing with Ontario Securities
Commission) $600 per year

M

trades per month are shown In detail, includina
name and relationship of the trader, date of t r s e ,
security type, number of shares traded, transaction type (buy, sell, option, etc.), and present
holdings.
Delivered monthly on 24:l microfiche, each
month,s installment contains full information on
all trades made over the two-year period ending
with the current date-making INSlDERlLlST a
valuable "snapshot" of insider activities for any
given company over a significant period of time.
M

Micmmedia Limited

I

158 Pearl Street, Toronto, Ontarlo M5H 113
(416)5935211 Toll free 1-800-387-2689

I

- - -

bv
.Puhlshnd
- . .. - ,

I

I

Please enter our order for INSlDEWLlST
US. @ $950tyear
Please enter our order for INSlDEWLlST
Canad~an@ $600/year
Please send me a sample of INSlDERlLlST
BillIShip to:

PLACE
STAMP

I

The Monthly Mail Now Contains

GOOD NEWS!
B-I-T-S "s a new computer product available only from BioSciences Information Servce
(BIOSIS"). Each month, you'll receive disks or tapes containing records from the BlOSlS
Previews data base - the worlds largest source of biological and biomedical research
information.
Tell us what your research interests are, and we'll do the rest. Once a month.
For more information about B-1-T-S, contact BlOSlS Product Planning & Promotion Dept.,
21 00 Arch Street, Philadelphia, PA 19103-1399, or call toll free (800) 523-4806 (USA except
AK, HI, PA) or (215) 587-4800 worldwide. Telex 831739.
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FlLt
4ISTOR1ES

HOW QUICKLY DO
YOU NEED COPIES OF
FILE HISTORIES?
Rapid Patent Service offers
the fastest way to obtain
coples of file histor~esMost
orders are shipped wthm one
to three days, and -when
your order IS urgent -we
can dehver withm 24 hours by
facsimile transmission
You'll receive a high-qualty
copy of the file wrapper and
contents, arranged In chronological order and secured with
a fastener to fac~litatereview
Because Rap~dPatent Serv~ce
has an in-house library of
international patents and more
than SIX million U S patents,
references of record are also
ava~lablealmost immed~ately
Call us toll-free at
1-800-336-5010 to order
your next file If you aren't
totally satisfied, we'll refund
your payment

IP

Rapid Patent Service
P.O. Box 2527
Eads Station
Arlington, VA 22202
(703) 920-5050 or
Toll-free 1-800-336-50 10
TELEX: 892362
FAX: (703) 685-3987

Rapid Patent Service

of research publications
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LIMITED OFFER: $2,335 WOftTH OF BOOKS FOR $250-ACT

NOW!

Build A Complete Collection Of Indexes Covering
The Most Significant Public Policy Literature
From ~ r o u n bThe World

PAlS
FOREIGN
-

INDEX
You Alreadv Know The PAlS BULLETINNow ~ i s c o i e rIts Companion Resource,
The PAlS FOREIGN LANGUAGE INDEX
For years, thousands of leading libraries have made
PAlS BULLETIN the "standard" indexing resource
covering public policylbusinesslsocial science
literature published in English. Now, discover another
"standard" from PAIS, and a superb companion
resource to the PAIS BULLETIN: PAlS FOREIGN
LANGUAGE INDEX.
PAlS FOREIGN LANGUAGE INDEX
Gives You International Coverage
01 Non-English-Language Materials
PAlS FOREIGN LANGUAGE INDEX provides access to
a stringently edited range of public policy literature in
French, German, Italian, Portuguese and Spanish.
And its English-language headings and abstract-like
notes help you locate material quickly and easily. Your
annual subscription brings you three quarterly issues
plus an annual bound volume, all with authors index,
for $495 inclusive.

First 200 New 1986 PFLl Subscriptions
Come With One-Time-Only Ofler: A
Complete Set Of Back Volumes For Just $250
To introduce you to PAlS FOREIGN LANGUAGE
INDEX, and help you acquire indexes to public
policy literature spanning nearly two decades, PAlS
announces a special, limited-time offer. If you're
among the first 200 respondents to order new
subscriptions to 1986 PAlS FOREIGN LANGUAGE
INDEX (Vol. 16), at the regular annual price, you
qualify to also order a complete set of back volumes
(Vols. 1-15) for just $250! A $2,335 value at list price,
these volumes are yours at a savings of nearly 90%if you act now!
Subscribe to PAlS FOREIGN LANGUAGE INDEX, and
order your complete set of value-priced back volumes
today! Call toll-free 800-841-1416 (in NY and outside
the continental US., call collect 212-869-6186). Or fill
in and mail the coupon below.

OFFER LIMITED m FIRST 200 NEW SUBSCRIPTIONS-FILL IN AND MAIL TODAY!

Clip and mail to:
Public Atfairs Information Sewice.
11 W 40th Street, New York. NY 10018-2693
YES1 I'd like to subscribe to 1986 PAlS
FOREIGN LANGUAGE INDEX (Vol. 16).
YES1 I'd also l~keto order a complete
set of back volumes (Vols. 1-15) at the
special, one-time-only price of $250.
I'M INTERESTED1 Please rush more
details.
E Bill me. O Check or M.0 enclosed.
Please allow 4 weeks for delivery.
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Marketing Measures for
Information Services
Martha Jane Zachert
Health Sciences Libraries
Library Education Projects
Tallahassee, FL

Robert V. Williams
College of Library and Information Science
University of South Carolina
Columbia, SC
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Despite their leadership in developing information
services, special librarians often express frustration
with the design and evaluation of the programs by
which they market these services. This paper explores
the problem by analyzing and synthesizing ideas from
the literature of marketing and performance evaluation. Potentially useful approaches and quantifiable
measures for market structure analysis, design decision-making, and marketing program evaluation are
identified.
Introduction

T

HE MARKETING of information

services has been a popular topic
in the library profession in recent
years. For special librarians, neither the
concept nor the practice of marketing is
new; both have been part of the special
library idea for a long time ( I ) . This "special library idea" maintains that the manager of information services must be
proactive rather than reactive to user information needs and demands. The basic
idea of marketing is that responsiveness to
client needs and demands is the key to
success in the marketplace (2). Actually,
both ideas speak to an understanding of
needs and preferences and to meeting
them in advance of extensive demands.
The telling characteristic of a responsive organization (in marketing terms)
has two sides. On one side, the organization encourages its clients to participate
outspokenly in its activities. On the other
spring 1986

side, the organization wholeheartedly accepts these needs and demands, as stated,
in the design and delivery of products or
services. Open, personal communication
is the key.
The opposite kind of organization is the
bureaucracy, routinized in its operations,
delivering services according to its own
version of need, carrying out impersonal
policies through a rigid hierarchy of command-a
truly unresponsive organization. A bureaucracy makes it difficult for
its clients to voice their opinions, and it
takes no initiative in finding out the precise needs or preferences of these clients
(2). Such unresponsive, bureaucratic organizations are the antithesis of "the special library idea." As would-be senrice
organizations, they fail in both the profit
and the nonprofit sectors. The organization that succeeds is "responsive" in
marketing terms, "proactive" in the
thinking of special librarians.
Despite their belief in the special li-
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brary idea and despite the relationship
between this conce~tand current marketing beliefs, many special librarians
have expressed frustration in their efforts
to apply the basics of marketing as it is
practiced in the for-profit sector to their
own not-for-profit information agencies.
This frustration reaches acute levels
when it comes to the evaluation of the
marketing programs they design and
mount. (Note that we describe special libraries and information centers as "notfor-profit" even when they are located
in commercial organizations. We do so
because this is the traditional management view on which corporate accounting rationale is so often based.)
We believe that an examination of key
marketing concepts and of selected evaluation techniques currently in use by
some special librarians will show a convergence that would be helpful to others
who attempt to increase the responsiveness of their information agencies
through marketing programs. We also
believe that the suggestions we will make
at the conclusion of this paper will, if
acted on by special librarians, lead to a
new rationale for accounting the value of
special libraries, information centers, and
information services. Although we are
presenting this trend in terms of corporate libraries, it will be evident that it
also has potential for information agencies in government, academe and other
locales.
Key Marketing Concepts
Basic to all of the marketing is the idea
of "responsive organization" just described. Given an organization that is
open to personal suggestions from its
clients and that is flexible and creative
enough to adapt itself or its services to
meet the changing needs and demands of
these clients, certain questions face the
organization. Five key marketing concepts relate to these questions. All five
concepts are in use, in greater or lesser
degree, by some special librarians.
Market Segmenfation is the name of the
concept which states that a marketplace

is comprised of individuals, some of
whom will have a need for your organization's services, though in varying degrees; some, of course, will be
uninterested in your offerings. No organization can be successful by treating
the entire marketplace as if it will show
equal interest in the organization's products or services. The process of determining the proportion of individuals
already demanding your service, and the
proprotion that will never be interested,
is called "market segmentation." It answers the following questions: Who, exactly, are your clients? To what extent
are they similar, to what extent different
in their needs and demands? Which
groups, among your clients, are your
most intensive users? Least intensive
users? (2). Segmentation is a marketing
measure that holds considerable significance for special librarian managers.
Public libraries have traditionally segmented their clients on the basis of demographic characteristics. Academic
libraries have segmented their markets
by academic factors. Special librarians
must use factors such as internal structure of the company, the organizational
position and mission of the information
service and the division of work responsibilities within the parent company's
total work force. Geographical relationships between the information service
and the company units it is assigned to
serve, as well as selected demographic
characteristics of the work force, may
also be important. A graphic design of
the library's marketplace for a given special library results from a market analysis-a measure already somewhat in use
by many special librarians, probably under another name.
Given such a graphic design which
identifies markets and their size, with
supplemental data about total information resources within and available to the
company, a special librarian would then
be able to move on to answering questions about prioritizing groups of clients
and types of services. This is the process
of markef positioning. It results in policy
statements about who are the primary
special libraries

client groups, about the expenditure of
library resources in relation to each
group, who pays for service to each, even
what proportion of cost must come from
what sources, and possibly policies about
what services shall be left to the competition (2). Having arrived at these policies, the librarian will be able to establish
both short- and long-range goals, and
state these goals in such a way that quantitative measures can be used to determine the extent to which each is
achieved.
From analysis of market segments and
choice of a market position, the special
librarian who is implementing marketing
concepts will move on to consumer analysis.
This process answers questions about the
extent of the need for homogenous subgroups, even individual clients, the significance of each need in relation to company objectives, the preference for
delivery of information products or services, the perceptions of members of
client groups about library/information
center service. Measures used in consumer analysis concentrate on obtaining
detailed quantitative data. Information
gained provides the foundation for planning a marketing program (2).

The concept of a marketing program underlies the coordinated effort which utilizes information gained and policies
established in the interests of the parent
company. The purpose of this step is to
arrive at a customized plan for the optimum mix of product or service, price
and cost, place or mode of delivery, and
promotion of the products or services
within your company ( 2 ) . Without such
an inclusive customized plan, with its
own built-in goals and measures for defining success, libraries and other information agencies cannot be said to be truly
engaged in marketing. Although they
may be using some marketing concepts,
without well-defined marketing programs,
much of the potential impact of market
segmentation, positioning and consumer
analysis will be lost.
Finally, a marketing audit completes the
cycle and sets the stage for the next cycle
of planning, implementation and review.
Such an audit, or evaluation, uses multiple measures to quantitatively study the
results of the marketing program. It answers questions about the effectiveness
of marketing programs and sets the stage
for expansion or retraction, continuance
of discontinuance of specific parts of the

Figure 1. Key Marketing Concepts, Their Nature and Significance

KEY CONCEPTS

Naturelsignificance of Concepts
1. Market Segmentation Identification of actual and potential markets and nonmarkets
within company. Information gathering. Quantification.
2. Market Positioning
Prioritizing clients, groups and information services. Policy M a k ing.
3. Consumer Analysis
Determination of needs and preferences. Information gathering.
Quantifiration .
Determination of optimum mix of product, price, delivery
4. Marketing Program
mode (place), promotion. Planning. Customitation. Coordination.
5. Marketing Audit
Evaluation of plan and implementation. Information gathering.
Quantification. Making Judgements. Reporting.

N.B. Marketing is a cyclical process, comprised of five major steps, represented by
the five concepts above. Each of these five concepts includes secondary concepts, thus
each step in the process includes secondary steps. "Secondary" does not mean less
important, but rather hierarchical in relation to the five key concepts/steps shown
here.
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Figure 2. Hypothetical Company in Which Library is Assigned Responsibility to
Company Management, R/D, & Sales

Work Units
by Structure
Corporate Management
Officers
Personnel
Marketing
Legal
Finance
Non-exempt personnel:
Office management
Computer operations
Other support

No./Sub-Unit

No./Major Unit
100

5
20
10
5
5
10
20
25

Research / Development
Unit Managers
Unit 1
Unit 2
Unit 3
Non-exempt personnel

5
5
10
15
15

Sales
Regional Managers
Account Executives
Advertising
Non-exempt personnel

program. If there have been changes in
the parent company or in the library's
professional environment outside the
company, additional studies relative to
revised market segmentation and positioning may be needed as part of the audit. High turnover or new work
assignments to significant portions of the
client groups may call for new consumer
analyses (2). The marketing audit sets the
stage for the next phase of library/information agency service.
Measures Used in the
Implementation of Key Marketing
Concepts/Steps
Of the key concepts just identified,
three require the use of measures for
quantification in their information gathering. (Several utilize other kinds of information as well; we are concerned here
only with measures for quantification.)

20
200
20
110

We'll look at these in the order of their
usage in marketing.
Market Segmentation. Market segmentation is based on descriptive data such as
the total number of individuals in each
category under study. For interpretation,
these data are often converted to proportions. When studying an individual
library market, it is critical to identify
categories that are meaningful in relation
to company structure, nature of the work
performed by each company unit, and
company priorities.
Company structure comes straight
from the organization chart and, since
most companies are structured functionally, the chart tells you a good bit (but
not all) about the work performed in each
unit. Your company personnel office can
supply you with the numbers.
For example, an initial market segmentation chart might look like Figure 2,
in a Hypothetical Company in which the
special libraries

vice policies are formulated in relation to
your own users and to other suppliers.
Consumer Analysis. Consumer analysis is
the detailed study of the characteristics
and information-seeking behavior of
your users. Data collection techniques include direct and indirect (unobtrusive)
observation as well as the collection of
user-supplied data. The latter, familiarly
known as "surveys," are by far the most
often used, and the name covers a broad
range of more or less formal, more or less
rigorous activities. The results are, therefore, more or less valid and reliable. This
is not the place to go into the nature or
mechanics of a good study, as numerous
textbooks are available ( 3 ) .
Examples of survey instruments
abound in the literature. One bibliography, covering the literature from 19651982. identified 57 studies in which instruments used in special libraries and
information centers are reproduced ( 4 ) .
This bibliography has been updated as
part of our work. Selected examples are
listed in an appendix to this paper. (Copies of the complete bibliography are
available from Dr. Williams.)
Results of a consumer analysis survey
might look like Figures 4 and 5 (plus, of
course, considerable additional data).
Consumer analysis surveys will provide information for choosing between
optional designs of the same service, especially when the options represent dif-

information service is assigned the responsibility for meeting the needs of
company management, research and development, and sales.
This kind of information tells you how
many individuals you have in your total
market, and it gives you the broad dimensions of your subject coverage and
your services. You also need to know the
intensity of interest in these market segments at the beginning of your planning.
This information is available to you from
library records or from your users. The
picture might look like Figure 3.
Now you know, by company units,
where the intense segments of interest
are. In corporate management, for instance, your officers, marketing and financial executives and your computer
managers are heavy users. Similarly, you
would have the picture for research and
development and sales. Your mission is
to serve all of these units, so you have
question marks in your mind beside the
non-intensive user units, to call them to
your attention later in the marketing
process. Some of these work units are
potential markets. Some may be nonmarkets, depending on company priorities, alternative information sources
available to the workers, limitations of
library resources, or for other reasons. All
of this information helps you in the key
step called market positioning, in which
library priorities are determined and ser-

Figure 3. Intensity of Current Library Usage by Work Units
Company Work Units

%

of Unit Workers Using Library
llmonth
113 mos
116 mos

Corporate Mngt (N = 100)
Officers (n = 5)
Personnel (n = 20)
Marketing (n = 10)
Legal (n = 5)
Finance (n = 5)
Office Mngt (n = 10)
Computer Mngt (n = 20)
Support Staff (n = 25)

Research /Development
Sales
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Figure 4. Levels of Information Used Regularly in R/D Unit
Percent of Sample Giving Highest Priority to
and Using at Least Once per Week
RID Units
Unit Managers (n = 5)
Unit 1 (n = 5 )
Unit 2 (n = 1)
Unit 3 (n = 2)
Non-exempt (n = 2)

News/
Update

Research
Reports

60
20

20
80

Manuals

Govt
Regs
20
100
50

50
50

ferent cost levels. Consumer analysis
surveys can also provide information
about how to customize the delivery and
promotion of your services. In short, consumer analysis is a sine qua non of marketing. It provides you with specifics on
which to base your decisions about each
of the four P's of marketing: products,
place 'or methods of dissemination of
your products, price or cost of products,
and methods of promotion of your products. Without consumer analysis, you
simply are not into marketing.
Marketing Audit. Now we move to measures used during the marketing audit.
The audit is the evaluation step, used
after the marketing plan (based on information gained in the previous steps)
has been implemented. A critical part of
that plan consists in the setting of measurable goals.
It is our belief, based on the literature,
that a new understanding of goals needs
to be developed among special librarians.
Cost-effectiveness goals have been em-

Secondary
Reference

50

phasized in the past. Performance goals
are currently popular. However, these
kinds of goals result in measurement categories that speak more to cost containment of the work done in the library,
than to successful marketing or the impact of the library on the parent agency.
Failure to differentiate between administrative goals for the operation of the
library and marketing goals for getting
services and products out of the library
may well be the cause of the frustration
special librarians voice about the evaluation of their marketing efforts.
This is not to say that cost containment
is unimportant. For routine internal administrative purposes, budget justification, and in periods of company
retrenchment, it is critical to have such
information and be able to present it convincingly. Marketing measures, however,
have a different purpose and require a
different rationale.
Remember that marketing is a process
for determining what information ser-

Figure 5. Delivery Preference for Selected Services by R/D Units
RID Units

NewsIUpdate*

Research Reports*

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
Unit Managers (n = 5)
80
20
90
10
20
20
60
20
20
Unit 1 (n = 5)
100
Unit 2 (n = 1)
100
Unit 3 (n = 2)
Non-exempt (n = 2)
* Numbers 1-4 represent alternative kinds of delivery, such as: routing, notifying with
request capability, notifying without request capability, SDI, on-demand searches.
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vices are needed by company personnel
and customizing those services in such a
way as to get the company's work done
effectively in the marketplace. The marketing audit is the evaluation of how well
one has accomplished that purpose during a specific promotion or over a given
period of time. The measures used during
your audit must relate specifically to the
goals of your customized program. They
can never exclude the users of the offered
information services. Top management is
interested in the worth-to the users and
therefore to the company-of
specific
services or products. Thus cost-benefit
measures speak with greatest power in
marketing audits.
Cost-benefit analysis answers the
question: Is the benefit, in dollar value,
more or less than the cost, in dollar value?
A particular activity in the company is
considered worthwhile when its benefits
exceed its costs. Benefits are all of the
contributions the particular activity
makes to the company's objectives, just
as costs are all of the resources the activity will divert from alternative objectives (2).
This rationale (which is standard business usage) places critical importance on
the parent organization's objectives-not
only on its long-range objectives but also,
perhaps more importantly, on its immediate objectives. It places emphasis on
company values which are the philosophic foundation for management of the
company. Among the values expressed
by top management, and used for operational decision-making, are:

.

To be first in the marketplace with new
products on a regular basis;
To be competitive by economic marketing of existing products;
To turn the company away from declining markets for once standard products
toward expanding markets for what will
become enduring new products; and
To maintain a specific company image
in the local community.

From these and other kinds of values, top
management derives company goals related to sales volume, profit level, return
on investment, level of market share,
spring 1986

company image, company resource accumulation, and social goals (5).
Special librarians need to study their
own company's values and objectives in
order to determine the market positioning of their information services and to
develop customized programs for marketing these services. We need to develop
measurable goals for our marketing programs in company terms. It will be especially
helpful if those who do carry through on
this will publish their experiences so that
other special librarians can begin to identify commonalities and to draw generalizations. Commonalities and working
generalizations can in turn become the
basis for the assumptions and hypotheses
of needed research.
Measures used in the past to describe
special libraries to top management, as
reported in the literature (6, 7), have been
about ninety-nine percent oriented to internal management, i.e. staff activities
(e.g. circulation and reference transactions, each more or less subdivided in
different libraries). There has been little
effort that we can find to convert these
data to terms of impact on company
goals, of impact on profit centers and revenue earning programs, and on the perception of this impact by profit center
managers. It is in these terms that we
must describe our benefit to the company
if we are to impress top management (8).
The problem is that we do not need
reports of staff activities, per se, nor reports of self-justificaiton of library budgets. What we need are reports that show
the impact of the library on company
goals. One group of special libraries has
been very concerned on this point: hospital libraries. There a concerted effort is
being made to demonstrate a strong positive relationship between high quality
library service and high quality patient
care (9). It is essential that hospital libraries be able to do so because of their
need to demonstrate this relationship to
third party payers for hospital care. Unfortunately, no convincing measure has
yet emerged.
One additional difficulty in developing
and using marketing measures in special

libraries stems from the emphasis in our
literature, and in the minds of many librarians, on a need for performance standards against which the activity in an
individual library may be described and
evaluated. These standards are conceived
as being industry-wide, or at least applicable to broad segments of the world
of special libraries. Such standards, were
they available, might be very useful to
library managers; however, few have
been developed and virtually none have
been validated.
Instead of continuing the search for the
unicorns of performance standards, special librarians should adopt the attitude
of Brown: the idiosyncratic nature of performance measurement and the relation
of such measures to the specific objectives of individual special libraries preclude standard performance measures
(7). Rather, we should be trying to identify to which of those company goals of
sales volume, profit level, return on investment, level of market share, company
image, company resource accumulation
and social goals the library does make a
high quality, essential contribution. Then
we should find measures that will express, in company terms, what that contribution is.
The measure with the greatest potential that we have seen reported is that of
return on investment." In a 1982 study
of the Department of Energy Technical
Information Center and its Energy Data
Base, King Research used sophisticated
I,

economic modeling methodologies to determine costs and values of s~ecificservices and products and of the data base
(10). Return on investment for the Energy
Data Base, for example, was determined
by comparing its overall production costs
to its value to users. Value was determined by surveying users regarding their
time and effort saved by using the data
base. Application of the economic model
to survey responses showed that reading
a periodical article was worth $590, and
reading a technical report was worth
$1,280. The overall return on investment
for the Energy Data Base was about 220%
or 2.2 to 1. Similar savings and return
were calculated for online searches,
printed indexes, specific areas of Department of Energy funding. Consebuences that would occur if the services
were not available were also projected.
Manning has used a different way to
convert the measure of time saved for
researchers by library activities to a return on investment figure which is very
impressive to top management (11). She
assumes that the amount of dollars saved
the company when the library does an
hour's work for an engineer is the amount
of an engineer's salary for that hour, using an average supplied by the personnel
department. That is, of course, the gross
saving, or benefit. The net benefit is the
amount of the engineer's salary less the
library's cost in substituting for the engineer during a specific period of time.
Subtleties (such as the value of the work

Figure 6 . Manning's Formula for Return on Investment
Step I. (average hours per month saved)(number of responses)
month saved

=

total hours per

Step 2. (total hours per month saved)(average $ per engineer hour)(l2 months)
gross benefit in dollars
Step

3.

Step 4.

(gross benefit)

-

(cost of library services)

net benefit
total cost of library services

=

=

=

net benefit in dollars

return on investment (%)

N. B. Manning used this formula to obtain a return on investment in total library
services. To use it in a marketing audit one would substitute cost of the specific
marketing plan, or even cost of one or more specific products or services.
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actually done by the engineer while the
library is engaged in doing work formerly
done by the engineer, or allowing for
same library work being used by more
than one engineer) are not included in
the formula at present. The net benefit
divided by the company investment in
library services equals the percentage or
proportion called "return on investment."
In Manning's usage, the total amount
of time saved is calculated from the average of the responses to the question
"How much time do you estimate that
library services save you per month?"
The formula shown in Figure 6 was used
to convert data obtained in surveys to a
return on investment figure which
ranged, in different years of an annual
survey and on different groups of employees, from 400% to 1200%. The use of
measures such as those of King Research
and Manning, some complex but some
fairly simple, will enable special librarians not only to calculate a variety of
general and specific returns on investment but also to evaluate specific marketing strategies.
Conclusions
As in business ventures, market segmentation, consumer analysis, and the
marketing audit call for the use of quantitative measures. Market segmentation
and consumer analysis utilize measures
well-known to special librarians, though
marketing effort will be best served if
librarians now move away from mere
opinion surveys to new levels of sophistication in their data gathering and, as a
consequence, in their interpretations of
market needs, demands and usage of information products.
Evaluation of marketing plans (the
marketing audit) is the most difficult step
for special librarians for several reasons:
1. The lack of quantitative measures that
are being widely used, and thereby
tested and reported.
2. A dearth of critical examination of the
assumptions underlying those evaluation measures that are being tried. Many
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of these assumptions are researchable
questions themselves, but one cannot
expect busy practitioners to undertake
this research.
3. Failure of special librarians to relate the
measureable objectives of their marketing programs to company objectives and
to carry out and report their audits in
terms meaningful to top management.
Return on investment is one such measure which has been reported in the literature.

Marketing is planning that focuses on
products, place or mode of delivery, adjustment of cost/price to the market, and
promotion to specifically targeted segments of the special librarian's market.
As such, marketing is in its infancy in
application by special librarians. Marketing is, however, a logical extension of
our historically valued and highly successful proactive style of information service, worthy of continuing application
and critical discussion.
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The Information Scientist
as Database Manager in a
Corporate Environment
Janet L. Chapman
Exxon Corporation
East Millstone, NJ
Traditionally, librarians and information scientists
have worked w i t h existing data files such as book collections and online bibliographic files. Special librarians
are now in a unique position t o become directly involved in the design, development, and management of
automated in-house databases. Software packages
called application generators enable the l i b r a r i a n h formation scientist t o develop database applications
for themselves and others without programmer intervention and w i t h very little or no knowledge of programming languages. The role of the information
scientist as database manager i n a corporate environment is described, w i t h special emphasis on the technological tools available to support this activity.

Introduction

T

RADITIONALLY, librarians and
information
specialists have
worked with established collections of information and data which follow pre-determined rules for cataloging
and classification. Rarely has the special
librarian or information scientist had the
opportunity to design a database from
the ground up, which includes specifying
the actual machine instructions, implementing the application, and retrieving
both online and printed reports. Over the
last 20 years, the influx of computers into
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information management activities has
brought about changes in the role of the
information specialist. Once primarily a
user of databases, the information specialist has progressed to being a developer
of automated file structures for themselves and others. The advancement of
computer technology and the refinement
of applications software tools have made
this transition possible.
Today, the special librarian who is interested in converting an existing database or developing an entirely new
automated file structure has a wide range
of design options available. If a main-
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frame is required because of the size and/
or processing requirements of the database, the librarian will probably be part
of a team that develops the application.
The team approach means that the librarian is only peripherally involved in
an application development project, having little direct control over the design
and development of the database. Even
traditional database development on a
minicomputer involves the indirect participation of the librarian. But as microcomputers become more prevalent in the
library setting, the information scientist
has greater opportunities for hands-on,
direct participation in the entire process
of designing, developing, and implementing a database application for themselves and others.
These changes in applications development have been helped along by advancements in database management
software. The writing of machine instructions for defining and developing a
database once depended solely upon the
knowledge of specialized procedural languages, such as FORTRAN, COBOL,
PL/ 1,BASIC, etc. This process was very
time consuming and resource intensive;
corporate data processing departments
experienced huge backlogs as more and
more users desired a ~ i e c eof the computer's power. To help reduce the number of applications waiting to be
processed, programmers developed software tools to enable them to do their jobs
more efficiently. These tools became
known as program generators, application generators, and report writers. They
have been primarily used by data processing departments, but are now being
discovered by end-users eager to develop
and maintain their own databases. Endusers find these data management tools
easy to master as they do not require
extensive programming knowledge or experience with computers in order to produce applications in a very short period
of time.
Program generators assist programmers
in developing a discrete set of instructions for the computer to perform a specific task. Application generators help
- -

programmers and end-users develop several programs or modules which link together to perform a variety of functions.
With report writers, end-users are able
to retrieve information from a database
and present it in a specified format, with
little direct knowledge of the way in
which the database is structured or defined. The dividing line between these
three software tools is very thin and the
functional overlap is great.
In the special library setting, there is
great potential for the use of these software tools to develor, and maintain automated in-house databases. The
information specialist has the unique opportunity to serve as both an end-user of
database management software when
setting up library-based applications, and
as an intermediary when developing databases for others. The librarian's extensive knowledge of the organization and
retrieval of information, combined with
specialized knowledge in a subject area,
provides the necessary expertise for database management in a corporate environment. Application generators are the
tools which provide the means for librarians to achieve the goal of becoming
database managers.
In this paper, the characteristics and
uses of application generators will be
more thoroughly covered than the other
two tools. Most users will require an entire application which covers all the functions of a database, rather than one
program which performs a specific, isolated task, or a report which reads and
presents information from an alreadyestablished database. The general process
of application development is described,
with an emphasis on the use of software
tools which make the task easier. Following this overview of database development, the integration of end-user
applications development into a corporate research information program is described.

-

Designing an Application
The first step in developing a database
application is to determine the purpose
and requirements of the database. This
special libraries

activity consists of a dialogue between
the database developer and the user, and
is very similar to the kind of interaction
which takes place during the traditional
"reference interview." Some of the important points to be covered during the
discussion are outlined below.
The overall structure of the application and its component files must be
determined during the design phase. An
application may be very simple, consisting of one data file. However, most applications consist of several files and the
interrelationships between the shared
and unique data elements should be determined.
The expected size of the data file(s)
is an important consideration as it may
affect the physical location of the file on
the disk. The size also affects the kind(s)
and frequency of maintenance tasks
which are required for timely processing
and retrieval.
The most detailed discussion concerns the fields which comprise a record
within each file. A record consists of several discrete pieces of information, called
fields, which, when seen as a whole, describe a unique occurrence within the database. With the user's help, the database
developer must determine the size (number of characters) and type of information
each field is expected to hold (alphanumeric, integer, decimal, date, etc.).
The database developer needs to determine which fields the user would like
to search and also the kind of searching
the user plans to conduct. Searchable
fields may be set up for exact-match retrieval (such as a social security number),
or "free-text" browsing (such as all the
titles containing the word "gasoline").
Determining the searching requirements
at the time of database design helps ensure that the outcome will match the
user's needs and guards against retrofitting.
0 Data entry requirements are another
consideration at the time of database design. Some fields may be best assigned
automatically by the system (such as a
sequential identification number), while
most will be keyed by the operator. Still
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other fields may be calculated by the system based upon entry by the operator,
such as a total cost based upon a number
times a unit cost rate.
Standard data forms may be required. For example, the operator may
enter a set of initials in the primary file
which matches against a secondary file
or table and then displays the full name.
The user may need to be prompted for
the standard data forms and, if so, a
mechanism set up to provide prompting
information to the operator. The database
developer should include customized
prompting messages wherever possible to
assist the operator in entering standard
data forms.
0 Data entry rules must be established
and followed. Is a field required or optional? Will the system accept an entry
which does not match a standard set of
data? The database developer, with the
user's assistance, must establish the rules
and then decide how the system will
handle the deviations. Any system messages to the operator should be informative and non-threatening.
Estimating the updating frequency
helps to determine a maintenance schedule. Certain housekeeping chores, such
as indexing and reorganization, must be
performed periodically and regularly to
ensure the integrity of the data file. A
file that is updated frequently requires
more frequent indexing and reformatting
to keep processing and retrieval time to
a minimum.
0 Security considerations are of great
concern to the user and the database developer must set up the restrictions accordingly. First, file access must be
considered, followed by access to fields
within the file. The type of access must
be determined, including the operation(s)
(add, delete, change, or search) permitted
on each field of data.
The above list covers the major aspects
to be addressed by the database developer and user during the initial design
phase. Depending on the application
generator used, the database developer
may need to determine a slightly different set of database requirements.

Developing an Application

With the design scoped out, the database developer is ready to interact with
the computer and create a prototype of
the application. Here is where the application generator assists the database
developer and provides a nearly mistakeproof environment for application development. The generator leads the user
through a series of menus which contain
fill-in-the-blank type questions. The database developer answers each question
according to the design requirements as
discussed with the user. The application
generator actually leads the developer
through each logical step of defining a
database and describing the attributes of
each field.
Even the layout and design of the data
entry screen are defined by the database
developer. Most application generators
allow the developer to direct the placement of fields, masks, and text on the
data entry screen. This feature is extremely helpful in providing a unique,
"user-sensitive" product tailored to meet
the needs of the requestor.
When all the relevant questions for the
application have been answered by the
developer, including those directing the
format of the data entry screen, the application is ready to be generated. During
this phase, the software translates the
user's reauirements into instructions
which the computer can act upon. Without an application generator, this would
mean writing the program code in a procedural programming language, following all the necessary rules of that
language's syntax, etc. Through the use
of an application generator, the database
develover sits back and waits while the
machine automatically generates the program code. The generator uses the definitions provided by the database
developer during the question and answer phase to produce the complete application. The time of generation varies
with the type of machine and application;
on a minicomputer-based system, applications consisting of from 2000 to 6000
lines of code are generated in 10 to 15

minutes. Following generation of the
source code, the programs are compiled;
all associated files and program modules
are integrated into the application. When
this process is complete, the application
is ready for t e s t i q ~ a n dre-design.
The database developer and user then
test the application by entering a few
records and reviewing the functions of
changing, deleting, and searching. At this
voint, the user mav choose to revise the
brigiial design by' changing any of the
requirements of the application. The database developer should encourage the
user to make changes at this point because the design is still negotiable and
easy to modify. Once the user begins entering records and building up the database, however, it becomes increasingly
difficult (although not impossible) to
change the initial design of the database.
If any changes are required by the user,
the database developer goes back and redefines the file definition accordingly.
The application generator contains provisions for making such changes, so the
revision should be no more difficult than
the original definition. When the design
is acceptable to the user and incorporates
all the intended pieces of information in
the proper format, the application is
ready for implementation.
Implementing an Application

Implementation involves activating all
the security features so that the application is accessible to those with permission and inaccessible to those
without. For implementation to be effective, user training is essential. All users
should be trained according to their anticipated usage of the system. For instance, the primary operator requires
extensive training in all aspects of the
application, whereas the project supervisor may need only retrieval capabilities.
The database developer is responsible for
conducting these training sessions and
should be prepared to answer many
questions during the first few weeks of
use of the application.
A written user guide is a valuable adspecial libraries

junct to the training sessions. The guide
is time-consuming to produce, but well
worth the effort from the user's point of
view. The documentation should cover
standardized activities and rules within
the database, thus picking up where the
online prompting messages leave off. If
distributed during the training session,
the guide provides a handy reference tool
for the user immediately after training.
Later, it is especially helpful in training
new and/or infrequent users of the application.
Maintaining an Application

Once the application is implemented
and starts accumulating data, maintenance is required. The procedures of indexing and reformatting of the data files
are quite simple, because the generator
produces the instructions automatically.
The database manager then executes
those instructions on a regular basis by
selecting a menu option from the data
dictionary.
As the data file grows, processing time
for searches and reports may become
quite lengthy. It may become necessary
to segment the file, using the new year
as a logical cut-off point. The older file
may be archived (i.e., stored on an offline
disk) and only the most recent records
included in the active portion of the file.
Other maintenance activities include refresher and new user training, password
changes, etc. These activities are ongoing
and should be monitored frequently and
regularly by the database manager.
Benefits

For the librarian embarking on database development for the first time, an
application generator provides many
benefits. The inherent characteristics of
the generator, such as its ease of use and
non-requirement of intensive training,
combine to assist the experienced application user in becoming an application developer. The application generator allows
the developer to concentrate on the structure, organization, and usage of files and
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data elements, instead of requiring close
attention to detailed machine instructions. Therefore, with an application generator, the information specialist is able
to use his/her skills in organizing information to meet the needs of the user in
a computerized environment, without
getting bogged down in the technicalities
of a programming language.
Once in use, the time and cost savings
of the application generator become apparent. One organization notes that the
use of an application generator saved
them 25% over the cost of writing applications in COBOL by hand (I).With
a minicomputer-based application generator, multi-file databases are generally
designed and developed in six to ten
hours, versus four to six months required
by a programmer. The efficiency of the
application generator results in obvious
productivity benefits for the database developer and for the organization as a
whole.
The application generator helps promote a closer cooperation between the
database developer and the user of the
application. The entire design, testing,
and implementation process involves interaction and cooperation to ensure that
the user's needs are fully met by the final
product. Since the application generator
encourages user participation and iterative modifications, the user feels that he/
she is truly a part of the application development and gains direct benefits from
its products.
Along with the intangible, qualitative
benefits, there are technical benefits to
be gained from using application generators. In the way that application generators draw together common program
modules to produce an application, they
generalize and standardize the functions
commonly used by systems. Data storage
and retrieval, security rules, report writing, error handling, terminal log-in procedures, and housekeeping activities are
carried out by separate, standardized
modules. The common modules are then
customized according to the particular
application and linked together with a
skeletal program under the direction of a

set of "rules" as determined by the database developer. These "rules" then provide the desired computer application
function through the modules they modify and link together. The modular aspect
of the application provides for both continuity and flexibility in the design of
databases.
Occasionally, the database developer
may need to alter the program code so
that the application performs functions
specified by the user but not provided
within the standard programs. Since the
generated source code follows a uniform
format and style, the database developer
does not have to spend a lot of time "figuring out what the programmer was
doing." Customization of well-documented, uniform source code produced
by an application generator is far easier
than revising programmer-developed
code.
All of this adds up to the reduced involvement of programmers in the development of in-house applications. Some
users may wish to develop their own applications by using a generator, but, as
with online searching, most will want a
skilled intermediary to assist and/or
completely develop the application under
their direction. This is where the information organization and handling skills
of the specialist come into play: the computer-skilled librarian is perfectly suited
to the role of database manager. Whether
it be for their own use or for the eventual
use of others, information specialists
should consider using an application generator to become more effective in shaping and directing the outcome of
computer-based file designs.
Experiences a t REHD
At Exxon Corporation's Research and
Environmental Health Division (REHD),
information specialists have used database management software tools to develop in-house applications since the late
1970s. This activity grew out of a need
within the Information Services Unit to
increase the efficiency and productivity
of providing indexing and retrieval ser-

vices to the rest of the Division. The first
efforts were aimed towards automating
the centralized, manual collections of
published literature and proprietary information. This project is detailed elsewhere (2) and mentioned here for its
importance in expanding the REHD information specialist's role from a user of
databases to that of a deoeloper of databases
for themselves and others within the organization.
Since the 1950s, the REHD Information Center has housed a collection of
information pertaining to the needs of its
primary users: toxicologists, industrial
hygienists, and epidemiologists. The collection was originally organized in a
manual system of indexing, storage, and
retrieval. Over the years, as the topics of
interest to our growing staff expanded,
we outgrew the manual system. In 1978,
the Information Services Unit decided to
automate and build a computerized database of its environmental health information. We chose a mainframe software
tool which processed bibliographic data
and produced several indexes. Use of the
information management software required a minicomputer for local entry of
the data and transmission to a remote
mainframe. In 1980, REHD acquired a
minicomputer to perform these information handling activities and to provide
support for office automation applications, such as word processing, calendar
management, electronic mail, tickler, etc.
Management of the minicomputer became the responsibility of the Information Services Unit. This activity, along
with the files automation project, provided REHD's information specialists the
background and experience necessary to
begin developing and managing database
applications for others within the Division.
As REHD's researchers began to see
the advantages of using a computerized
system for indexing and retrieval, they
turned to our information specialists for
assistance in organizing specialized collections, such as published analytical
methods or regulatory notices. We used
the mainframe software tool to build
special libraries

these specialized databases when the user
needed several access points for retrieval.
Although the mainframe software performed some functions very well, it did
have certain limitations. The biggest limitations were the inability to perform numeric calculations and the lack of online
searching and editing capabilities. These
limitations caused us to look for a database management tool that would provide mathematical capabilities and be
easy enough for end users to enter and
retrieve their own data.
To meet part of this requirement, we
acquired a spreadsheet package which
provided superior capabilities in the manipulation of numeric data. Managers
found this tool very useful for budgeting
and planning activities. For online storage
and retrieval of both numeric and textual
data, we acquired two separate but compatible tools: a data entry program and a
report writer. The information specialist
created files using the data entry program; the end-user could then access the
files with the report writer and produce
online and hardcopy reports. These two
programs worked well for organizing and
searching small, simple file structures.
By this time (approximately 1982), the
Information Services staff had firmly established themselves as designers and
managers of in-house database applications for the Division. Our users became
more and more sophisticated and their
requests for applications became increasingly complex. Soon, we outgrew the report writer and data entry program for
specialized end-user applications. We
then purchased a software package which
integrated the functions of a data
dictionary, an application generator, and
a report writer. We were limited by our
pre-existing hardware, and so chose the
most efficient package that was compatible. This software tool is used frequently
today for developing specialized enduser applications. The system is menudriven, with clear, consistent messages to
the user. This menu-driven approach
makes the system easy to use by both
the database developer and the end-user.
At the heart of the software package
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is the data dictionary. This module provides the framework for the specification
of all file, field, and array definitions; the
identification of keys and indexes for
data file access; verification of data entry
edits; design of data entry screen formats
and prompting messages; specification of
standard table values; and documentation of files and fields. System utilities,
which are available as menu options from
the data dictionary module, provide program generation, report generation, and
file and data dictionary maintenance.
Applications created from the data
dictionary provide online, interactive access to data files.
One of the strengths of this particular
software package is that it generates
source code which is accessible to the
database develo~er.This code is identical
to that which would be written by a programmer. As a result, the software-generated programs may be easily modified
by insertion of customized user coding.
By customizing, the database developer
can provide extra features not automatically provided by the software-generated programs, thereby meeting nearly
100% of the user's requirements.
A separate, yet related, module is the
report writer which functions in much
the same way as the data dictionary / data
entry portion. The report writer has its
own dictionary which contains specifications for the file(s) to be accessed, the
column and heading designations, and
the sorting and selection criteria. Report
programs are generated in source code
and these, too, are accessible for customized user coding.
At REHD, this database management
tool is used by nearly all groups within
the Division. The Information Services
Unit uses an application to distribute
technical reports and other Company information to all interested parties
throughout the Exxon circuit. Toxicologists use the software to track health and
safety phrases assigned to various products and chemicals. Industrial hygienists
maintain a log of descriptive information
concerning samples analyzed within the
laboratory; monthly reports provide a ba-

sis for billing affiliates for analytical services. The secretarial staff uses a
timekeeping application to track employee absences and produce detailed reports for payroll and benefit calculations.
All of these applications, along with
others not mentioned, have been developed by REHD's information specialists.
The information specialist performs the
functions of setting up the application,
generating the programs, implementing,
testing, and maintaining the applications.
The end-users are trained to perform
their own data entrv and online retrieval.
Reports are also developed by the information specialist and then placed on a
menu for the user to choose when processing is required.

Lessons Learned and
Implications for Others
The addition of in-house database development to the list of services provided
by a corporate information center requires planning and consideration. It is
best to start out on a small scale by developing single file applications and then
advance to more complicated, multi-file
applications. Demonstrations of initial
applications to key groups within the organization help users see how they may
benefit from specialized database applications. The growth of end-user applications is analogous to the expansion of
online searching in the special library setting: the service starts out with a few
interested users and then expands as others learn of the advantages and benefits.
In the beginning, it is worthwhile to
develop applications intended for use
within the library /information center.
This gives the information specialist time
to understand the software and work out
any quirks within the system. The process of applications development is a cumulative one, so that the lessons learned
in the beginning will assist the database
developer with projects later on.
Management of end-user applications
by special librarians and information specialists provides an integrated approach
to solving corporate information needs.
Researchers who routinely turn to the

information center for literature searches
and document delivery will begin to include requests for specialized database
development. The usage of database
management software tools helps the information center provide a full range of
services to the organization. The benefits
from merging end-user computing with
library services are two-fold: the organization enjoys the services of a broadbased information center, and the information specialists experience the added
challenges of direct involvement in database management.
For the information specialist to take
a leadership role in the management of
end-user database services, it is necessary
to maintain awareness of computer technology and information management
software as they relate to the organization's specific needs. As the area of enduser applications expands and more researchers require specialized databases,
the information specialist will be called
upon to provide the necessary support.
Now is the time for special librarians to
prepare for these changes by gaining the
knowledge and expertise required to
meet the expanding needs of the organization for a wide range of information
services.

Notes
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Introduction
The spectre of starving Ethiopians that
has come to haunt the airways of North
America in the last year is only the most
current and one of the most dramatic representations of a problem which has continually plagued mankind: hunger. In
Ethiopia it has become clear that it is not
so much the lack of food production that
has caused the problem as much as a failure of the postharvest system. Food in
80

abundance is available, at least now after
the plea to the richer nations of the
world. Yet non-existent transportation,
insufficient port and warehouse facilities,
and, most importantly, internal politics
combine to interfere with the ability to
get the available food to the refugees in
the remote areas of the country.
Postharvest systems of handling,
transportation, storage and marketing are
the focus of two special collections that
are described here. The Postharvest Institute for Perishables Information Center (PIPIC) at the University of Idaho in
Moscow and the Postharvest Documentation Service (PHDS) at Kansas State
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University in Manhattan are special or
focused collections (information services)
designed for use by a clientele from developing countries suffering a wide variety of food loss problems. Each
collection was initiated by a US. Agency
for International Development (USAID)
contract to the respective universities following the US. National Academy of
Sciences study highlighting the importance of postharvest (as distinguished from
production-oriented) agricultural assistance. In spite of billions of dollars invested in the Green Revolution and other
general preharvest approaches to ending
hunger, as many as a billion people were
cited in that (1978) report as being malnourished. ( I ) A special session of the
United Nations General Assembly in
1975 set the international goal for reducing postharvest losses 50% by 1985.
The Needs
The im~ortanceof documentation as
part of any problem-solving effort does
not need to be justified to this audience.
A few samples of agricultural library collections from developing countries where
we are acquainted will briefly illustrate
the limitations imposed on both pre- and
postharvest efforts in these regions. Followina this the PHDS and PIPIC "emergency information aid" will be described
showing the kinds of assistance available
for postharvest information. Like the
concept current in agricultural circles, our
operations seek "appropriateness" and
immediate utility. Neither our services
nor our developing country clients can
wait for the elegant long-term solution.
Egypt. In Egypt, the library for an entire
College of Agriculture, which serves
some 300 faculty and approximately 3500
students, consists of one small room
which houses perhaps 2500 volumes of
textbooks in French and English, all published in the 1950s or before. It also
houses its collection of theses and dissertations and the journal collection
which consists of exactly 4 journal subscriptions outside those published by the
College itself. There is no system for bor-

.,
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rowing materials from libraries elsewhere
in Egypt nor any international location.
There isn't even a photocopy machine
anywhere in the College to copy from
any of the materials that are there.
Honduras. The library in Honduras,
which has the same charge in regard to
collection develo~mentas the U.S. National Agriculture Library, has a collection of approximately 15,000 volumes
and receives about 100 subscriptions
from around the world. It is the AGRIS
(a computer-based, information network
for ag&ultural libraries in developing
countries) input center for the nation responsible for entering all Honduran publications into the world-wide AGRIS
information network. Nonetheless, there
is no book budget and never has been.
This means that all publications are received as gifts at the whim of the donors.
The nearest computer terminal for composing the entries for AGRIS are at another governmental bureau on the other
side of Tegucigalpa. No one on the staff
of this library is trained in data-entry, so
they must rely on the free time of the
staff in the agency with the computer to
input their AGRIS data. Needless to say,
this is a less than id-eal solution for both
agencies involved.
Materials in this collection are cataloged by title and author. Most of the
classification is by publishing agency so
there is not even the minimal amount of
subject orientation that comes from a
classed system. There are a few issues of
the AGRIS index, but the staff says they
are never used.
This center is loosely affiliated with a
library in Costa Rica which coordinates
the Latin American input into AGRIS.
Through this affiliation, SDIs or retrospective bibliographies could be provided
for materials related to at least Latin
America (it was unclear whether there
was access to all the AGRIS documents
from other areas.). However, this had
never been utilized by anyone on the
staff or any other researcher in the country as far as the staff knew.
Pakistan. Even in Pakistan, where one
of the newest libraries seen anywhere

houses the main agricultural collection of
the country, there is a minimum of access
to the materials in the collection. Books
are cataloged only by author and title;
Dewey classing gives the only subject access. Journals are listed by titles and
holdings are recorded, but there is only
one index to allow access to the materials:
the AGRIS Index. This is available only
because this library, too, is the official
Pakistani input center for AGRIS. This
library, however, has one service which
is unique within the country: computerized bibliographies on individualized
topics can be requested as retrospectives
or SDI's from F A 0 in Rome. Even with
this service available, only 35 topics were
requested during 1984.
This library is presently coordinating
an effort to facilitate in-country interlibrary loan by creating a network of other
agricultural libraries at government agencies, experiment stations, and universities. There are plans to create a union list
of serial holdings and to eventually have
a union list of monographic holdings.
Nonetheless, this network has no plans
for linkages outside of Pakistan even for
interlibrary loan of journal articles. Currently, only one library in Pakistan, the
Agricultural University of Faisalabad,
will lend monographs to anyone else in
the country, so the value of the proposed
union list of monographs is questionable
as well.
These three examples run the gamut
from the worst to the best that we have
personally seen in developing countries.
While much better libraries undoubtedly
exist, these can act to focus attention on
the differences between the libraries we
expect in North America and the reality
of life for our colleagues in other parts
of the world. It must be noted that the
staffs of these institutions are all acutely
aware of their limitations and are well
informed about technological developments in the field. It is their awareness
which creates to a great extent the demand which shapes the services from
PHDS and PIPIC. We act as the shortterm bridge to link the third world information seekers, such as those libraries
mentioned, with modern technology.
~

~

The Solutions
Following a brief outline of our combined services, we will describe our separate activities in the following areas:
Communication and marketing
Collection building
Interpreting client needs and informing
clients of new materials
Document delivery
Both PIPIC and PHDS perform the following functions as information centers:
We each house a focused collection of
documents based upon postharvest systems for specific commodities. The
multi-disciplinary collections combine
such areas as entomology, economics,
engineering, nutrition and marketing.
We maintain computer-searchable data
files of bibliographic information with
subject access from the collected documents.
Our services announce their holdings in
serially-produced acquisitions lists to a
clientele whom USAID funds us to serve
free of charge.
We reproduce and mail copies of our
documents to our international clients.
We produce special subject bibliographies based upon our own initiative and
upon specific client requests.

Post-Harvest Documentation
Service of the Food and Feed
Grain Institute
-

-

PHDS began in 1979 as an added component to the Food and Feed Grain Institute (FFGI), a multi-disciplinary
faculty at Kansas State University.
Housed in the Grain Science Department,
but also representing faculty from
Stored-Product Entomology, Agricultural
Engineering, Agricultural Economics and
Mycology, the Institute members focus
their work on cereal grains and dryseeded legumes. Limitation to these commodities, in contrast to perishables, gives
the PHDS collection special stress on
such subjects as long-term storage structures and economic stockpiling of grains.
As part of a larger Institute which conducts in-country training and technical
assistance, PHDS benefits from the conspecial libraries

tacts made by other FFGI personnel. The
Documentation Service is not the sole recipient of the USAID grant, and must
assert its own needs for funding along
with those of the other FFGI components.
Communications and Marketing. At PHDS,
the task of alerting potential clients of
our services is shared by faculty of the
FFGI. Through technical-assistance projects carried out overseas and through
training programs the Institute provides
both in Kansas and abroad, additional
post-harvest personnel are added to
PHDS' clientele and their publications
are solicited for the collection. FFGI personnel often reduce the time it requires
to obtain limited-edition foreign reports
by bringing them from technical-assistance trips. Determining the currently
most crucial subject areas for acquisitions
is greatly assisted by PHDS' affiliation
with these technical-assistance experts.
Trends in post-harvest loss prevention,
which gain or lose their utility due to
various governments' support or cutbacks, are followed by FFGI personnel,
and affect which materials PHDS will
likely collect. This process is more dynamic than predictible, but it is necessary
due to the nature of the material.
Collection Building. Located in a nation
where "information overload" seems to
be the plight of most librarians, PHDS
has access to all of the high-technology
systems of searching and retrieving documentation. The only database we have
been unable to search online ourselves
has been AGRIS, which is not yet available from an American vendor such as
Dialog. (Editor2 Note: Since the time of
writing this article, AGRIS is now available through Dialog.) Instead, we utilize
Agricola and CAB databases for retrospective searches, which are run as
needed. We maintain SDI search profiles
of these and other databases with the
National Agricultural Library throughout
its CALS program.
We were once asked why we do not
search these databases directly for our
clients when they write us with special
information requests. Given our clients'
resources and immediate needs, presenting them with the resulting bibliography
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would be more of a frustration than a
service. Many of the documents cited in
such searches are limited-edition reports
of conference papers located in libraries
with a wide variety of user policies. We
would not be doing any favors to either
our clients or to inter-library loan networks by advertising document locations
worldwide. Instead, our goal is to acquire
the appropriate items ourselves, then announce their availability as well as their
contents to clients.
If we relied on other databases as our
sole source for acquisitions, we could not
consider ourselves very unique or up-todate. It is our contact with the clients
themselves and with the FFGI faculty involved in food loss prevention activities
that exposes us to material not previously
listed in other sources. PHDS clients contribute to acquisitions with donations of
their own and with requests for particular
articles that they bring to our attention.
One specialist in rodent control measures
in Malaysia regularly sends us lists of
reference from other articles that he
would like us to acquire. At times it is
difficult to draw the-line between postharvest subjects and those topics that do
not seem to contribute directly to postharvest solutions. For example, we would
avoid as a "pre-harvest" area documents
on the genetics of new cereal cultivars,
but we could not ignore research papers
concerning development of those cultivars resistant to stored-product pests.
One of our acquisitions goals is to combine both practical and theoretical publications. O n the one hand, we need as
much "appropriate" extension material
(publications that come out of agricultural departments of universities) as we
can get for on-site implementation. O n
the other hand, we cannot avoid the
"high technology" research papers which
illustrate techniques and equipment necessary to a developing research laboratory.
Another "appropriateness" issue is the
balance between making available to our
clients the same literature that research
and extension workers in North America
have access to or developing a collection
that reflects the special problems and so-

lutions found in the developing countries
themselves. For the latter emphasis, we
encourage donations using a 2-for-1 exchange policy. Since the PHDS acquisitions lists offer approximately 400 items
bi-monthly of which only 20 can be provided free-of-charge. the desire for additional copies can be met by one client
donation for 2 extra PHDS items received. In some cases this has encouraged
clients to mail us packages of their publications in advance, as credit for extra
copies.
FFGI faculty assist in acquisitions
when they embark on research and technical assistance projects. For example,
materials from a bibliography on the
larger grain borer were added to PHDS
by one of the Institute's entomologists.
Currently, we are preparing a bibliography on natural plant materials as pesticides for stored grain insects.
Documents collected at professional conferences and workshops by FFGI staff are
added to the collection and requests for
specific titles from them, as from other
clients, are valuable acquisitions aids.
The appropriateness of certain subjects
may vary with the year or the season.
Outbreaks of a certain pest will require
a rush for information on the topic, and
renewed interest in techniques that have
been ignored for many years may require
that we research in the not-so-recent literature. Without our limitation by commodity and by postharvest stage,
acquisitions would often seem more governed by reaction then by plan of action.
Interpreting Client Needs and Informing Clients
of New Documenfs. Our service by airmail
rather than electronic telecommunications may put us in a low technology
bracket relative to the available hardware
in North America, but correspondence
with clients this way is the most appro~ r i a t emode we have. We have not arrived at the point where clients can tell
us what they need any more effectively
or cheaply than by writing us a letter.
Since our bi-monthly acquisition lists
(written in English) provide document
numbers and an ordering form, requests
for document copies present no major
- ,
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communication problem. With computer
search requests, we have more room for
difficulties. While the process of sitting
down to describe in writing exactly what
information one wants is a helpful practice which aids any searcher, our lack of
face-to-face interaction makes us relv on
clients' well-worded written description
to formulate an effective search strategy.
Two difficulties are continually presenting themselves. One is that English
is a second language to most of our
clients, and their descriptions tend to be
vague or awkwardly written. We are encouraging native speakers of Romance
languages to write us in their first language since FFGI employs a full-time
translator to intemret such communications. The second problem is a lack of
understanding about the computer search
itself. We have had clients ask for "anything on postharvest aspects of cereal
grains and dry-seeded legumes"-virtually the whole database. Our challenge
in advertising the availability of searches
is to include just enough of a description
of the search process to encourage meaningful search requests, but not so much
as to mystify the clients.
Document Sforage and Delivery. At the outset, the PHDS collection was designed
with document delivery to clients in
mind. This meant that 1) we could only
collect for distribution those items that
any library could legally copy and mail,
and 2) we would have to set limits on
the number of free copies a client could
receive, due to copying and postage costs.
It has been a frustration to this librarian
to see appropriate material that cannot
be shared through our only channels because of copyright laws. During the upcoming year, we have decided to try
announcing to our clients a limited number of in-print materials we were unable
to copy. Publishers addresses and costs
will be listed. Hopefully those clients
with scant acquisitions budgets will be
encouraged to devote special grants or
USAID assistance funds to developing
collections of these materials. Growth of
agricultural libraries is one of our ultimate goals, so our announcements may
special libraries

provide an incentive for long-range collection development.
Limits on the amount of paper weight
we can afford to send by airmail has
caused us to use microfiche master copies
for any document over 50 pages. PHDS
has not advised clients in the purchase
of microfiche readers in the past, but we
are initiating special microforms demonstrations with those students and visitors to FFGI who might be forced to
accept non-paper copies.
To make searches possible, and to format our bi-monthly acquisition lists, we
store the bibliographic citations and abstracts to all PHDS documents on hard
disks with the KSU Computing Center.
Two files currently require storage: one
of each of the citations and abstracts
themselves, and an index derived from
the former. The index that facilitates
searching has grown to over twice the
size of the abstract file and consists of all
words derived from the titles and abstracts after a stop list of meaningless
words has been weeded out. With as eclectic a field as postharvest subject matter
presents, and with the quickly evolving
vocabulary, it seems that an index derived in this way is more comprehensive
and less time-consuming than one derived from controlled-vocabulary keywords. However, the index itself may
become something of a dinosaur unless
new data structures to break it down are
introduced or sequential search techniques of the abstract file prove more cost
effective than maintenance of the index.
Storage of the documents themselves
is simply designed for quick retrieval and
copying, not for browsing. Persons entering our work area may not recognize
a library in the shelves of numbered folders containing photocopied journal articles, reports, and pamphlets. We are only
now considering disposal of our card catalog, the last symbol of traditional library
organization. What may appear in many
libraries under the label "ephemera" is
for us the information equivalent of
emergency food aid to developing countries. If the collection were to disappear
some day because its contents have been
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consumed and its function replaced by
more permanent materials in the users
home countries, we will have filled one
special role in librarianship.
Postharvest Institute for
Perishables Information Center
-

-

From its beginnings in 1981, this center
has grown to include a collection of 8500
documents covering a multitude of crops:
fruits, vegetables, root and tuber crops,
nuts, oilseeds, spices, essential oils, and
beverage crops. Basically, if it can be
grown in the soil and eaten and isn't a
grain or hard-seeded legume (which are
covered by PHDS), PIPIC probably deals
with it.
Communication and Marketing. These two
concepts are linked together because,
within our operations, the process of
"marketing" is primarily one of communication. We have a need to communicate in two directions: potential
users of our system and potential suppliers of resources to the systems. (It
should be noted that frequently these are
the same audiences.) Kotler has defined
marketing as an exchange operation ( 2 )
and both PIPIC and PHDS operate very
strongly from this premise. We expect
users of the service to provide information to us on how well our services have
done as well as information in the more
concrete sense as copies of publications
that have been personally useful which
will be entered subsequently into the res~ectivedocument collection.
Differences in the financial support of
the two services has made important differences in the marketing / communications efforts of the two services. There
are marked similarities, too. The simple
act of having both services announced at
different times in L.(.F.E. Newsletter, a small
bi-monthly publication distributed by
the League for International Food Education, caused a deluge of new clients to
contact both of us. Communication can.
thus, be very informal and even inadvertent, yet be valuable. PHDS realized
that announcements such as the one in
the L.I.F.E. Newsletter would put strain on
its ability to provide adequate services to

those already being served and has
avoided mention in other publications.
The newer PIPIC has actively sought
similar publicity by advertising itself in
the Agriculhral Libraries Information N o h , in
a paper which is part of Eke Infrastructure
of an Infbrmafion Sociefy conference proceedings and several smaller publications.
Other active means of acquiring clients
used by PIPIC were to send brochures
describing the service to all agriculture
and science libraries in developing countries with a note to the head librarian to
offer the brochures to any clients who
might be interested. While this took a
long time to bear fruit (in some cases two
and a half years), several clients' initial
referrals have been tracked back to these
mailings.
Provision of good service from both
institutions has been the primary means
of reaching others who need our services.
Word of mouth referrals from colleagues
has been responsible for a great number
of new users. (At least occasionally we
encourage this by reminding current
users that they can make such referrals to
us.) Approximately 50% of PHDS and
60% of PIPIC users have been referred
by other clients. Such activities have
caused our rosters of clients to grow to a
combined total of 1125 (PHDS serving
425 and PIPIC serving 700). It should be
noted that referrals are not always to
countrymen. In fact, a colleague in a different country working on a similar problem is at least as likely to be referred as
a countryman. As a result of this type of
international cooperation, there are currently over 100 countries served by the
two information centers.
From many of these clients come referrals to favorite sources of information
or requests that we obtain materials from
an outside source. These kinds of requests serve as the basis for expanding
our ability to tap especially the emphemera1 literature of the Third World. These
materials prove often to be the most frequently requested by other researchers in
developing countries. Our real regret is
that we must rely on such a haphazard
fashion for obtaining such materials.

Collection Building. The communications
discussion leads inevitably into the collection building processes. Unlike mainstream libraries, which rely on library
iournals and book reviews to know about
;he materials in their fields, our centers
are forced into less reliable means of
finding information. As noted, we ask
our clients for information from their
personal experience and we use them to
point out likely materials which our collections need. Some techniques common
to others in special libraries have been
used to a limited degree by our services.
For example, at various times both of our
services have used the services of the U.S.
Department of Agriculture Current
Awareness Literature Service (USDA
CALS) as an SDI for postharvest topics,
but the on-again-off-again nature of this
has made it rather unreliable. One major
source for knowledge of the available literature for PIPIC are the commerciallygenerated bibliographies which clients
request. We scan these to locate materials
that seem to be particularly important
either for the particular client or for a
broader audience.
A carefully developed plan to acquire
root and tuber documents in the first
year, fruit documents in the second year,
then vegetables, nuts and spices in that
order was quickly seen as irrational after
a few months of PIPIC operations. Hence,
we turned to the unconventional. or at
least non-traditional, method of relying
on demand from users. This now is the
primary factor in determining the areas
in which PIPIC collects and the depth to
which we collect. While we ocassionallv
include a type of document just to see if
there is interest (project management
documents proved to be a very popular
example of such "trial" material), the vast
majority of the collection is included because there has been a request for the
topic or a user has sent it to us as an
example of something that had been useful personally.
Flexibility is the plan behind PIPIC's
acquisitions. Since PIPIC deals with so
many commodities, there is virtually no
way to acquire systematically all the maspecial libraries

terials that are applicable and no way to
determine priorities of crops among those
collected. Hence, we see no alternatives
to the haphazard collection policy. Client
reaction has not been negative since we
encourage all requests for information
and attempt to fill them. There are annual
client surveys which do ask about areas
of research projected over the next couple
of years or ask if there is interest in some
of the areas we are considering for a
"trial" subject. Thus, the central issue of
communication again comes into play as
a means of directing our operations, a
means of determining "appropriateness."
Irthrpreting Client Needs and Announcing
New Materials. While we assert that we
are relying on our clients to define their
needs and PIPIC, at least, is using those
needs to build its collection, there is
really a factor which we are ignoring. It
is the interpretation of client needs from
which the centers' staffs operate. Anyone
who has ever performed any reference
work is familiar with the problem of the
client asking one question and really
needing the answer to a totally different
auestion. In a situation where the client
is thousands of miles away, the difficulties burgeon. In most instances, the defined needs are being expressed in a
tersely worded message probably written
in the requestor's third or fourth language. It is written from the all to often
culturally / socially embarrassing position
of a petitioner / beggar where the tendency is to minimize the extent of need
rather than to explain in great detail the
deficiencies. All of this makes it very difficult in most instances to supply just the
kind of material that is needed.
AT PIPIC the usual response, particularly for the first-time requestor, is to
send a letter explaining our operations
along with a brief bibliography on whatever topic was said to be of interest. We
find almost all requests err on the side
of being too general rather than being too
specific. We encourage the new client to
use a subject order sheet to define problems more closely and then work to meet
the needs expressed to us the second
time. Our experience has been that the
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longer a client works with our center, the
less reticent he becomes. The effect is
that we can provide more closely-targeted information. It also causes an increase in staff time involvement since
filling specific needs is always harder
than just sending what is generally related and readily available. The more
closely defined needs also put us into the
position of relying more heavily on the
modern technology available to us in our
centers. Requests for everything on storage and transport and marketing of all
vegetables and fruits, for example, are
answered by sending some issues of PIPIC's acquisition list. A slightly more specific request, say for everything on
durians, will result in a bibliographic
search of our own files (which are machine-readable, resident on the University of Idaho's mainframe IBM's and
searchable using the STAIRS software).
When a request comes in for something
really specific, such as methods of determining hexanoic acid content in chillies, then we use the food and chemical
databases as needed from Dialog, BRS,
and Questel. Requests for training in a
topic or for experts to work in a field are
sometimes searched in the Develop database from Control Data Corporation or
from our own roster which includes some
700 experts in various fields of postharvest perishables.
Interpreting specific needs for clients
also reflects on delivery policies at PIPIC.
General needs are often answered by seamail with the attendant delays which are
well known to us and to our clients.
Needs which have time deadlines again
rely on increasing technology: airmail is
used to get materials to places in a week
to two, and in some rare instances PIPIC
has used international Express Mail or
mail couriers to get materials overseas in
3 days. When the nature of the information needed is just a few words rather
than documents, Telex is used and is usually received overnight.
One of the most important actions in
interpreting client needs is the means we
use to track our degree of success. PIPIC
queries users annually about level of sat-

isfaction and suggestions for any changes
in operations. In addition, we send a
postcard with all orders which asks if that
specific response was what the client
wanted and if there is anything else that
can be done.
Here is one example of information
that has been gathered from the return
postcards which has allowed us to better
serve users while conserving resources as
much as possible. One of the questions
on this postcard asks how long it took
for materials to be received. From this we
get a good look at the international mail
delivery system and its various quirks.
This has shown us, for example, that surface mail to Thailand, the Philippines and
Pakistan arrives as fast as airmail. Hence,
we do not mail bv air to these destinations any longer. (Our guess is that the
U.S. military traffic to these areas must
carry much of the mail.) By contrast, mail
to India, Burundi, and Ghana is so slow
that we mail nothing by sea. Sea mail to
India takes about 8 months from the USA
and mail from India to the USA takes a
mildewy year or a bit more.
At PIPIC, a number of changes have
come about as a result of the feedback
generated from the postcards and annual
surveys. Not only was the acquisitions
policy revised as mentioned above, but
the format of the new acquisitions bulletin was completely revised to include
sources and authors rather than iust the
titles with subject supplementation
which an advisory board had initially
recommended. The same survey told us
that less information on more items was
preferred to a policy of abstracting just
a few items. The staff was greatly relieved to be released from the burden of
abstracting and agreed, both at the time
and in retrospect, that the elimination of
abstracting has been a benefit to our
clients due to the vast number of commodities which are Dart of the PIP area
of concern. The decision to mail more
packages by sea mail was also preferred
by clients to the alternative of limiting
the amount of information which could
be obtained. Thus, for PIPIC, the client
feedback has performed the function of

defining our shape, of making us "appropriate." Very little of what we do is
considered immutable at PIPIC precisely
because we are an agency provding a
short-term solution to a problem which
is in flux. If there is no flexibility in our
operations, we will cease to provide the
response the problem requires and will
become as "appropriate" as a buggywhip in twentieth-century North
America.
Conclusions

The potential for extinction of our
postharvest information services has
been alluded to several times. However,
this poses no real threat to the operations
of our centers. Our "problem-solving"
collections are essentially stop-gap measures to be used while institutions in developing nations are building resources
on a local or regional level.
Indeed with our clients' needs, as already discussed, being so temporary,
fluid and unpredictable, we see our collections as having an increasing role in
the world library community. This is particularly vivid since even the largest collections can no longer be "everything for
everybody" and all of us are increasingly
turning to a more "focused type of service.
With the advent of computer-aided retrieval, we have gained speed and flexibility which allows us to adapt to our
specific users needs. But the information
specialist remains essential to link the
ever more numerous resources to those
needing them. Our users have shown
that they are not concerned with how
their problems are solved, only that responses are received which require a
minimum amount of effort on the user's
individual part. Most users, the world
over, given access to the technology and
resources to perform information retrieval for themselves do not now want
to make that effort.
The future may be different, however.
Especially with the advent of microcomputers powerful and cheap enough to run
special libraries

small libraries, our role is becoming ever
more temporary. Decreasing telecommunications costs and improved methods
of delivering information electronically
will eventually cause the demise of shortterm, problem-solving informations centers like the Postharvest Documentation
Center and the Postharvest Institute's Information Center or at least their metamorphosis into completely different
entities. The "appropriate" solutions, the
"emergency information aid," we have
offered will yield to the long-term elegant solution of adequate agricultural libraries throughout the world.
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Notes
1. Board on Science and Technology for In-

ternational Development. National Research Council. Postharvest Food Losses in
Deueloping Countries. Washington, DC: National Academy of Sciences, 1978. p. 7.
2. Kotler, Philip. Marketing for Nonprofit Organizations, second edition. Englewood Cliffs,
New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, 1982. p. 6.

Editori Note: Anyone who wishes to contribute to either PHDS or PIPIC may contact Paulette Foss George at the following
address: Post-Harvest Institute for Perishables, University of Idaho, College of
Agriculture, Moscow, ID 83843.

New Product Analysis
Corporate Information
Services
Mark S. Thompson
Market Research and Analysis Center
AT&T Communications
Basking Ridge, NJ
Ideas from t h e n e w product development process
can be used t o study t h e impact o f n e w information
services. The corporate information center of AT&T
Communications used this method t o evaluate a public
access database service. Because valuable s t a f f time
and system resources would be needed t o transform
an internal database t o a user friendly form, t h e need
for study before implementation w a s critical. After
gaining information on client needs, database development and possible impacts, t h e decision w a s made
not t o implement.
ARKETING concepts have
been applied successfully in
examining many information
center issues. Most studies focus on the
marketing of already established research
or current awareness services. However,
consideration can be given to using marketing research techniques for developing new markets or services. The steps
outlined in the new product development
process can be used to study the potential
and format of new information services.
(1)

In the beginning of 1985, the Information Research Center (IRC) of AT&T
Communications decided to explore of-
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fering one of its internal databases directly to all levels of sales and marketing
staff. Since this internal resource would
compete for staff time and IRC budget
dollars, expenses had to be justified. The
new product development process provided the means to explore its potential.

AT&T Communications and the
IRC
AT&T Communications, a division of
AT&T, provides inter-state and intrastate long distance services, as well as
services to some 200 countries and territories worldwide. With offices around
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the country, AT&T Communications
employs over 117,000 people. With a
staff of over 100, the Information Research Center attends to the information
needs of this dispersed and diverse clientele. Their information needs are much
greater than just the long distance market
or telecommunications services. Members of the AT&T sales force act as consultants to company executives in all
industries. Therefore, sophisticated questions come from knowledgeable sales
managers in industries from retail and
packaged goods to aerospace and utilities.
In order to meet these needs, the services of the Information Research Center
include more than those of a traditional
library. In some cases, information specialists write reports from their findings.
They also index and abstract important
articles and reports in their subject areas.
These items are input into internal online
databases that supplement the range of
printed and commercial online resources.
At the early stages of planning, we decided to employ techniques from the new
product development process. We felt the
impacts and demands of such a new service would be great. New product analysis offered a means for careful
examination of all the issues to aid our
decision process. We therefore familiarized ourselves with the various stages and
steps involved in examining the development of new products or services. ( 2 8) The first stage, called the idea stage,
involves identifying opportunities and
ways to satisfy needs. It also means making an appraisal of the target markets.
The second stage, or development stage,
studies various product concepts that
would meet the needs expressed in stage
one. It involves product or service design
and development. The total concept stage
is the third stage. This stage involves a
study of features and the marketing mix
of the total product. A second market
appraisal is made and various product
costs would be discussed. The last, or test
market stage, involves several steps: evaluation, market forecasting, and testing,
which employs sampling techniques to
study potential acceptance and demand.
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Idea Stage
Reacting to a high level of demand and
limited staff resources, the IRC sought
other ways to meet client needs. In particular, clients demanded case histories of
various ways that companies apply
telecommunications to their business.
The IRC staff thought an internal database of such case studies could be offered
directly to our end users. Currently, the
information specialists act as intermediaries. A database might provide a
cost-effective way to re-use IRC efforts
and provide more timely access to information.
The Database
We chose to examine one of the existing database systems in the IRC. This
database housed article summaries that
showed how companies and industries
used telecommunications services. Each
record consisted of a detailed abstract and
citation. Some summaries were case studies of wavs in which AT&T Communications customers have used its various
long-distance and other network services. The sources cited were from a diverse array of published literature. The
information specialists themselves abstracted and indexed articles for the
database. For telecommunications applications, this database was a prime resource for answering research questions.
Commercial databases either do not capture the relevant articles or do not index
them in the necessary way. In some cases,
the information was so detailed that research questions were answered directly
from the summaries.
Project

We set a period of four months as the
time needed to collect data for this feasibility project. We established the areas
to be examined and the time frames for
each. In order to make a final decision to
implement, we made a careful examination of all the issues that had to be

covered. A detailed time line was charted.
(9)
\

,

A four-phase approach, corresponding
to the steps involved in developing a new
product (outlined previously), was decided upon. First, we needed to make an
appraisal of our client market. Which
client groups or set of needs would we
address? Second, we had to develop the
product concept. This meant developing
the means, the database, to meet client
needs. Third, we had to develop the total
concept and make a second or revised
projection of our client market. Fourth,
we had to do test marketing using a prototype of the database.
The Tools

A full-time information specialist was
assigned as project leader for four
months. A project team of information
specialists was formed to generate ideas
and comments. Another team of four was
assembled for survey development. The
indexing committee was asked to do
some examination of the database. One
person on the database staff was assigned
to work with the project leader on systems issues. Also, knowledge had to be
gathered concerning the process for examining these issues. The project leader
studied new product design and implementation, and learned techniques for
holding focus groups. (10) Two groups
outside the IRC were contacted for help.
The market research department provided a consultant to the project. The
corporate measurements group provided
survey design and statistical measurement advice.
Step One:
Appraisal of the Market

First, we went back and examined the
market for the data resident in our database. After being briefed on focus
group principles, we conducted a session
with the information specialist project
team in order to identify our client groups
and their needs. We focused on three major groups in our study. They consisted

of two groups in field sales and the regional technical centers, a support organization.
Second, we analyzed all the questions
asked of our information specialists in
1984 that related to the subject area of
the database. These requests were analyzed by 12 categories: department, level,
several subject areas, type of question
(i.e. company data, bibliography, etc.),
amount of time spent on questions, and
format of response.
Third, we sent out a brief questionnaire, designed by our survey team, to
the subscriber list of one of our newsletters, which related to the subject area
of the database. This gave us some qualitative responses to our perceptions of
client needs.
From these responses, we decided
which groups to more formally survey.
Working with the Corporate Measurements group, we supplied questions related to use of the database. The
measurements group conducted some
telephone interviews with a sample of
people from each client group.
Step Two: Creative Development

Next, we analyzed our current database for its ability to meet client needs.
The information specialist project team
did some brainstorming on the use and
misuse of this database. Ideas for its adaptation were suggested. An additional
committee working on indexing procedures was asked to analyze sections of
the database. A citation analysis was
done of approximately 2,000 records.
Through index terms and key topics, we
identified major areas of coverage.
The data obtained from this examination revealed problems with content
and retrieval in the database. Some record
abstracts were not detailed enough to
provide valuable data. Many of these records were from earlier indexing in which
abstracting was not considered valuable.
Some records contained too many index
terms which, when searched, resulted in
many irrelevant hits. This might happen
because current indexing policy drives
special libraries

searchers back to even brief mentions
within the article.
O n the client side, initial response indicated that most were not familiar with
online searching technique. Most of our
individual clients only used the IRC on
occasion. We had only a small number
of frequent customers. Also, the information needs of these clients were sophisticated enough to require a strong
sense of search logic. We concluded that
serious revision or weeding would be
necessary to eliminate misleading or useless records. Also, the searching methods
and access would have to be very "user
friendly" for it to be effective.
Step Three: Total Concept Stage
To begin this stage we started by listing success criteria-an important step in
designing new products or services. The
suggestions were that the new service
would:
provide useful information to clients;
provide information in fast-turnaround
situations;
broaden the base of clients served;
be a more effective means to handle routine requests;
be easy to access and use;
be cost effective; and
not create document demand (we decided against adding staff, coping with
copyright, and expanding resources in
this area).

Some expected benefits would include
the re-use of IRC efforts, greater exposure to IRC services, and aid for marginal
clients. Left unsolved were questions
about the effect on demand, the focus on
major or marginal clients, and the type
of support to be offered.
The project leader worked with the database staff on options and possible
changes. A test database was set up with
copies of carefully selected records from
the original database. Only those records
containing significant facts were included
and any open files or simple descriptive
summaries were eliminated.
All the currently available gateways
were evaluated for use with our database.
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None was deemed useful with this database and its search logic. Compatibility
was also an issue. We deal with BRS/
Search software within a UNIX environment. The number of packages applicable
for our purposes is limited. Two packages
we examined, called Searchmate and Colleague, came with BRS and we found
them somewhat useful. One of two packages developed internally was found to
be the best, but, with the new version of
BRS, called 2.0, it was unusable.
We also analyzed the cost and logistics
of access, system capacity, and passwords. Estimates were made of the potential user population and projections
were made of staff and hardware ability
to meet the need. We encountered no
problems in this area; we could handle a
large number of users.
Second Projection of the Market
With a still imperfect but usable prototype online, the project leader went out
to managers of the key client groups
again. Brainstorming was done through
actual online searches. Sample search
strategies and printed results were provided to client group leaders for further
staff reactions. In two cases, they went
back and gained significant additional
feedback from their staff.
The native search mode of BRS was
found to be the most straight-forward
approach for the clients. Although the
system seemed easy to use at first, end
users encountered problems. Boolean
logic and search structure proved difficult. Many reacted favorably to the value
of the information, but not to its format
and access. Some were pleased with the
instant access and paperless environment
presented.
From the information gained in telephone interviews, the Corporate Measurements group felt we should go back
to the idea stage of the process. This conclusion was reached because of potential
low usage per individual and the ease of
obtaining information by the traditional
route-calling an information specialist
in the IRC. Another major objection was

the apparent need for the original article,
despite access to the database. Apparently, articles are used in the sales process
itself in presenting ideas to clients and
for internal education and training. This
conclusion was also reached in the client
presentations.
All findings pointed to problems with
the database as it stood. Extensive revision of current records and future indexing procedures had to be made. Some
records did contain valuable information.
The client groups identified were the
right ones based on need. However, only
the small regional technical centers
would clearly benefit from constant use
because these people dealt with information requests on a daily basis.
Decision
Did we want to change the whole idea
for the database? Based on the limited
judgment samples we conducted, we realized we were not meeting several criteria for success. We decided not to go
ahead to the test market stage. We had
to discuss again the end user need for
this database. It seemed that the costs of
creating a new interface and revising the
database would be high. Potential use
seemed low or focused on too small a
group of people.
However, in researching the needs of
our clients in the marketing organization,
we found opportunities for information
services. The IRC could benefit by marketing itself to various segments of this
large group of clients. It appeared that
answering research requests met only
some of their needs; more could be done
to examine account executives' needs. It
seems that although this particular product is not adequate at present, it might
be adapted to serve a limited group. Several ideas for interesting alternatives
arose during the course of this project and
await trial in other new product feasibility studies.
Conclusion
The entire process proved to be a valuable one. It forced us to stay with a plan

of action. Decisions had to wait upon the
facts. It allowed for valuable input from
our clients and from the information specialists who would be most involved.
Given the excitement over trying this
new offer, it was a hard decision not to
go ahead with the service. However,
given our list of success criteria and the
resources on hand, the conclusion not to
implement was obvious.
One lesson learned was that initial enthusiasm was soon tempered by the
clearer picture obtained through the new
product development process. As the case
with many spin-off attempts, most of us
were overly optimistic in judging the
value and need for the service. Without
this analysis process, we would not have
planned enough or considered our clients'
needs as the crucial issue.
As a side benefit, we learned much
about the marketing of services, market
research, and new product development.
We understood something about survey
and questionnaire design. In fact, several
alternatives and new service ideas come
out as the result of our in-depth inquiry.
What started out as a simple examination
of a database service became a much
more diverse experience.
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Specialized lnformation
Centers in the Nicaraguan
Revolution
Thomas Bloch
Director of Libraries
Central American lnstitute of Business Administration
Alejuela, Costa Rica

Antonio Acevedo
Director of Libraries
Central American lnstitute of Business Administration
Managua, Nicaragua
Selected information centers established to support
the Nicaraguan government's economic and social programs are described and some of their problems and
successes are discussed.

0

N JULY 19, 1979, the Sandinista
National Liberation Front entered Managua, the capital of
Nicaragua, thus ending the forty-five
year rule of the country by the Somoza
family. The new regime radically
changed the political and economic structure of Nicaragua, giving priority to land
reform, agricultural development, public
health, and political and economic
change ( I ) . This article describes some of
the major special information centers that
have been created to support the government's activities in these areas.
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lnformation Center of the
Center for Research and Study
on Agrarian Reform
This research center was founded in
May 1980, under the direct orders of the
Minister of Agricultural Development
and Agrarian Reform. Specifically, the
purposes of the Center are to investigate
the problems of transforming the agricultural sector of Nicaragua and to establish contacts with governments and
international organizations willing to
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supply technical and financial resources (2).
The collection of the Information Center consists of 3,000 books and 4,000
processed documents concentrated in the
areas of agrarian reform, economic policy,
agricultural policy and rural sociology.
The collection is organized along guidelines provided by the Land Tenure Center
of the University of Wisconsin, where
the Head of the Information Center studied for several months. The Information
Center maintains a com~rehensivecollection of documents of the Nicaraguan
agricultural sector.
By order of the Minister, two copies
of every publication produced by every
office in the Ministry have to be deposited in the Information Center. This policy has been followed consistently since
the incevtion of the Center and includes
documents whose distribution is restricted, thereby giving the Center a collection of unique documents that cannot
be found together in any other single library in the country.
Applied agriculture is not included in
the collection. The Library is a depository
for the publications of the Food and Agricultural Organization of the United Nations (FAO). About 200 periodical titles
are received, seventy percent of which
are on an exchange or gift basis. The budget for the purchase of publications generally comes from organizations that are
funding projects of the Center, and the
Information Center itself does not have
its own publications budget.
There are about sixty or seventy researchers using the Information Center.
At one time the Information Center was
open to the public, but presently access
is restricted to authorized researchers and
other official users because of limitations
of staff time. The microfilming of selected documents for both security and
space-saving reasons has begun. The Information Center has shared access to a
computer and is computerizing its collection with about 600 titles already
processed. This work will be speeded up
considerably as soon as it receives its own
computer, which is being cleared from
Customs.
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National Center for Agricultural
Information and Documentation

This Center was created in February
1984, as a result of the fusion of the Faculty of Agricultural Sciences of the National Autonomous University
of
Nicaragua and the divisions of Production and Agricultural Technology of the
Ministry of Agricultural Development
and Agrarian Reform. The Center has
three principal divisions: Document
Analysis, Technical Processes and the Library ( 3 ) . The emphasis of the Library is
on applied agriculture, and the collection
is quite large, with about 18,000 books
and documents, and about 450 titles of
periodical publications. The outstanding
aspects of this Library are its collection
of reports and theses on Nicaraguan agriculture prepared by the students and
faculty of the University, as well as its
extensive collections of documents of
F A 0 and of the International Institute of
Agricultural Cooperation.
While the Library provides the information resources, the Center handles the
dissemination of information. At present,
the Center issues two publications, the
New Acquisitions Bulletin, and the Table of
Contents. which consists of re~roductions
of the tables of contents of the principal
journals received by the Library. The second number of this publication was issued in February 1985, and covers thirtyfive journals. This publication is distributed to ninety subscribers, and the Center photocopies requested articles, but
difficulties in obtaining paper for the
photocopier have begun to limit service.
The Center does not have a publications budget; books are received through
donations. Journals come either by exchange or are paid for with funds from
special projects. Recent extensive remodeling of the library has made it much
easier to use for the ~ u b l i c .This is especially important not only for the students of the Faculty (of which there are
about 1,200), but also for the many secondary school students who arrive to
complete class assignments. There are
seventeen members on the staff of the
library and the Center.

The Center is the input base for Agrindex, the worldwide agricultural bibliog-

raphy sponsored by FAO, and therefore
is responsible for organizing the indexing
of all Nicaraguan agricultural publications. The Center is also the coordinating
center for the Agricultural Information
and Documentation Network of Nicaragua. At one time, this network was one
of the most active in Nicaragua (4) but
passed through a series of difficulties and
is now being reactivated by the Center.

National Center for
Information and Documentation
in Health
Given the immediate priority of public
health for the new regime, this information center was formed in October
1979 (5). It is part of the Ministry of
Health. The collection consists of about
4,000 books, between 4,000-5,000 documents and 1,600 medical slides, which
are loaned for instructional purposes.
Fifty-seven subscriptions are received, all
of which are paid for by the Pan American Health Organization, and another
twenty titles are received by donation.
There are eleven staff members.
The Center is open to the public for
consultation but is housed in what were
originally intended to be several small
offices; it lacks a telephone as well as air
conditioning, which is quite noticeable
since it is located in one of the hotter
parts of Managua.
One of the more serious problems
faced by this Center is that it does not
receive copies of the many publications
produced by the various dependencies of
the Ministry of Health, thus severely
limiting its value as a resource for consultation of the national health literature.
One of the most important functions
of this Center is its role as coordinator
for the National Information and Documentation Health Network. Most of the
staff members perform activities connected with the network. By means of
the network, twenty-eight libraries or information centers in hospitals have been
established throughout the country. The
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Center acquires books, catalogs them,
and distributes them among the libraries.
The Center has a large budget for this
task from the Pan American Health Organization. It also receives 100 copies
each of seven Cuban medical journals,
which it sends to these libraries. The
Center also offers workshops concerned
with basic library techniques to the personnel of these libraries. The sixth and
most recent workshop was offered in
June 1985, and was concerned with the
service aspects of library operations.
The Center provides information services to the network members not onlv
through centralized acquisitions and cataloging and the workshops, but also
through its service called TABCON,
which is a publication consisting of reproductions of the tables of contents of
journals received by the Center. One
copy of each number of TABCON is sent
to each regional library and the photocopies of articles are supplied by the Center upon receiving the request from the
librarv. Other services which the Center
provides are the publication of a union
catalog (1981) of the collections in ten
libraries of the network, and also a series
of "Notebooks" of instructional character
intended for the regional libraries, ten of
which had been issued until 1983.

Documentation Center of
The Institute for Economic and
Social Research
The Institute was founded in 1981. Its
objective is to study Nicaraguan social
and economic conditions with the ultimate goal of proposing viable alternative
policies ( 6 ) . The Documentation Center
was reorganized in 1984, and since then
has been directing its efforts toward internal organization, development of a
computer program, and improving its relations with libraries and documentation
centers in the country.
The Center has about 8,500 books and
documents and 500 periodical titles, of
which about 350 are active. Most of these
titles are received by exchange, for which
special libraries

the Center offers the Institute's iournal.
Pensamiento Propio (independent thought).
The Institute is autonomous and receives
its financing from foreign, non-governmental organizations. This gives the Center access to foreign exchange in order to
acquire books and journals. The Center
has eight staff members and provides reference and documentation services to
visiting researchers and to those attached
to the Institute.
The Center has vublished a series of
bibliographies on such topics as Revolutionary Nicaragua, recent events in
Grenada, and militarization of Central
America.
The computerization program has been
faced with several difficulties, but is expected to be operating in the near future.
A monthly bulletin of new acquisitions
is published. The Documentation Center
has become a focal point for visiting
scholars and others who have been attracted by the Nicaraguan Revolution.
Library of the National School of
Cadres of the Sandinista National
Liberation Front
The National School belongs to the
Department of Propaganda and Political
Education of the Sandinista National Liberation Front. The collection of the Library numbers about 10,000 volumes
representing about 400 titles. The subjects covered are economics, political science, philosophy and history from a
Marxist-Leninist perspective. There are
about 350 students in the school receiving courses at a secondary school level
with some at a university level. The
school also gives seminars.
The Library functions basically as a
textbook library and the books are lent
to the students for the duration of each
course. A staff of five work in the Library. The Library has no acquisitions
budget, but rather depends completely
upon donations for its books. The Library
has a spacious reading room and along
with the school is housed in what was a
private school before the Revolution.
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Center for Research and
Documentation
on the Atlantic Coast
The eastern half of Nicaragua, also
known as the Atlantic Coast, is distinct
ethnically, linguistically, and culturally
from the western half of the country, and
under the Somoza regime it was never
effectively incorporated into the national
domain (7). One of the priorities of the
new regime has been to end the isolation,
and to this effect, a special government
institute was created, the Nicaraguan Institute for the Atlantic Coast. The research center originally formed part of
this Institute but in 1982 was given its
own legal identity (8).
The Center has as its objectives the
formulation of studies that contribute to
the socio-economic analysis and interpretation of the Atlantic Coast. The Documentation Center has the responsibility
to centralize and organize all the information generated by these studies as well
as any other studies relative to the Niccaraguan Atlantic Coast. The Center posesses about 700 books, receives fifty periodical titles and has about 500
documents which are mostly offprints,
photocopies of articles, mimeographed
papers, and other such materials. The
Center also has a collection of tzpes of
oral history and the language of the Miskitos, the predominant ethnic group of
the Atlantic Coast. There is no acquisitions budget, but the Center receives
publications that are acquired by organizations that have projects studying the
Coast. The Center publishes a bi-annual
list of its acquisitions. A personal computer is available and is being used as a
word processor. Assessors are expected
to arrive shortly to instruct the staff in
the computerization of the collection.
Conclusion
There are fifty-four special libraries
and information centers in Managua ( 9 ) .
The enormous economic and political
pressures confronting Nicaragua, with
defense consuming 40 percent of the

budget and inflation expected to rise to
the 50 percent range (lo),are affecting
the ways in which these centers operate,
and those reviewed here show some of
the ways they are adapting.
For the acquisitions of publications,
one of the biggest problems faced is lack
of foreign exchange, specifically U.S. dollars, by those centers that do not have
access to foreign financing. Unesco coupons, which can be bought with local
currency and then used to purchase foreign publications priced in dollars, were
apparently no longer being accepted by
publishers because of problems involved
with their redemption. The centers have
become forced to depend upon donations
of publications and especially exchange,
the latter to a point where some of the
centers obtain information or hard-to-net
government documents for their foreign
exchange partners in return for their publications.
The recently declared U.S. embargo,
while not affecting mail (ll),will force
some of the centers to change their
sources of supplies and equipment.
Inter-library cooperation in the form
of book loans has become increasingly
active because of the difficulties in obtaining publications from abroad. The establishment of national information
networks connected to regional ones is
providing another means of cooperation
although the many problems facing the
information centers and the environment
as a whole have weakened the impetus
of several years ago ( 1 2 ) .
Many of the specialized information
centers have opened their doors to the
public, especially secondary school students, despite the problems this has
brought them in serving their own clientele, because the economic conditions of
the country do not permit the schools to
develop adequate libraries.
Despite the problems facing the information centers, they move forward. New
books and journals arrive, dissemination
of information is achieved through table
of contents publications and lists of new
acquisitions, reference services are offered by all, and computerization of the
collections is underway.
-
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Organizations
Center for Research and Documentation of
the Atlantic Coast. (Centro de Investigaciones y Documentacion de la Costa Atlantica (CIDCA). Supervisor: Norma Esquivel.
Center for Research and Study on Agrarian
Reform. Information Center. (Centro de Investigaciones y Estudios de la Reforma
Agraria (CIERA). Centro de Informacion.
Head of the Information Center: Margarita
Robelo.
Institute for Economic and Social Research.
Documentation Center. (Instituto de Investigaciones Economicas y Sociales (INIES).
Centro de Documentacion. Director: Amilcar Turcios.
National Center for Agricultural Information
and Documentation. (Centro Nacional de
Informacion y Documentacion Agropecuario (CENIDA). Chief Analyst: Oscar Vargas.
National Center for Information and Documentation in Health. (Centro Nacional de
Informacion y Documentacion en Salud
(CENIDOS). Supervisor: Veronica Castillo.
National School of Cadres of the Sandinista
National Liberation Front. Library. (Escuela
Nacional de Cuadros del FSLN. Biblioteca).
Director: Gladys Gomez.
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On the Scene

Boston:
Great City for

Conference

by Malcolm Hamilton
Chair, Social Sciences Division

I

N ANTICIPATION of the Special Libraries Association Annual Conference in Boston in June, members of
the Boston Chapter have decided that
some advance information will help our
colleagues plan their visit more intelligently and even to include a vacation in
Boston or nearby.
The city exudes a powerful charm, and
Bostonians, as you will find, are fiercely
patriotic. Perhaps living so closely with
the monuments of American history has
instilled this chauvinism into each of us.
Boston is a modern, bustling city with a
population of over one million people.
Yet, it is also an historic museum. Skyscrapers form a backdrop for the redbrick residences of Beacon Hill, where
gas lamps still light the streets. The grand
townhouses of Commonwealth Avenue,
built when the swampland known as the
Back Bay was filled in, still speak of an
era of horse-drawn carriages and an upstairs/downstairs style of living. A few
of these gracious buildings are maintained as museums or serve other public
functions, and so may be visited. But inside, most of them are now much more
likely to be condominiums than single
houses. There has been a real effort by
public-spirited citizens to preserve the
old Boston and its fine architecture.
The lessons learned by losing so many
buildings forever to twentieth century
bulldozers are too recent to forget.
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Bits and Pieces About Boston

Boston's busy Logan Airport is served
by 42 airlines with over 400 flights per
day at five separate terminals. Arriving
passengers usually take taxis to their destinations, especially to the Back Bay area
where the SLA conference will be held.
Fares will exceed $10 for the journey. The

J.F. Kennedy Library. Photo courtesy of The Greater Boston Convention & Visitor's Bureau.
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The New England Aquarium on Boston's historic Waterfront offers educational displays of over 2,000
species of aquatic life. Photo courtesy of The Greater Boston Convention and Visitor's Bureau.
Sheraton, but not the Hilton, offers limousine service to and from the airport.
Public transportation is available, but
would require four changes that could
thoroughly confuse travelers who are unfamiliar with the City's famous subway
system. Once in the city, however, you'll
quickly find the "T" to be the most efficient transportation around the city.
The weather is influenced heavily by
the nearby ocean, which moderates, but
does not necessarily control, the climate's
diversity or frequent changes. Remember
what they say about weather in New
England: "If you don't like it, wait a minute, it will change." June temperatures
average a high of 76.6" and a low of 59.3"
(with a mean of 68"). June can be wet
and cold, hot and humid, or just glorious.
Better call ahead if weather is a factor in
your plans. We're praying for "glorious."
Crime? Sure we have it! This is a large
urban area in 1986, but it's safe enough
if you let common sense rule your activities. Boston ranks 266th out of 329 cities
regarding crime rates, followed by such
places as Anchorage, Phoenix, Little
Rock, Sacramento, Denver, Washington,
DC, Portland, OR, Detroit, New Orleans,
San Francisco, Los Angeles, and, of
course, New York City. We should of
course, allay fears about the famous
"Combat Zone." It is now reduced basically to one sleazy adult entertainment
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block that you are unlikely to encounter,
and the folks that inhabit it are definitelv
not looking for librarians-no matter
how "special."
With 186,445 people enrolled in degree-granting institutions, Boston has
possibly more students per square inch
than any other urban area in the country.
It has 31 private and three public institutions as well as hundreds of other educational institutions. These colleges and
universities offer a wide range of cultural
activities for residents and visitors alike.
Many of their libraries and museums are
on most Divisions' lists of places to tour.
Overall, Boston's cultural facilities
rank fifth in the country for museums,
public radio and television, symphony
orchestras (ten are noteworthy), theaters,
opera and dance companies. For "recreation" (what the Almanac refers to as
"the best places to play"), Boston comes
in 32nd for its three four-star restaurants.
opera and live theater, movie houses,
sports teams, zoos, aquariums, race
tracks, its inland and coastal recreation

U.S.S. Constitution ("Old Ironsides"). Photo courtesy of The
Greater Boston Convention and Visitor's Bureau,

areas, and national forests, parks and
wildlife refuges.
A recent survey of Boston Chapter
members elicited interesting suggestions
of "bests" not to be missed by our visiting colleagues. The long list of "overall"
bests illustrates the variety of the city's
sites and recreational opportunities and
the equally diverse tastes of our members. Heading that list is the view from
the top of the John Hancock tower, followed closely by Filene's Basement for
bargain shopping, the Public Garden and
the swan boats, and the Boston Pops Orchestra. Best historical site is the Freedom
Trail, which takes in 16 buildings and
monuments and leads one through the
oldest parts of downtown and Beacon
Hill, to the North End (Paul Revere's
house, built in 1676, and the Old North
Church) and across the river to the U.S.S.
Constitution (Old Ironsides) with its new
museum, and the Bunker Hill Monument.
According to our members, the two top
libraries: Boston Public (two blocks from
the conference site), and the Athenaeum
on Beacon Hill, are not to be missed. The
best shopping is found in the Quincy
Market area, but Back Bav visitors will
also be tempted by the spectacular new
upscale stores in Copley Place, including
Neiman-Marcus and Tiffany's, with Lord
and Taylor's and Saks Fifth Avenue close
by.
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The most popular restaurant, by far, is
Legal Seafood in the Park Plaza, although
115 others were mentioned at least once
and will form the core of a restaurant
guide which will be available in June.
If you're leaving the city for day trips
or longer, Chapter members recommend
Salem and the Cape Ann towns to the
North. O n the same day, one can easily
take in the House of Seven Gables and
see legendary Motif # 1in Rockport, the
quintessential fishing village-turned
boutique. There isn't much east of the
City, but the Harbor Islands are highly
recommended and easily visited by any
number of ferries, one of which also continues on to Provincetown. To the west,
of course, lie Lexington and Concord, and
to the south is Newport, RI, where the
marble cottages of turn-of-the-century
rich rival the stately homes of Britain (of
which one hears so much this year). From
either Hyannis or Woods Hole, ferries
offer easy access to both Martha's Vineyard and Nantucket.
Further Resources

In Winnipeg, we were asked a great
many questions about Boston that can be
answered by a fascinating reference

Paul Revere House, owned and occupied by the famous patriot from
1770 to 1800. Photo courtesy of
The Greater Boston Convention and
Visitor's Bureau.
special libraries

book. Rand McNallyls 1985 edition of
the Places Rated Almanac puts Boston second only to Pittsburgh as the most livable
city out of 329 U.S. metropolitan areas
covered.
There are many other resources to help
with planning. To receive an information
package on theater, museums, sports
events, and other happenings, call Boston's hotline (800) 858-0200. Give your
name, address, and zip code after the tone
and you'll receive a current schedule of
scheduled events.
Boston: Brighf from the Sfarf, The Official
Guidebook to Boston is available from the

Greater Boston Convention and Tourist
Bureau (Prudential Tower, Suite 1944,
Boston, MA 02115). This 112-page book
covers the City, the North and South
Shores, Cape Cod and the Islands, and
the historic western suburbs.
The "Spirit of Massachusetts Vacation
Planner" kits are available from the Division of Tourism (100 Cambridge St.
13th Floor, Boston 02202). The kit covers
seven areas of the state.
The best overall guide to the area is
the Michelin Green Guide to New England (2nd
ed). This is a state-by-state, town-bytown detailed guide to the historic and
cultural sites, recreational areas, the famous and the out of the way places to
visit. It's thoroughly researched with
typical Michelin format and up-to-date
maps.
The following articles will round out
anyone's reading before the conference
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and will more than likely stimulate side
trips and adventures others will miss:
Balzer, Robert L. "Concerning Food and
Wine: Edible Boston." Travel-Holiday, March
1985, pp. 74-75+.
Beyer, Beverly and Rabey, Ed. "Thorny Beantown Blooming Anew." Los Angeles Times,
Oct. 13, 1985, pt. VII, p. 5 + (A view from
afar of the town that King George 111called
"a thorn in my back.").
Boursier, Helen T. "Faneuil Hall Marketplace:
Feasting on History in Boston." Travel-Holiday, Dec 1984, pp. 38-40.
Brand, Janice. "Boston's Beacon Hill: Two
Hours Along the Cobblestoned Byways of
Yankee Aristocracy" (walking tour with
map). Travel 6 Leisure, July 1985, pp. 13334.
Butterfield, Fox. "What's Doing in Boston."
New York Times. November 10, 1985, sect.
20, p. 10.
.
"Institutional Boston: Cultivating Culture in New England." Travel-Holiday, March
1985, pp. 70-73 .
Miller, Neil. "Boston's Nearby Country Inns:
Eight Places with Traditional New England
Charm (and Rooms at Reasonable Prices,
Good Food-From
Casual to Formal)."
Travel 6 Leisure, Nov 1985, p. E22+.
Moore, Milton. "What's Doing on Cape Cod."
New York Times, June 23, 1985, section 20, p.
10.
___."A New England Sampler: What to See
and Do in Each of the Six States." Travel 6
Leisure, May 1985, pp. NE1-13 (a special
section following page 154).
Sedgwick, John. "Boston's Glorious Gardner
Museum: A Splendid Art Collection in a
Latter-Day Venetian Palazzo." Travel 6 Leisure, Dec 1984, pp. E6-E10.
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"Excellence in the World
of Information"
SLA 77th Annual Conference
June 7-12, 1986
Boston, Massachusetts

T

HE QUALITY of excellence and
the manner in which it can be
translated into your professional
life will be addressed in sessions
throughout the week-long Annual Conference. The broad scope of programs to
be offered will enable you to keep current
in the information field whether you are
a well-established professional or a newcomer. Attendance at the 1986 SLA Annual Conference will be an enriching
experience for all registrants.

General Sessions
Rosabeth Moss Kanter is the dvnamic
speaker who will address General Session
I, "Managing For Excellence." Dr. Kanter's name has been prominent in the recent press as a result of her appointment
as full professor to the Harvard Business
School. She is only the second female,
tenured professor among 86 senior faculty. Dr. Kanter has pioneered in the
study of organizational change, and her
book The Change Masters focuses on easing
barriers to innovations in corporations.
This first General Session will present the
most recent thinking on unique, peopleoriented management techniques leading
to the achievement of organizational
goals.

The prominent Julianne H. Prager, Executive Director of Corporate Technical
Planning and Coordination of the 3M
Company will discuss "The Creative Environment for Excellence" during General Session 11. How do effective
managers encourage a creative environment? Information services as an integral
part of the research and development effort can be a key element in fostering
creativity. This session will offer insights
into the theme of excellence in the world
of information based on extensive technical and managerial experience. With a
solid background as a research chemist
and over 30 years with 3M, Dr. Prager
has overall responsibility for Centralized
Information Services and Technology
Analysis Functions.
The third General Session, "Technological Innovations For Excellence" will
feature a panel of experts who will discuss four major technological trends,
their workplace applications and their
broader significance for society. The topics and speakers are as follows:
"Artificial Intelligence: A Productivity Tool"
Karl Wiig, Director, Artificial Intelligence
Applications Center, Arthur D. Little, Inc.
"High Technology Materials"
Dr. Ronald M. Latanision, Director, Materials Processing Center and Shell Profes-
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sor of Materials Science, Massachusetts
Institute of Technology
"Future Dimensions in Biotechnology"
Harvey Price, consultant, former Executive
Director of the Industrial Biotechnology
Association
"Ethical and Societal Implications of the New
Technologies"
Dr. Edmund Pellegrino, Director, Kennedy
Institute of Ethics, Georgetown University

Schedule of Events
The 1986 conference will feature over
100 exciting and educational programs.
These events are the result of manv
months of planning by the Boston Conference Program Committee, SLA Divisions, and several other committees. A
wide range of topics will be covered and
the hardest decision you might have to
make is deciding which sessions to attend. These sessions are open to all conference registrants at no additional cost.
A sampling of program titles follows:
SLA Members on Graduate School Boards
Automating Technical Services
Photos and the Future
Cartographic Users Advisory Committee
Update
New or Unusual Sources for Competitive
Intelligence
There's No Computer in My Future
Effect of Growth in a Business Library: The
Addition of a Second Professional
Information Alternatives in the Regulatory
Arena
Computers in Map Collections
Sources of Information in Agriculture
Desk Top Databases
Public Relations: Concepts, Committees,
Competence and You
Cooperative R & D in the US & Japan
Entrepreneurship & Intrapreneurship in
Corporate Libraries
Transportation of Hazardous Materials
Two Sides of Development
World Debt
Electronic Publishing: Fact or Fantasy
Excellence in Local Government Management
Socioeconomic Trends and the Provision of
Information
World Trade Center, Boston-Boston's First
Intelligent Building
The State of the Food Industry-The Food
Marketing Industry Speaks
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Current Issues in Consulting
Library Excellence: The Role of Staff Education & Training
Meet the Publishers
Creative Retirement: Health, Wealth, and
Happiness after the Rat Race
Searching Maps and Online Data Bases
Truce with the Information Revolution: One
Guerrilla's Guide to Survival
Meeting the Information Needs of Biostatisticians
Venture Capital & Its Influence on the Information World
Please, I'd Rather Do It Myself
Legislative Update
The One-Person Library
Easing Online Services into the Library
Nonbibliographic Data Bases in the Sciences
Downloading
Risk Taking in Career Building
Dewey Decimal Classification
Library Automation
Nutrition Concerns & Today's Consumer:
How is the Food Industry Responding?
Solving Nuclear Information Problems
Planning a High Performance Library
Powerful Software-Puny Prices
International Defense Information Conference
End User Education
Government Information: A Public Good or
a Commercial Product?
News Library Unions & Labor Relations
Changing Life Insurance Marketplace
Everything You Wanted to Know About
Women & Their Concerns
What's the Competition Up To? New Product Intelligence
Innovations in Materials & Manufacturing
Technology
The Employment Interview: What Managers Look For
Picture Research
Cataloging of Rare and Special Materials
Managing with Technology
Tapping the Resources of EPRI
Post Processing of Statistical Data Using a
Microcomputer
Vendor Update
CAS Roundtable
Privatization in the Transportation Industry
Networking Within the Corporation
Staff Meetings with Snap
What to Do with Your Money: Options and
Explanations
Book and Author Lunch with Tracy Kidder
Appraising the News Collection

The Right Image: Planning & Creating the
Public Face of the Information Center
Office Politics: Make It Work For You
The Role of Numeric Databases in the Management School Library
Groundwater: Issues & Information Resources
Changing Technologies, Changing Roles
Conservation Practices
Quality in Picture Collections
Preserving the News Collection
Standards Roundtable
The Value & Practical Uses of Patent Information
The Reinsurance Market: Lloyds of London
and the American Scene
Imaging Technology: Beyond the Microform
Trends and Forecasts in Copyrighting: A
New Federal Agency
Optical & Digital Disk Storage for News
Libraries
Library Marketing Today
Geography & Map Division Contributed
Papers
Records Management Principles
Half-staff, Non-staff, Non-company: Managerial Excellence in a Shrinking or Vanishing Corporate Environment

Computer, Applications Workshop
Microcomputer Applications in Picture Collections
Broadcast Librarians Roundtable
Library School Alumni Reunions
Search Strategy Clinic
Marketing Workshop

Visit the Exhibits
Keeping current in your rapidly changing profession poses a challenge to all
information specialists. The SLA Exhibit
Hall provides the perfect opportunity for
you to stay on top of the most recent
developments in the information marketplace while viewing the services and
products of the more than 200 exhibiting
companies. Knowledgeable booth personnel will be on hand to provide demonstrations of featured equipment and to
answer questions you may have regarding their products/ services. SLA's 1986
Exhibit Hall will be conveniently located
in the lower level of the Sheraton Boston
Hotel.

Special Exhibit Hall Events

Sunday, June 8
3:00 p.m.-5:00 p.m.
Tuesday, June 10
1:30 p.m.-2:30 p.m.

Exhibit Hall Reception
Free drinks for all attendees.
Dessert in the Exhibit Hall
Complimentary dessert for all attendees.

Support These Exhibiting Companies:
They Help Support SLA
Aball Software
Academic Press
Access Innovations
Acme Bookbinding Company
Addison- Wesley/Benjamin /
Cummings Publishing
Alfred Jaeger, Inc.
American Chemical Society
American Institute of
Aeronautics and Astronautics
American Institute of Physics
American Management Association
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American Mathematical
Society
American National Standar d s
Institute
American Society of Civil
Engineers
American Society of
Mechanical Engineers
ASTM
Baker and Taylor
Ballen Booksellers
International, Inc.

Bank Marketing Association
Battelle Memorial Institute
Bechtel Information Services
Bell and Howell
Beman Associates
Beverly Books, Inc.
Biosciences Information Service
Blackwell Library Systems, Inc.
Book Clearing House
The Book House, Inc.
Book Services International
R. R. Bowker Company
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BRS Information Technologies
The Bureau of National
Affairs, Inc.
Burrelle's Information Services
Business Research Corporation
Butterworth Publishers
Cambridge Scientific Abstracts
Cambridge University Press
Carroll Publishing Co.
CDA Investment Technologies
Center for Association
Publications, Inc.
Charles E. Simon and
Company
Chemical Abstracts Service
Circa Publications, Inc.
CLSI
Combined Consultants Exhibit
Comex Systems, Inc.
Commonwealth Agricultural
Bureaux
Comstow Information
Services / Bibliotech
Conference Book Service, Inc.
Congressional Information
Service (CIS)
Corporate Technology
Information Services, Inc.
Coutts / Menzies / Bennetts
Cuadra Associates, Inc.
Data Trek, Inc.
Datatek Corporation
Datext, Inc.
Department of Housing and
Urban Development
Derwent, Inc.
Dialog Information Services,
Inc.
Disclosure
Dow Jones and Company, Inc.
Dun's Marketing Services
Dun's Marketing ServicesOnline
Dynamic Information Corp.
EBSCO Subscription Services
The Economist Publications
EIC / Intelligence, Inc.
Elsevier Science Publishing Co.
Encyclopaedia Britannica, Inc.
Engineering Information, Inc.
Euromoney Publications
Faxon Company
Federal Document Retrieval,
Inc.
Finsbury Data Services
Fuji Photo Film U.S.A.
Gale Research Co.
Gaylord Brothers, Inc.
Gordon & Breach Science
Publishers
Grolier Educational Corp.
Grolier Electronic Publishing,
Inc.
Gulf Publishing Co.
Otto Harrassowitz
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Harwood Academic Publishers
The Highsmith Co.
IEEE / INSPEC
Info Globe
lnformatics General
Corporation
Information Access Company
Information Handling Services
Information Management
Consultants, Inc.
Information Marketing
International
Information on Demand
The Information Store, Inc.
Inforonics, Inc.
Inmagic, Inc.
Inspec
Institute for Scientific
Information
Interdok Corp.
International Library Service
International Monetary Fund
International Publishers
Service, Inc.
JA Micropublishing, Inc.
Kluwer Academic Publishers
Knowledge Industry
Publications, Inc.
Library Bureau, Inc.
The Library Corp.
Library Wholesale Services
Little, Brown and Co.
Marcive, Inc.
Market Data Retrieval
Martinus Nijhoff International
McGregor Subscription Service,
Inc.
Mead Data Central
R.S. Means Company,
Incorporated
Meckler Publishing
Micro Aero Charts, Inc.
Minolta Corp.
Moody's Investors Service
National Central Library of
China
National Ocean Service
National Register Publishing
Company, Inc.
NERAC
Nichols Advanced
Technologies, Inc.
Nils Publishing Co.
Notis
OCLC
Organization for Economic
Cooperation and
Development
The Oryx Press
Oxbridge Communications
Patent Depository Library
Program
Pergamon Infoline,
Incorporated
Pergamon Press, Incorporated

'personal Bibliographic
Software, Inc.
Pioneer Hibred Int'l. Inc.
Plenum Publishing Corp.
Predicasts
Princeton Microfilm Corp.
Public Affairs Information
Service, Inc.
The Publishers Book Exhibit,
Incorporated
Publishers' Showcase
QL Systems, Limited
Questel, Inc.
The Ralph McElroy Translation
Co.
Read-More Publications, Inc.
Regulatory Information Service
Research Books, Inc.
Research Publications
Robert P. Gillotte Co.
RSC Books and Periodicals,
Inc.
Sadtler Research Laboratories
Safety and Security Systems/
3M
Scarecrow Press
Scholium International, Inc.
SDC Information Services
Seal Products, Inc.
SHL Business Systems, Limited
Sobeco
Society of Automotive
Engineers, Inc. (SAE)
Springer-Verlag New York
Publishers, Inc.
Standard and Poor's Corp.
Stockton Press
Swets North America, Inc.
Sydney Dataproducts, Inc.
Taylor and Francis, Inc.
Thomson and Thomson
Turner Subscriptions
U.S. Bureau of Census
U.S. Geological Survey
USBE, Inc.
U S . Library of Congress
United States Book Co.
University Microfilms
International
University Products, Inc.
University Publications of
America
Utlas
Van Nostrand Reinhold/Jane's
Publishing
VU / Text Information Services,
Inc.
Wadsworth, Inc.
Warren, Gorham & Lamont
Washington Service Bureau,
Inc.
John Wiley and Sons, Inc.
H. W. Wilson Co.
The Worden Co.
The World Bank.

Continuing Education

The Professional Development Section
will offer a diverse program of courses
designed to advance the knowledge and
skills of both new and experienced special librarians and information specialists.
Participants earn 0.6 Continuing Education Units (CEUs) and a certificate upon
completion of each course.
CE courses will be conducted on Saturday, Sunday, and Thursday, June 7, 8,
and 12.
Several courses are now offered for
those information professionals with experience or advanced subject knowledge
in the particular field of instruction. The
listing of courses is as follows (Advanced
courses are indicated by an asterisk (*).):
Division Related
C E 128 How to Build an Online
Data Base
Management
C E 200 Organizational Management
for the Information
Professional
Managing the One-Person
Library
Basic Management Skills
Conquering the Challenge of
Stress Management
Time Management in the
Small Library
Creative Conflict
Management
The Human Factor in
Management
Support Staff in Special
Libraries: Roles and
Responsibilities
Communication
C E 302 Practical Research for the
Practicing Special Librarian
C E 304 User Surveys as a Marketing
Tool
C E 326 Management
Communication in Special
Libraries and Information
Centers
C E 353 Design and Development of
Promotional Materials

Te~hnology
C E 405 Introduction to
Microcomputers for Special
Librarians
*CE 481 Advanced Applications of
Library Microcomputers
C E 485 Systems Analysis
Techniques for Information
Managers
Information Science
C E 503 The Information Industry in
Europe: Services and
Providers
C E 509 Cost-Benefit Analysis for
Librarians
C E 511 Corporate Library Excellence
C E 512 Special Librarians in the
Information Age
C E 515 Office Automation and the
Special Librarian
*CE 520 Making Money: Fees for
Information Services
C E 523 Space Planning / Evaluation
for Libraries and Business
Information Centers
C E 550 The Responsibilities of
Special Libraries in
Emergency Management
Workshop
C E W 1 Career Advisory Workshop
Middle Management Institute

The Middle Management Institute
(MMI) is the second phase of SLA's
Professional Development Program. The
MMI consists of 75 hours of instruction
divided into five units:
Management Skills
Analytical Tools
Human Resources
Marketing and Public Relations
Materials and Machines
Each unit will include 15 hours of interactive instruction spread out over two
and a half days. Participants will earn 1.5
CEUs for each completed MMI unit. An
MMI Certificate will be awarded to participants who complete all five units
within an approximate 24-month period.
In addition to the units offered during
the conference, SLA has scheduled Middle Management units in various locaspecial libraries

tions throughout the United States over
the next several years.
The MMI units featured at the Annual
Conference this year will be held June 68, 1986.
"Human Resources" will assist participants in developing and refining the interaction techniques necessary in
effective management. Negotiation interviewing, performance appraisal, conflict resolution and time management are
some of the topics that will be presented.
"Analytical Tools" will acquaint participants with several of the most important aspects of effective management,
including budgeting, strategic planning,
and statistical methods. Through an understanding of the quantitative tools of
management, attendees will develop
skills and learn practical techniques to
improve decision-making and managerial
effectiveness within their institutions.
For additional information, contact
Kathy L. Warye, Director, Professional
Development.
Management Cinema

SLA management films will again be
featured at the Annual Conference.
Viewers will have the opportunity to
learn about sophisticated and timely
management topics through a well-designed and interesting format. Titles, descriptions, and times will be listed in the
Final Conference Program.
For information on any of the Professional Development Programs presented
by Special Libraries Association, please
contact Kathy Warye (202/ 234-4700).
Boston: The City

Boston has been an exciting city in
which to hold meetings since the 1700's.
Malcolm Hamilton, Harvard University,
Kennedy School of Government Library,
has written an article (found elsewhere
in this issue) that provides conferencegoers with both historical information
and "insider" tips on getting the most
from your visit to Boston.
SLA has scheduled several conferencespring 7 986

wide events to acquaint attendees with
various aspects of this historic city.
Boston By Night is a bus tour planned for
Saturday evening. The round the town
bus route will bring participants through
"Old" Boston to view lovely Beacon
Street townhouses, along the Charles
River to see the skyline of "New" Boston
while viewing numerous landmarks
along the way including the Old North
Church, Boston Common, the Old State
House, to name a few.
The SLA Fundraiser during the 1986 Conference will take place Sunday evening
at that quintessential Boston landmarkThe Dome and Great Hall above the
Quincy Market building at the center of
Faneuil Hall Marketplace. A reception
has been planned that will include host
and cold hors d'oueuvres, an open bar,
entertainment and roundtrip bus transportation.
Since $4 of the ticket price will be donated to the SLA Building Reserve Fund,
your attendance at this event will accomplish two things-an enjoyable evening
for you and a donation to a worthwhile
cause.
A field trip to the Kennedy Library
Exhibit and Lexington/Concord has
been planned for Thursday, June 12. A
visit to the JFK Library Exhibit has
proven to be a moving experience for all
who attend. This modern historical
building will provide an interesting contrast to the bus tour along the "Battle
Road"-Lexington and Concord. Lunch
will be provided.
Contributed Papers

An unprecedented response to the Call
for Papers for this Conference is a strong
indication of the timeliness of the Conference theme: "Excellence in the World
of Information." Contributed Papers Sessions will be held on Monday, Tuesday
and Wednesday afternoons.
Monday's session is titled "Creating
Excellence in the Special Library" and the
titles and authors of the papers to be presented are as follows:
"A Passion for Excellence: 12 Command-

ments for Achieving Special Library Excellence"
Speaker: Becki Balok, Energy Devices,
Inc.
"Excellence: How Am I Doing?"
Speaker: Miriam Drake, Georgia Institute of Technology
"Excellence in Library Management"
Speaker: Deborah Naulty, Federal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia
"Excellence-Responsiveness
to
a
Changing Management and Technological Environment"
Speaker: Ruth A. Pagell, The Wharton
School, University of Pennsylvania
"Positive Reinforcement, Enhanced Performance, and the Achievement of Excellence"
Speaker: Lester J.Pourciau, Jr., Memphis
State University
"Productivity Measurement in Special
Libraries: Road to Excellence or False
Lead?"
Speaker: Robert V. Williams, University
of South Carolina
"Libraries and Information Centers
Within Women's Studies Research Centers"
Speaker: Grace Jackson-Brown, Miami
University, Oxford, Ohio
"Meeting the Information Needs of the
Cosmetics and Chemical Specialties Industry"
Speaker: Linda M. Botti, American Cyanamid Company
"Marketing Information in a Technical
Library"
Speaker: Linda Appel, Tektronix, Inc.
"Getting to Know You-Resources to
Help Business Clients Understand the
Behavioral/ Cultural Aspects of International Business"
Speaker: Linda J. Suzuki, Predicasts, Inc.
"Creating Excellence in the Special Library: Strategies for Survival" is the title
of Tuesday's session. The topics to be
covered and the authors of the papers are:
"The Corporate High Technology Library-Survival Is Excellence"
Speaker: Sharon Mehl, Scitex Corporation Ltd.

"Doing More With Less"
Speaker: Linda Wagenveld, Herman
Miller, Inc.
"How to Make the Best Use of What
You've Got"
Speaker: Yan Y. Soucie, Tektronix, Inc.
"Maximizing the Use of Minimum Resources"
Speaker: Adrienne Krause, The Information Store, Inc.
"Revitalizing of a Corporate Library, or,
Dealing with One More Chance"
Speakec Deborah J. Froh, Canadian
Utilities Limited
"Reorganizational Priorities for the Private Library: Achieving Excellence
through Change"
Speakers: Andrew Berner and Guy St.
Clair, University Club
"Surviving the Acquisition and Sale of
the Corporation-An Active Process Defined"
Speakec Valera Rohrer, Onan Corporation
"Taking the IRC Public: Achieving Excellence in Fee-Based Services"
Speakers: Susan Montgomery and Melanie Strub, AT&T Communications
On Wednesday afternoon, the final
Contributed Papers Session, "Creating
Excellence in the Special Library through
Innovative Technology" will take place.
The papers to be presented and their authors are:
"No Longer a Pipe Dream: A Fully Automated Library"
Speaker: Kurt 0 . Baumgartner, International Minerals & Chemical Corporation
"Multiple-User Microcomputer Technology and its Application to the Library
Environment: A Cost-Effective Alternative for Automating Small to Medium
Sized Operations"
Speaker: Cathleen D. McCarthy
"Quality Assurance and Online Searching: Empowering the Searcher"
Speaker: Mary Chitty, Massachusetts
College of Pharmacy
"Creating Your Own Database Using PC
FOCUS"
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Speaker: Anne Jones, American Man-

agement Association
"The Intergrated Bibliographic Information System: Concept and Application for
Resource Sharing"
Speakers: Gladys A. Cotter, Defense
Technical Information Center, and
Richard W. Hartt, Logistics Management Institute
"The Importance of Subject Indexing in
Electronic Databases"
Speaker: Trish Yancey, Information
Handling Services
"TRSEARCH-State of the Art Computer Power for Today's Special Library
Users"
Speakers: L. H. Eschen, M. E. Madden,
and M. L. Tennesen, Monsanto Company
"Technology to Provide Excellence in Information Services"
Speaker: Hilary D. Burton, Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory
"The Continuing Contribution to the Excellence of Special Libraries Made by Microforms through new Electronic-Based
Access Techniques"
Speaker: Sally K . Ritter, Pergamon Press,
Inc.
Hotels

The Sheraton Boston is the headquarters hotel for this conference. SLA is also
holding a block of rooms at the Back Bay
Hilton, the Marriott/Copley Place, Col-

onnade, Copley Plaza, Copley Square,
Lenox and MidTown Hotels. All hotels
are located in the Back Bay section of
Boston and are within a few blocks of
each other. In an effort to offset the additional expenses to SLA due to the closing of Hynes Auditorium for renovation,
all of the above-listed hotels have agreed
to pay for some additional services and
labor. This concession was based on a
formula of $3 per room night ($5 from
the Sheraton). Room pickup is only a
base for the formula and in no way affects room rates. A housing registration
form will be printed in the Preliminary
Conference Program.
Registration

Registration will take place in the
Sheraton Boston Hotel. Advance registration for the Boston Conference is
strongly encouraged to avoid long, timeconsuming lines and to save you money.
All SLA members will be mailed a copy
of the Preliminary Conference Program
in early March.
If vou are not an SLA member and
wish to receive a copy of the Preliminary
Conference Program, or if you have any
questions about the conference, please
contact the Manager, Conference and Exhibits, Special Libraries Association, 1700
18th Street, N.W., Washington, DC
20009; (202) 234-4700.

Rosabeth Moss Kanter
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Libraries and the
Universal Availability
Chicago,

Information

Pat Molholt
N AN OUTSTANDING show of cooperation, the US. Library Associations, the Library of Congress, and
the National Commission on Libraries
and Information Science hosted the 51st
Council and General Conference of the
International Federation of Library Associations and Institutions (IFLA). The
scene was Chicago, which for some international visitors still held the aura of
gangsters and speeding get-away cars!
Three years of planning preceded the
week-long event, with fund-raising activities organized by former SLA President, Shirley Echelman, and program
planning led by Irwin Pizer, SLA member
and representative from the Medical Library Association. On both fronts, considerable work was required to
accomplish the goals of the U S . Organizing Committee. Unlike the norm, where
the host country's government contributes considerable support, all of the
funding for IFLA '85 was acquired
through contributions, grants, and registration fees. It was an arduous task
which may not yet be completed. Although the official figures have not been
released, preliminary signs show a deficit
of $10-$12,000, roughly 2% of the budget.
The program's goal was to present a
group of speakers who represented di114

verse geo-political perspectives, but were
tied together by the strong title theme.
Vartan Gregorian, President of New York
Public Library and Co-Chair of the conference, set the pace in his opening remarks at the first of two plenary sessions.
He reminded the delegates that libraries
are the only institutions which allow for
the co-existence of diverse and opposing
political, social, and religious views.
Daniel Boorstin, Librarian of Congress,
addressed the delegates on "The Indivisible World: Libraries and the Myth of
Cultural Exchange." He suggested that
libraries, and especially books, can and
do serve a unique cultural function. Cultural exchange nearly always involves
distributing books and maintaining libraries, at least from the time Callimachus went to Alexandria to build that
famous library's collection. Boorstin suggested that the myth lies in the concept
of exchange, which brings with it illusionary ideas of embargo, equal value,
and the possibility of control. Books represent ideas and as "such a book is a
uniquely explosive device. But ideas, unlike people, do not exterminate one another. We have known genocide, but we
will never see ideacide! There never was
an idea that could not be revived and
given new life. Ideas may seem to compete, but no one ever finally wins that
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competition. So long as people live and
think. there will never be an enduring
monopoly by any idea. We need no antitrust laws in the world of ideas. The diffusion of any idea-democracy or communism, for example-in the long run
will increase man's desire to know other
ideas. No government can permanently
stultify this appetite."
John Brademas, President of New York
University, shared the platform with
Boorstin. His remarks highlighted some
of the government's support of libraries
as well as Mr. Brademas' disagreement
with some of President Reagan's policies
and proposals regarding access to information. Such open criticism of one's government, Brademas acknowledged to the
international audience, may be startling
to some. It is, however, common in
American politics.
In the closing Plenary Session, four
speakers brought the delegates a close,
often moving look at the state of libraries
in the Soviet Union, India, Brazil, and
Mexico. Particularlv in the cases of Brazil
and Mexico, the picture painted was one
of striving against odds impossible to
imagine-social, political and economic.
It was a poignant note on which to
close-a reminder, once again, to those
of us from wealthy open societies, that
the world of information is complex,
multi-faceted, and not equally available
to all.
The attendance in Chicago was surprisingly low, which is a constant concern
to the U.S. Organizing Committee. Conference participants numbered 1,216 delegates and 504 exhibitors. Sixty percent
were from North America, 21% from Europe, 8% from Asia, 6% from Africa, 3%
from Latin America, and 1%each from
Australia and the Middle East.
Delegates were able to choose from
over 120 program sessions. In addition,
approximately 100 business sessions
were conducted. Over 150 papers were
presented, most of them available in several languages. Over 500,000 pages were
photocopied in preparation for the conference.
Meeting themes included knowledgebased information systems, collaborative
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collection develovment, international
bibliographic standards, software evaluation, and library research among many
others. As with most conferences, it is
impossible to attend all the sessions
which are of interest. Fortunatelv within
IFLA there is a system for obtaining copies of papers during the conference-a
good idea for others to consider!
The major item of business for the
IFLA conference was the election of officers. The American members, both library institutions and organizations,
successfully organized to elect a second
American to the Executive Board of IFLA.
Robert Wedgeworth joined Henriette
Avram on the Board in what, I believe,
is a first for U.S. representation. The election of Irwin Pizer, a former member of
the Professional Board, to the chairship
of that Board, was also an important
milestone. The U.S. now has significant
representation in all areas of IFLA's activities.
Cultural and social events always play
an integral part in IFLA conferences. The
opportunity to mingle informally and exchange ideas and views with counterparts
from around the world is both
and productive. The opening reception
for IFLA officials was held at the recentlv
rennovated Newberry Library where visitors toured one of the country's premier
collections. Next came the State of Illinois reception held in the breathtaking
open lobby of the State of Illinois Building. Only recently opened, this space
treated visitors to a taste of one of Chicago's hallmarks-stunning architecture.
It is tradition for the special libraries
of the host country to give a reception in
honor of special librarians attending
IFLA. The reception held in Chicago took
honors in every regard and will be remembered for its congeniality and its elegant setting in the lobby of the Santa
Fe Building. This was one of the few
times Chicago-area special librarians relaxed and were able to enjoy the conference. A great vote of thanks is due the
Illinois Chapter members for their hard
work, extending over at least a year's
time. Every local arrangements committee (tours, transportation, hospitality, in-

formation booth, etc.) was staffed by
local SLA members who gave generously
of their time and remained enthusiastic
throughout.
The city of Chicago hosted a reception
at the Chicago Public Library Cultural
Center, replete with classical, blues, folk,
and popular music performed in different
locations throughout the building. The
evening culminated in spontaneous and
lively dancing. Delegates from many of
the 86 countries represented at the conference reaffirmed that music and its enjoyment, like libraries, are truly
international.
The final reception was hosted by the
US. library associations. Although recalling a street party held during the
Brussels conference in 1977, the "Taste
of Chicago Block Party" was quite mind-

boggling to nearly all of the foreign delegates and impressive even to the U.S.
delegates, most of whom had not experienced such an event in their own communities. One had to admit that closing
a block-long stretch of a major street in
downtown Chicago is not easily accomplished!
Next year's IFLA conference will be
held August 24-29, 1986 in Tokyo. It
promises numerous excellent sessions
under the theme of "New Horizons of
Librarianship Towards the 21st Century." Anyone wishing detailed information may contact SLA's IFLA
representative, David Bender, at the Association Office or Pat Molholt at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, NY
12180.
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LETTERS
PAMPHLET BRINGS BACK
MEMORIES
Thank you for the message in [the] pamphlet,

SLA Moves to Washington.
Looking through it brought on memories of the
1940s when I became a member, as a War Widow
with a baby son to bring up. Thanks to SLA, I
always had a job, giving me the means to bring up
my boy and put him through college, as well as
taking care of my aging parents. No wonder that I
still keep up my membership though retired, and
contribute what I can toward the Scholarship Fund.
My gratitude encompasses a long-lasting regard
for SLA and its services, which found me a job as
a cataloguer at CBS, whose book collection at that
time was arranged by size and color! (Incidentally,
whose library served as a background for the play,
Desk 9,
which later was made into a movie.) Then
I went to Pan American Airways, also cataloguing
their collection and contributing to the cataloguing
scheme devised by the newly-established PICA0
(Provisional Internation Civil Aviation Organization), whose documents arrived in PAA in cartons
numerous enough to fill a small room up to the
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ceiling. The organization is the ICAO (International
Civil Aviation Organization.)
Still, as a cataloguer, 1 went on to the executive
offices of General Motors near Columbus Circle in
New York, and later became their librarian. I was
there until my mother passed on when I moved to
California where my sister could take care of my
boy while I went to work for Ampex, newly established, and organized an electronics library from
scratch.
Before I retired, I organized still another library
(microwave this time) for Microwave Electronics
Laboratories (later became MELABS), and which
was sold to the typewriter people-Smith-Corona
(SCM).
Again, [I] am very fond of SLA and owe it a lot
of gratitude for the greatest part of my work life
which made it possible for me to have been a successful mother / homemaker / provider. I re-married
after retirement and after my son was married. [I]
am now a happy grandma with three grandchildren
and another on the way!

Mrs. Josephine Joan Williams Peyton
Virginia Beach, VA

Reviews
Business Technology for Managers by
Neil Perlin. White Plains, NY, Knowledge Industry Publications, Inc., 1985.
206 p. ISBN 0-86729-124-9. $32.95. ISBN
0-86729-123-0 (paperback). $29.95.
This is a very good book with only
limited application to libraries. As the title indicates, the author has prepared an
introductory text for office managers
who want or need to automate their operations. Three broad areas are covered.
First, there is a brief introduction to computer hardware and software. This is followed by descriptions of various
automation technologies which may be
of use in an office setting, especially communications, text-processing, and management technologies. Finally, the author
addresses the broader issues of how automation may affect people and organizations. The text is supplemented with a
list of vendors and a bibliography, both
very selective, as well as an index.
The main argument of the book is that
managers must define and address the
automation needs of their own offices,
instead of responding to a broader technological imperative. A great deal of excellent common-sense advice is given to
help them do that, including lists of advantages and disadvantages of the technologies described, as well as suggestions
for evaluating each one. (The suggestions
appear in the vendor list instead of the
text and may be overlooked by the casual
peruser.)
The chapters on computers and people
(one on staff and another on management) cover the kinds of reactions and
problems which are likely to occur, and
suggest ways of handling them. The author's prose is wonderfully straightforward, free of jargon and cute
condescension. The book is actually a
pleasure to read.
This work is a painless and thoughtprovoking introduction to office auto-

mation, and deserves a wider readership
among librarians than it will probably
enjoy. Most of us are used to viewing
library automation as something very
different from office automation, but
there are similarities-notably in the area
of information management-which
should make us look more closely for
ways in which libraries can benefit from
the automation experience of offices.
This book will certainly not replace
more specifically library-oriented texts.
However, for those of us who have not
yet been thrust into automation, it can
serve as a useful introduction, although
its cost is rather high. For those who have
been exposed to automation without developing any great understanding of it,
the simple explanations and commonsense approach of this book can help to
make us more comfortable with the
changing context of our work.

Helga Borck
Collection Management &
Development Division,
New York Public Library (Research
Libraries)
New York, NY
The Librarian's Helper: Productivity
Tool for Librarians. Jennifer Pritchett
and Fred Hill. [Version 3.2 for IBM-PC,
XT, AT]. Metuchen, NJ: Scarecrow Press,
1985. Package includes: 1 diskette, 1 3ring user manual, and 1 copy of Akers'
Simple Library Cataloging by Arthur
Curley and Jana Varlejs, 7th ed., Metuchen, NJ: Scarecrow Press, 1984. $195
for IBM systems; $295 for APPLE IIe systems (includes C P / M card).
Although many libraries may have a
microcomputer, not all of them can convert their card catalog to an "on-line"
system. Therefore, a way to continue to
maintain such a manual catalog is needed
which can be executed in the most
timely, cost-efficient manner. One solution is to have cards printed using the
capabilities of the microcomputer. The Librarian's Helper is one of several packages
available to do just that.
special libraries

The hardware requirements for this
package include: a microcomputer with
at least one disk drive and 64K RAM for
CP/M systems, 256K RAM for MS-DOS
systems; and a printer with adjustable
vertical forms tractor. In addition, the operating system required must be either
PC-DOS, MS-DOS, CP/M, CP/ M-86,
or APPLE I1 or IIe with a CP/M card.
This review was based on running the
package on an IBM PC (512K RAM) using PC-DOS version 2.0, with an IBM
Graphics Printer attached.
The manual's form sits nicely on the
ledge at the top of the keyboard for easy
reference. After a brief introduction
(which also lists some of the main features), such as "Production of catalog
cards and labels for spine, book pocket
and circulation card in conformity to
AACR2 standards," a warning by the authors note that the user should read most,
if not all, of the manual before using the
package. I agree. It is only 30 pages long
and can be read in a very short time.
Much of what the manual explains is
easy to follow, however there are sections
that require a second or third reading,
especially if the user is not already familiar with the setup of software packages.
The first part of the manual discusses
the program disk included with the package, as well as printer installation. This
is important as some printers, including
the one I used, ". . . are notorious for 'eating' cards." If the printer used is not a
bottom feed or one that can handle card
stock (the authors recommend an Okidata printer), the cards will get stuck in
it and result in a mess.
The next section explains LIBSETUP,
which lets the user indicate the kind of
computer, printer, card stock, and prompt
selections that fit many system requirements. This configuration will be permanent unless LIBSETUP is run again
and the options are changed. One particularly good feature is the capability to
designate which fields will be used for
data entry. For example, if there is no
need for analytical entries, that field can
be marked for "never prompt" and therefore will not be seen during the data entry
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process. Another feature is the ability to
specify one or two additional Main Entry
cards, or wait to be prompted for extra
cards at the time they are printed.
The instructions are generally easy to
understand and I was able to complete
the setup in just a few minutes. However,
a few sample screens included with the
text would have made the job easier. In
addition, although each section has a
heading, the manual's design does not
separate the different sections with
enough distinction. When I wanted to
scan back to a particular section for review, I had to either go back to the table
of contents or keep flipping pages and
carefully reading each section heading in
order to find the part I needed.
A "user input form" is included at the
back of the manual to be filled in before
entering data. The fields are listed in the
order in which they appear on the screen
and the user is encouraged to adapt it
according to local needs. There is no indication of the maximum size of the
fields (although the brochure indicates
"32 optimum-length fields" and "4 variable-length note paragraphs") and thus
cards for some items with lengthy titles
and/or other information may not be
able to be printed using this package.
The program allows the user to preview cards before printing, which is a
good feature. Cards are displayed and
printed in ISBD format. Alignment
checks for both cards and labels before
printing them is another good feature.
Entry of more than one accession number in the shelf card field, during data
entry, causes additional sets of labels to
be printed automatically. Each line of the
call number is centered on the labels
when printed and no adjustments can be
made to this format, such as left justification. In addition, libraries using the
Library of Congress Classification system
will find another, more troublesome, limitation. The double cutter is printed on
the spine label and not any other labels,
such as the one for the book card. This
can be a serious problem if a significant
portion of a collection requires such classification.
If either cards or labels are not printed

before entering new data or exiting the
program, the user is prompted with a
warning to return to the main menu to
do the required printing before the data
is purged. The version of the package I
tested did not allow data for more than
one item to be entered before printing
cards and labels. This is neither convenient nor efficient.
According to the brochure included
with the package, a version is available
which allows the user to save data input
for more than one item and to make
changes after a set of cards and labels
have been printed and then print a new
set. In addition, it will print bibliographies or acquisition lists sorted by author,
title, or call number, as well as allow the
transfer of data saved on disk to on-line
catalogs and data base programs. This all
sounds fine, but I suggest testing the version to see how easy all this can be done
before purchasing it. In addition, none of
the fields have MARC tags and this could
present a problem in uploading to a system that has tagged fields. The added

features of this enhanced version increases the price to $225.00 for IBM systems, $325 for APPLE systems.
The appendix includes information for
installing The Librarian's Helper using C P /
M or MS-DOS. The program can be
started automatically using the AUTOEXEC file, and this is also explained. A
list including a card stock supplier and
several label stock suppliers can be found
in the appendix. I tested a sample of cards
and labels from University products and,
aside from "eating" the cards due to the
printer, I had no problems.
Given the limitations of this package,
small- and medium-sized libraries will
find it worthy of consideration for use
by a staff member with at least basic
knowledge of cataloging principles using
AACR 11.

Richard P. Hulser
IBM GTD Library
East Fishkill Facility
Hopewell Junction, NY
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THE MOST COMPLEI'E
INTERNATIONAL DIRECIORY AM) REFERENCE BOOK
OF SERIALS EVER PUBWHED: -

PREMIER 1986 EDITION
3 vols., more than 4000 pages

Compare For Yourself:

Order your Premier
115,000 serials-more than

ANY other directory
up to 37 separate pieces of

HERE'S ABSOLUTE

PROOF THE S E W
DIRECTORY Is Superior In
Every Way To Any Other

on each title
classi8cations; Library of Congress, De
Decimal, National Library of Medicine, and
Universal Decimal Classifications, CODEN
designations
longer serials descriptions than any
other directory
the ONLY listing of over 2,000 ceased
titles by both alpha and subject headings
wmplete listing of index and abstracts
for each title

YOUR NO-RISK GUARANTEE
(Don't Pay for It Untd You're Sure You Llke It)

EBSCO lnvltes you to examme THE SERIALS DIRECTORY on your
own prenuses for one fuU month You need not send payment now
l
we U b ~ lyou
If at any tlme dunne the first month you have a you dec~defor any
rzdjonwhdrrver n i t ro keep 11 return 11 unadrnd& YJur . n ~ &
rsr mr specla1 Premler Eduon. S249 Sll) 5hlppln~InsLrance
handline, will be cancelled. no auestions asked

-

famous lbranim 3 Handbook.
Personally sgned by.

& .k

loe K Weed, Vice President

r of titles listed
113.000 103,5m*
Includes both annuals and
YES
No*
irregular series along with
other type serials in one book
Includes titles worldwide
YES
YES
Includes authenticated MARC YES
No
record and CONSER file data
Includes CONSER control
YES
No
numbers
No
Has ISSN Index covering all YES
serial types
Has separate "Ceased Title" YES
No
Index
Includes LC classifications
YES
No
No
Includes NLM classifications YES
Includes UDC classifications YES
No
Includes CODEN designations YES
No
Number of volumes in set
3
3.
Number of pages in set
4.000
3.913.
Publishers price
$249
$279'

65.000

YES
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
1
1,452
$225

'Ulrich's publishes one book for periodicals, another for annuals and irregular serials. Although the w o books are published at different times
and priced separately, this table combines both for fair comparison.

For Your NO-RISK EXAMINATION (One Full Month)

Call Toll-Free 1-800-826-3024
SEND NO MONEY NOW

NOIE: Publication date for the Prvnicr Edition of THE S E W
DIRECTORY is Summer of 1986. IlunaRer the publicationdate will be
in March of each year.
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LET ME E L L YOU WHY
1 UTLAS HAS WE BEST ONLINE
1

OWNERSHIP

A

2

HARRIET VELAZQUEZ
Executive Vlce President

3
4
I

I

UTLAS

EFFECTIVE SOLUTIONS
FOR LIBRARIES
WORLDWIDE

You own your records. Utlas' cllent libranes maintaintheir
own f~lesso they can edit records as they choose and
add local hold~ngcodes and other information as required.

INTERNATIONAL DATABASE
Utlas has over 24 million MARC records and over 5 mlllion
REMARC records ~ncluding
records from the L~braryof
Congress. Bntish Library,Natlonal Library of Canada, Government Printing Office, National Library of Medicine,
Utlas customers and many other sources.

FREEDOMOF CHOICE
The Utlas database retains the unique contributions of
its client libranes.You choose the record to suit your need:
from medical librarieswlth MESH headings to public
hbraries with modified LC headings.

AUTHORITY CONTROL
Utlas has In fact what so many others cla~m,
real auto-

@ mated authority control. Consistent AACRZ headings and

5

linked authority records for cross references. LC names,
subjects and series are up to date.

CUSTOMTAILOREDPRODUClS
Utlas can create catalog cards, magnetic tapes and cata1ogs from your file. Products are available in laser-printed
typeset or m~croformformat.

we can demonstrate why you should be using Utlas' CATalog
support System. CATS5 is the leadmgedge. Call us today.

Utlas InternationalU.S. Inn,. 1611 North Kent Stmat, Suite 910,Arlington.VA. 22209 Telephone (703) 525-5940 or(800) 368-3008
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Swets...an attractive,
many facetted and transparent
subscription service.
We would be pleased to send you
our informative brochure as well as
detailed documentation of our services.
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I / All In One Indispensable Resource!

Renowned As a Study-Aid
for Three Generations
For more than sixty years college and high
school students, teachers, librarians, and discussion group leaders have relied on The Reference
Shelffor its objective and thorough coverage of
vital and often controversial social issues and
trends. The titles in The Reference Shelfprovide
timely information for:
Research papers and oral reports
Classroom or public discussion and debate
Independent study
General background reading to enhance understanding of today's headlines.

Balanced Coverage of
Leading Viewpoints
Each compilation of The Reference Shelfis
devoted to an issue of contemporary concern,
and covers historical background, current
developments, and future implications. Important articles, speeches, and excerpts from
magazines, newspapers, books, and government documents are selected to reflect the entire
range of viewpoints on the topic in focus.
Concise chapter introductions and a general
preface outline the boundaries of the discussion
and provide background information. A bibliography of recently published material is included
to facilitate and encourage further independent
research.
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Preview of the Upcoming Topics
Covered in The Reference Shelf
1986, Volume 58
The 1986 Reference Shelfwill provide thorough.
balanced coverage of these important topics:
The Star Wars Debate
Mexico
Popular Music Since 1954
Terrorism
Vietnam, Ten Years After
Representative American Speeches, 1985-1986

Enter b u r Subscription to This
Timely Reference Tool Today!
Subscribers to an annual volume of The Reference Shelfreceive the six titles as they are
published. An annual subscription costs $40
U.S. and Canada, $45 other countries. Single
titles are $8 each, U.S. and Canada, $9.50 each,
other countries. Individual Reference Shelfti tles
average 200 pages in length and are bound in
soft, durable covers.

H.W. WILSON
COMPANY

950 University Avenue,Bronx, New York 10452
(2 12) 588-8460

To order, call toll-free: 1-800-367-6770
(In New York State, call 1-800-462-6060:
in Canada, call collect 1-212-588-8400 )
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That kind of attitude and approach is one of
the keys to any successful working relationship.
That's the approach EBSCO will take in
handling your account-working
as your partner in professional
serials management.
Our regional representatives are
readily accessible when you need them.
They understand your needs and concerns
and can provide you with customized support to make your serials management more
effective and less time-consuming.
Call 2051991-1182,or send the coupon
for more infomtion. Then talk with EBSCO representative.
We think you'll frnd that EBSCO's professionals can help you do
your work more professionally.
After all,that's what partners are for.

an

~ l l l l l l l m l l l l l l l l l l l l I l l l l m l l l l I q
I
Tell me how you can help, EBSCO.
I

Send your free booklet explaining how EBSCO's Claim CheckeF
I
can help make claiming missing issues easier.
I
Send your free 32-page brochure explaining all of EBSCO'sserials
I
management services in detail.
I
Have my regional representative call me for an appointment at my
I
convenience.My number is (
1
I
I
I
LIBRARY/ORGANIZATION
I
I
ADDRESS
I CITY, STATE, ZIP
I
Your Professional Partner in
S e r i a l s Management
I=-\
Mail to: I? 0.Box 1943/Birmingham,AL 35201
I '
SUBSCRIPTKN SERVICES Or call: 2051991-1182
I
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A comprehensive source of inform.ltion o n the nation's map resources identify~ngmore thnn
900 collections and describing internal operations, interlibrary loan politic\, and nature and
scope of the collection. Indispensable for map and reference lihrnri:l~is servlng c.lrtogr:~phers,
geologis~s,surveyors, genealogists, and historians. Prepared by r1l.A'~Map and Geography
Round Table. $2S.O0cl. 214p. 0-8389-0439-4 85-22958 Fchmary 1986

Walford's Guide to Current British Periodicals in the Humanities and
Social Sciences, edited by A. J. Walford.
Annotates more than 3,000 current British iournals in philosophy, psychology, relig~on,
social sciences, language, literature, the arts, geography, gencalog); archeology. and history,
and publications of regional interest. Introductory rnater~alsummarizes Br~tc\hpublishing
activity and bibliographic control in each field; individual entries give price, ordering
information, and titles of r e p r e s ~ n t ~ ~ tclrticles.
ive
$55.00cl. 479p. 0-85365-676-2 1985
(ALA order code L676-2)

Planning Academic and Research Library Buildings, by Keyes Metcalf:

Second edition revised by Philip D. Leighton and David C. Webcl:
A n updated edition of Keyes Metcalf's classic tcxt o n the planning, design, ,uid construction
o f new library buildings. T h e principles of the originnl arc combined with guidel~nc\tor
accommodating contemporary requirements. Librclrinns and .irchitects will .Ipprc.cratc this
comprehensive treatment of every aspect of librxy building, from preliminary plmning t o
moving into the new building. $60.00cl. 544p. 0-8389-3320-3 85-11207 June 1986

International Subscription Agents, fifth edition, by Wayne Peryman and

Lenore Wilkas.
Describes procurement procedures offered by nearly 300 subscript~onagents throughout
the world. Each entry includes address, country o r geographic area served, types o f rnciterial
supplied, catalogs and lists mailable t o customers, and notes o n special services. An essenti,ll
rcsource for serials management. $12.9Spbk. 144p. 0-8389-3326-2 85-26830 January 1986
American Library Association Publishing Services
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. 50 East Huron Street . Chicago, Illinois 60611
special libraries

We deliver
the original article!
chooses
The Washington Post
has recently chosen DataTimes
to automate their newspaper
library. Even though The Post
has been distributed electronically
by other online vendors, it has
maintained a clipping file for
internal use.
The DataTimes library system
will interact with present editorial
computer systems to allow
for archival storage of daily
production. The Washington
Post has chosen the system for the
strength of the support services
offered by DataTimes. The
DataTimes system will be installed
on The Post's existing IBM
mainframe computers.
DataTimes welcomes The
Washington Post as one of
America's Newspapers Online.
The Dallas Morning News San
Francisco Chronicle The Seattle
Times Houston Chronicle The
Daily Oklahoman Chicago SunTimes * Arkansas Gazette * The
Journal Record The Daily Texan
Baton Rouge Morning Advocate,
State-Times Associated Press
Southwest Newswire, Inc.
Minneapolis Star and Tribune

.

Dataames
America's Newspapers Online
A division of DATATEK
8 18 N.W. 63rd Street
Oklahoma City, OK 73 1 1 6
(405) 843-7323, (800)642-2525
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For everything abstracted or c~tedin CAS
ONLINE. CA SEARCH. Chemical Abstracts.
CA Selects. Chem~calIndustry Notes from
the past 10 years (Sov~etdocuments from
!he past 15 years) we'll deliver a copy or
loan you the or~glnal
journal art~cles
conference proceedings
PATENTS (s~nce1978)
techn~calreports
96% of document orders

f~lled& sh~ppedw ~ t h ~24
n hours

Chemical Abstracts Service
Document Delivery Service
2540 Olentangy River Road
P.O. Box 3012
Columbus, OH 43210
800-848-6538

DEVELOPING A LIBRARY BUILDING
PROGRAM
June 27, 1986-New

York City

Fee: $175*

FACILITIES MANAGEMENT
June 28, 1986-New

York City

Fee: $175*
(*Fee $275 for both of above)

SPACE PLANNING THE ELECTRONIC
LIBRARY
Apr 3-4, 1986-New York City
Oct 3-4, 1986-San Francisco
Fee: $275
Authors: PLANNING THE ELECTRONIC OFFICE
(McGraw-Hill, 1983)

AARONCOHENASSOCIATES
RFD # 1, Box 636, Teatown Road
Croton-on-Hudson NY 10520
(914) 271-8170 or 271-5472

Every Entry Edited and Verified - Every Time!
"A 'must-have' publication that no serious collection should be without. . .a wonderful, portable reference tool. . . . Cuadra gives the subscriber the most value for the money." - Online

DIRECTORY OF
ONLINE DATABASES

a

0s
Is-

OF*
-,

STILL
BEST!

Here's the top-rated reference to over 2700 databases and online services worldwide, available via computer terminal, personal computer, or videotext receiver. The Directory identifies and comprehensively describes all types
of online databases with clearly detailed alphabetical listings. Compiled and edited by industry experts, this is the
most authoritative, accurate, easy-to-use, thoroughly indexed, and up-to-date guide you'll ever need.
Now in its 7th successful year, the Directory features:
full coverage of both bibliographic and non-bibliographic databases.
introductory tutorials to help the user understand
the types of databases and systems available and
how to access them.
addresses of database producers and online service
organizations, to provide the necessary links to
vendors.
2 complete main issues each year and 2 supplements, one for each main issue.
Annual Subscription Rate: $95.00
(includes 2 main issues and 2 supplements)
For delivery outside the U.S. add $15.00. Subscriptions are automatically sent by air to Canada, Mexico,
Europe, and Japan, and by surface mail to the rest of
the world. For air delivery to the rest of the world add
$32.00.

comprehensive database descriptions including:
the name of the database; the type of database and
subject coverage; the name of the database producer; the online service organization; the type and
amount of information contained in the database;
geographical and chronological coverage; language
of the data; frequency of updating; conditions of
use.
6 indexes to help the user identify databases:
name, subject, database producer, online service,
telecommunications network, and master index.

from

CUADRAIELSEVIER

Direct Orders to:
CuadraIElsevier
PO. Box 1672, Grand Central Station
New York, N.Y. 10163
(212) 916-1010
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"Fourteen reasons why
DataTirnes can work
for your newspaper."
ewspapers large and
small have found a
cost-effective way to
electronically store their
clipping files. They use
DataTimes to install, support
and market their electronic
library. Some of these libraries
are in-house systems, others
run on sentice bureau
computers. All utilize BASIS?
the industry's fastest, most
comprehensive search and
retrieval software, developed
by Battelle Laboratories,
the world's largest research
and development organization.

N

O x Seattle Gmes
Houston Chronicle
THE DAILY OKLAHOMAN

?HEJOURNAL RECORD

THE DAILY TEXAN

BATON ROUGE
MORNING ADVOCATE
STATE
TIMES

4

Associated Press

spring 1986

DataTimes is designed to
interface with almost any
editorial system including DEC,
Atex, SII, CSI and Hastech.
DataTimes even offers optical
disk technology for maximum
cost saving of clipping file
storage. The DataTirnes
electronic library allows
reporters and editors to retrieve
information in seconds from
their own desks.
These newspapers have found
DataTimes to be more costeffective, reliable and usable
than their old clipping files.
A better newspaper is the result.
1

Join these prestigious
newspapers and become one of
America's Newspapers Online.

America's
Newspapers
Online.
8 18 hW 63rd Street
Oklahoma City, OK 73 116
405-843-7323
800-642-2525

ABSTRACTS

ON CAS ONLINEN

(;A a l x t r x t s cat1 bc displayed
on <:AS O N L I N E
(:A abstract text can be
searched o n (:AS 0 N l . I N t :
By seal-ching t h e abstract tcxt.
you can find information in CAS
ONLINE difficult to get anywhere
else - including physical propel.ties given in t h e al~stractI)ut 1101
indexed in (:A.

CAS ONLINEB
special libraries

A word about SEC filings from Bechtel.
Bechtel is the SEC's authorized supplier of corporate
filings and our customers have discovered how fast our
turnaround is.
That's because we know that make-or-break financial
decisions depend on the fast delivery of SEC documents.
But speed alone is not enough. Our quality is higher and
our prices are much lower.
Bechtel also offers fast and economical delivery of a wide
range of worldwide financial reports.
Call now. Get the service you'd expect from the clear
winner. Bechtel.

BECHTEL

lnforrnation Services
For service or information: call 1-800-231 DATA

IN NEW YORK CITY, CALL: (212) 425-5210

spring 7986

IN MARYLAND, CALL: (301) 258-4300
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Put more than 850,000
author addresses
at your fingertips

...

Now there's a valuable new source for the
addresses of authors publishing in the sciences, social sciences, and the arts & humanities: the Current Content@Address Directory.
The Current Contents Address Directory
can provide you with all the author addresses
your patrons need in a wide variety of subject
areas. Depending upon the disciplines your
library serves, choose one or both editions
of the Current Contents Address Directory:
Science & Technology, and Social Sciences1
Arts & Humanities.
The Current Contents Address Directory
has three indexes for fast, easy searching. The
author index lists names and addresses of
authors and coauthors, plus brief descriptions

1
I
1
1
I

of their publications. The organization index
provides access to author addresses by institutional affiliation, and the geographical
index provides access by institutional location.
Order your copies of the Current Contents
Address Directory now, and take advantage of
these special prices: the Current Contents
Address Directory-Science & Technology
is $345; the Current Contents Address Directory-Social ScienceslArts & Humanities is
$195. Order both directories for just $490-a
savings of $50 off the combined price!

1
1
1
1

Please send me the following editions of the
Current Contents@Address Directory-1 984
edition, covering authors who published during
1984:
Science & Technology. . . . . . . . . . . . . $345
Social SciencesiAfS & Humanities . $195
Science & Technology and Social
ScienceslArts & Humanities . . . . . . . .$MW
$490 ($50 off the combined
single-copy price)

I

ORGANIZATIONIDEPT.

1

I
I
I

B B B l n s t i t u t efor Scientific Informatione
ADDRESS

STATEIPROVINCE

COUNTRY

Fulfillment S e w ~ c e rDepartment
3 5 0 1 Market Street, Phlladelphla, PA 19104 U S.A.
Telephone: 12151 3 8 6 - 0 1 0 0 . Cable S C I N F O . Telex: 8 4 - 5 3 0 5
European Offlce
1 3 2 Hgh Street, Uxbrndge, Mlddlerex U B 8 I D P . Unlted K ~ n g d o m
Telephone: 44-895-70016. Telex 9 3 3 6 9 3 U K l S l

special libraries

"I used to shudder when
patrons requested information
on a proceedings paper."

"NowI Reach for 1STP"andISSHP?'
N ...

ow you too can get easy access to individualpapers published in conference
with the lndex to Scientific
proceedings
& Technical Proceedings@and the lndex to
Social Sciences & Humanities Proceedings@
Each year, ISTP indexes over 123,000individual papers, and ISSHP over 21,000.Over
7O0/0of this material is not indexed in the
Science Citation Index@or in the Social
Sciences Citation Index@.
Since the proceedings literature is generally
the first place where early research results
appear, you'll find ISTP and ISSHP useful for
bibliographicverification, retrospective
searche~ven
for current awareness! Any
of six access points quickly lead you to complete descriptions of proceedings and the

individual papers presented in them. And the
main entries display proceedings in a contents-page format-ideal for easy scanning.
Each entry provides the full bibliographic
information you need.
Why not make these valuable indexes part
of your library's reference collection?A yearly
subscription to ISTP is $775,and to ISSHP
is $575.
For more information-and to receive your
FREE sample issue of ISTP or ISSHP-just
fill out and mail the coupon below. Or call us
850,extension 1371.
toll-free 800-523-1
Remember, no literature search is complete
without checking the proceedings in ISTP or
ISSHP.

1

~
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I

Please send me a free sample issue of the index I've checked below. I understand there IS no cost or obhgation.
0 hdex to Scientific & Technical Proceedings'
11 lndex to Sonal Sciences & Humanit~esProceedingsR
monthly issue
quarterly issue

I
I
I
-

Address
City

State/Province

Country

ZlPlPostal Code

I
I

I

Tele~hone
01986ISI

B K n s t i t u t e tor scientific lntormationB

26-4149

I

Customer Services Department, 3501 Market Street, Philadelphia, PA 19104. Tel: (215)386-0100.1371(
European Office: 132 High St., Uxbridge, Middlesex UBB 1DP. U.K., Tel: 44895-70016

L I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I J
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... Philadelphia ... Just Published ... Major New International Encyclopedia ...

The ENCYCLOPEDIA of the

UNITED NATIONS

A N D

I N T E R N A T I O N A L

A G R E E M E N T S

Outstanding Reviews
Javier Perez d e
Cuellar, Secretary
General o f t h e United
Nations
"The range of United Nations'
activities is so broad that it is
diflicult to obtain an accurate
and comprehensive picture of
what has been. and is beine
done, to resolve contlict, to
strengthen the prospects of
peace and to improve the conditions of human existence . . .
a formidable accomplishment
. . . a ready source o f information and a tool for research . .

The N e w York Times,
October 23, 1985

Development Forum
o f t h e UN

The encyclopedia, which coincides with the 4 t h anniversary of the llnited Nations, is
described by scholars and diplomats as one of the most valuable books ever published
ahout the organization.

Containing a vast compendium of political. economic
and historical information relating to the U N and its role in
contemporary world affairs.
Encyclopedia of the United Nations and lnternational Agreements is destined to become
the prime reference work on
its subject for diplomats, journalists and academic researchers interested or active
in international relations.

"

The Encyclopedia of the United Nations and
International Agreements gives you:
information on the structure of the Ilnited
Nations. its specialized agencies, and the many
intergovernmental and non-governmental organizations. international and regional, that cooperate with the IJN
entries o n several thousand international
agreements and conventions
complete text or detailed summary of major
treaties and resolutions
explanations of widely used political. economic. military, geographical and sociological
terms. including terms used in diplomacy and
international law
entries fully cross-referenced and annotated
by original sourcc
b a special index of .3,000 agreements. conventions and treaties, and an analytical index of
15.000 references

34A

The Encyclopedia of the United Nations
and International Agreements is compiled
and edited by international prize-winning journalist. EdmundJan Osmancqk. Educated in
Poland, Germany and France, Mr. Osmanczyk
was a press correspondent at the Nuremburg
liials and for Polish Radio Moscow. and has
been Diplomatic Correspondent to Washington
and to Latin America. His extensive knowledge
of world affairs adds much to this exciting
volume.
The Encyclopedia of the United Nations
and International Agreements will prove to
be the definitive. one volume reference book for
libraries, professionals and students o f international law, history world affairs and the llnited
Nations.

ORDER TOLL FREE: 1-800-821-8312

special libraries

AUmust"for
all business
libraries
Harvard Business Review
1986 Ten-Year Index

Classified Index
more than 2,000 articles, classified
and cross-referenced under
500 subjects.
Author Index
all authors, with titles of their
published articles.
Series Books
104 titles in eight management
areas.
Special Collections
descriptions of loose-leaf sets on
different management topics.
Price: $7.50
No. 21014SL

To ordeu, please write:
Harvard Business Review
Reprint Department
Soldiers Field
Boston, MA 02163
or call 617-495-6876

spring 1986

HOW

GENERAL MOTORS
IlMPROVES ITS
TOPEND
PERFORMANCE.

.- ..... ...-.

,

For students, C w p Educaaons a c b r m to pbck up lk most valuabk
I\u~d
of howledge. For employers, it's a chance to pick up the most
valuable land of student If you'd k e ywne mformabbn on hlw y w
partlapate m Coup Education, wnte to us at the address
company
below W k h o w , you may em1up h g a future company presrdent
It uwldn't k the P s t time.

CO~OD
Education
You e m a f u ~ rwhen
e
you eani a degree.

COOPERATIVE EDUCATIONCAMPAIGN
BUSlNESSPRESSADN0,CE-2022-85-4%"

x 10'l110Scnnn)

For more business news
than the national press can cover...
Find it in PTS Regional Business NewsTM
A
&

'

PTS RegionalBusiness News'" (RBN) covers local newspapers and regional business
~ u b l i c a t i o n sfor important information o n companies, products and regional markets you
can't find in national publications.

RBN provides broad coverage from the major
U.S. and Canadian business centers where
important dec~sionsare made 0 RBN abstracts more than 50 daily newspapers
- The Chicago Tribune, The Houston
Chronicle, The Detroit News andThe San Jose
Mercury, to name a few.
RBN also covers nearly 130 weekly and
monthly regional business publications such
as Denver Business, Crain's Illinois Business
and The Connecticut Business Journal.
RBN contains timely and more in-depth
information about business activ~tiesof
companies than reported in the national press intuitive stones about major corporations at
local levels.
art~clesabout small, emerging companies and
their products that have national interest
or impact.
analytical articles on local business, financ~al,
and marketing climates
revealing stories about the people who make
the corporate decisions
stories that appear locally well before they are
covered by national press.
0 with over 800 abstracts added to RBN weekly.

RBN offers thorough indexing of local and
regional pubhcations normally not mdexed in
a single service -

.

provtding easy access to information
previously difficult to find.
offering PTS's proprietary indexing, including
oroduct, event and qeographiccodesforfast,
- easy searching.
0 for searching companies by name, t~cker
symbol and other identifiers.
RBN comes with comprehensive support 0 a descriptive brochure explaining RBN and
includmg a source guide.
0

the RBN User's Guide (available in April)
offers detailed instruction to searching RBN,
plus information on RBN's searchable fields,
sample searches, applications and more.

0

free PTS Seminars now include tralnlng on
RBN for both beginning and advanced
searchers
Pred~casts'Customer Serv~cestaff is on call
to answer any questions on RBN.

0

Discover PTS RegionalBusinessNews'"
next month on DIALOG File 601!

11001 Cedar Avenue I Cleveland, OH 44106 I (216) 795-3000 I Toll-Free: 800-321-6388 I Telex: 985 604
Yes, I want to discover RBN in April!

Send me the new RBN Users Gu~de($40. $55 outs~deN Amer~can- ~ncludesalr delwery)
Please blll me
Please bdl my DIALOG user #
Send me __ RBN brochures and source guides
Rush me mformat~onon FREE PTS Tranng and Update Sernmars

C] Paymentenclosed

special libraries

The odds
are stacked
in vour favor
thit we have
the back volumes
you need.
We maintain a comprehensive inventory in our warehouse that spans
many years of back volumes as well as
up-tidate issues.
Our customer service staff is anxious
to answer your telephone or written
requests. And now you can even accessus through the FAXON-LINXnetwork under "Jaeger': For a copy of our
current catalog and brochure please
write or fill-out and mail the coupon.
Or call Toll Free 1-800-453-0011. In
New York State 516-543-1500.

\

66 Austin Boulevard, Cornrnack, NY 11725

7 1 1 Phone (Code 516) 543-1500 TELEX: 968-189
\ Cable Address: JAEMAGS, COMMACK

----------------

I1

66 Austin Boulevard, Cornmack, NY 11725

I
I

Dept. SLA
Gentlemen:
Please send your latest catalog and brochure.

ALFRED JAEGER INC.

I

I
I
I
I
I

STATISTICS

spring 1986
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OCLC UPDATE
hy consider LS/2000?
A variety of options exist today for local systems-circulation
systems, online catalogs, support systems, and integrated systems.
Librarians and consultants have told us what they feel sets LS12000
apart. Our growing list of library users confirms their judgment. We
encourage you to take a look at us now.

Keywora access 1s ava lab~eanywhere In a b ~ lograph
o
c recoro S ~ c n
access 1s
standard on every ~S12000system-wllhout add t ona naroware or software
The Blbllographlc S~osystemIS dedicated to support the b DI ograph c flies mat
are tne neart of your ocal system LS/2000 prov des extenswe fac l~tlesto
slgnlflcantly enhance technical servces product vlty

Global changes make catalog maintenance easier and online cross-references
get your patrons to the information they need. New records entering your system
are automatically checked against the local MARC authority file and differences
are placed in a review file.
LSl2000 supports a wide variety of system configurations. We offer the LS12000
Micro Series for smaller libraries and provide minicomputers and superminicomputers for larger systems. And our powerful profiling parameters allow
us to work with you to tailor a system that fits the needs of your patrons and
reflects your circulation policies.
Machine-readable cataloging records, the basis of your system, are loaded
directly into LS12000. We support all MARC formats. You can even output a
MARC tape from the system for resource-sharingpurposes.
OCLC understands libraries. Our librarians are skilled in automation and
committed to local systems. Our goal is to ensure that your system is right, the
installation is smooth, and the support and assistance are continuous.

6565 Frantz Road. Dublin. Ohio 43017-0702
614-764-6000

special libraries

Now a t l a s t y o u c a n f i n d
t e c h n i c a l book r e v i e w s
w i t h o u t knowinq authors
o r t i t l e s , only subjects!

1

I
I

The SUBJECT G U I D E T O THE
TECHNICAL BOOK R E V I E W
INDEX w i l l do e x a c t l y t h a t
f o r you.

1

To o r d e r y o u r s u b s c r i p t i o n
s e n d y,ou c h e c k f o r $30.00
to:

I

Popular I n f o r m a t i o n Press
3023 H o n e y s u c k l e Way NE
Salem, OR 97303
Order your s u b s c r i p t i o n
now !
L e a r n how e a s y f i n d i n q
t e c h n i c a l book r e v i e w s car1
be!

DID YOU KNOW.. .
in The HARVARD BUSINESS REVIEW
DATABASE you, can review business
leaders' and educators' opinions on
important strategic issues?
Representative coverage includes:

I1
I

I1

I1

Accounting
Organizational Behavior
Industry Analysis
Automation
International Trade
Business Ethics
Strategic Planning
Marketing
And get IMMEDIATE full text delivery!

WlLEY ELECTRONIC PUBLISHING
2121850-6331

I

I

-

ONLINE '86 @
Returns to Chicago
November 4, 5 and 6
THEME: LASERDISKS
FI-om the Pub11shc.1-of ON1,INE A n d DATABA<SE
n i a g u l n c s . . .The B i g " N e u Trends A n d Techn o l o g ~ e s Conference
"
a n d E \ p o s ~ t i o nF o r I n l o r m a t i o n Professionals
This e a r ' s theme: "The Ne\r E r a 01 Onl~ne-1.asc.r.
disks". . .perspecti\es a n d impacts 01 the f l o o d o l
nc.u datahases, o n l i n e services a n d l a s e ] - d ~ s bysk
terns. . .ke>notcd h \ F r a n Spigai, a n o n l i n c pioneel
w h o has seen i t a l l
Plus Ireports o n 1 0 1 - t h c o m ~ nne\\
g
tcchnolog~c
A n d pl.actica1, h o v - t o w s s l o n s o n online seal-ch~ng
A n d microcon1putc1-har-duare a n d soltwal-c
a p p l ~ c o t i o n sl o r ~ n l o l m a t w nu r c r s
A n d a n e\pandcd e \ h ~ b i th a l l
A n d numerous satellite schsions o n bpccial lopics

Early Bird Discounts Available
T o m a k e hut-e \ o u get o u r ad\ance p ~ w g l - a m
I n tirnc
t o registel 101-our- E a r l \ B i r d Discount, please w l - i t e
o r c a l l O N L I N E '86, Dept. E B 4 . 1 I T a n n e ~ nLa..
Weston, CT 06883. 01c a l l (203) 227-8466
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The 10-Ksof over 10,000companies. Fbr the last 17years.
Plus their 10-Qs,8-Ks,annual reports, registration and proxy statements.
Available with amaging speed.
-

If you use corporate
reports filed with the
Securities and Exchange
Commission, there's only
one place you can go for
complete, easily-accessed
files dating back to 1968.
It's us. DISCLOSURE.
We've carefully squirreled
awav virtuallv evenr impo&t rePo; the SEC
has received since 1968.
Not only the 10-Ks, 10-Qs, 8-Ks,
and shareholder annual reports,
but also proxy and registration
statements. Over a million
reports altogether. Over 170,000
10-Ks alone.

We can send you a
paper copy of any SEC
corporate filing since
1968. Or you can subscribe to filings on
microfiche or paper.
Or you can use our
online data hases to
call LIIIinfomiation via
Compustwe. Dialog.
Dow Jones News
Retriwal. 1,exisiNexis.
Quotron, or nine oth~;-online
services.
And there's still morr. With
our microDISC1,OSI 1f-X"'
software and an IHM PC,
you can simplify the job

of massaging. manipulating, and
sorting data to make comparisons
between companies, or to forecast
company performance.
Starting this year, the
DISCLOSURE database is also
available on compact disk with
quarterly updating.
But we're already faster than
you'd probably guess. Want a
demonstration? Or some help
deciding which of our services vou
should Gse? Call us. Tell usab&t
the Ks, Qs, and Cs you use,
and how you use them.
We've got Ks and Ks of
useful reports to share.

1

- 51 61 River Road

The pubkc company information source dwxosm~Bethesda, ~
40A

d20816
.
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Have you rver had an Idea that could
change the world,only to have someone
else beat you to a ?After months of
painstakq research there's no*
more f r u s t r a t q than remventq the
wheel. &am
DIALOG% the o h e mformatlon system that cang~veyou a flying
head start on your competmon. I3lalog

spring 1986

goes rght to the source,wah 10 to 15
already ex~st.
you'd lust have to mvent a.
years of data onevery suh~ect,from
To h d out about olalog noy call
aerospace tozoology Even d you're
800-3-DIALQG.Or wrw. Ihalog.
m a specdzed area of research,you
3460 Wvlew Ave., Palo Alty CA 94304
never know when you'll need somethug from another 6eld.WlthDialog,
a's all avdahle mwntly
d b ~ M r u i o u t R h o U t 1 ~
Anyone can learn to use Dalog.
carp
too In fact,Dmlog1s so useful d ~tdldn't
novalll ielrlrP
m- ,985

SUMMER SEMINARS:
Personal Computers in lnformation Management. May 19 - hlay 30
Advanced Topics: Bibliographic Instruction. May 19 - May 30
Advanced Topics in lnformation Systems:
Application of Expert Systems to lnformation Retrieval. May 19 May 30
The Information Base of Gerontology. June 2 J u n e 13
Art a n d Museum Librarianship. June 2 - J u n e 13
Data Base Management Systems. J u n e 2 - J u n e 13
Governments a n d Information. June 16 - J u n e 27
Rare Books a n d Special Collections. June 16 - June 27
Evaluation of Information Products and Services. J u n e 16 June 27

SUMMER COURSES:
Information Resources. May 19 - J u n e 27
e----------------Curriculum Concerns for Media Specialists. May 19 August 8
F o r f u r t h e r i n f o r m a t i o n call (315) 423-2911
Systems Analysis, June 30 - August 8
For registration information return this
Information Networking, J u n e 30 - August 8
the Division
Advanced Topics: Management of Special Libraries. June 30 Augurt 8 (
Sessions, 117 C o l l e g e Place, Syracuse N Y
School Reference Services, June 30 - August 8
13244
Online Retrieval Services. J u n e 30 - August 8
Managers a s Information Processors. J u n e 30 - August 8

POST-SEMINAR
Computers in Small Libraries. August 11 - August 22

1
I
I
I
1 Name
1 Address
I city

State Z

i

p

INDEX TO ADVERTISERS
American Library Association ..........26.4
American Psychological Association. 7A
Battelle ........................................ Cover 2
Bechtel ..............................................31A
BioSciences ................................. 4A, 16A
Chemical Abstracts Service .... 27A, 30A
ClTIS, Inc. ..........................................12A
Aaron Cohen Associates ................... 27A
DataTimes ................................ 27A, 29A
Datext .......................................... 5A
Demro .....................................17A, 18A
DHL Worldwide Express..................11A
Dialog............................................. 41A
... 40A
Disclosure
Dun's Marketing Service ....................1A
EBSCO Publishing ............................ 21A
EBSCO Subscription Service............ 25A
Elsevier Science Publishing .............. 28A
Gale Research Company ............ Cover 4
Harbard Business Review .................35A

42A

Highsmith Library Furniture ............15A
Institute for Scientific
Information ............. 2A, 6A, 32A, 33A
Alfred Jaeger
37A
Menlo Corporation
. 10A
Micromedia Limited ..........................16A
OCLC .............................................38A
Online, Inc. ........................39A, Cover 3
PAIS
.......... 20A
Popular Information Press ................ 39A
Predicasts ............................................36A
Research Books ..................................12A
Research Publications . . . . . . . 13A, 19A
Swets North America . . . . . . . . . . . .23A
Syracuse University . . . . . . . . . . . . . .42A
Taylor & Francis ................................34A
United Nations Publications ....... 8A-9A
UTLAS ................... .............................22A
John Wiley & Sons ...........................39A
H.W. Wilson ...................
....... 14A, 24A

special libraries

ONLINE
DATABASE
USERS. ..
Find The Right Databases,
Search Them More
Effectivel- With ONLINE
And DAT BASE. . .The
Leading Journals Of Practical,
How-to Articles And News
.

Worthwhile Value. .They Pay For Themselves By Helping
You Search Databases Effectively. .Discounts O n
PersonalIMultiple Orders

Does youronltne searchlngtake you beyonda slngledatabase,
or toplc! Searchers whodogo beyond a 5tngletoplc soon realize
that chooslng from among the world's 2,500 databases requlre5
an experfs help
fordatabase select~onand for practlcal,earch
1 1 ~ sMeet
.
ONLINE and DATABASE-the edltorlal home of the

As speclallzed profesmnal journals ,upported I a r ~ e l y
by cub,crlpt$on Income, ONLINE and DATABASE coct more thdn, say
BYTE However, we do offer a 20% dlsrount on comb~ndtlon
orders and a 50% dtscount on personal and multtple organlzdt~onaiorders.

Exxon, Xerox and Cal Tech
ONLINE. . .The world's largest circulation online journal
Coberr the entlre onltne scene
databanks
new databases
micro hardware and software for onltne appllcat~on*
new trend, and technolog~es mformatlon management
Interviews wrth ~ndustryleaders
DATABASE. . .The "databases-only" journal
Brtngs you ~ n d e p t hart~cleson what databases cover a pdrttcular wblect
how toret whatvou want out of a s~eclflcdata
evaluat~onsandcompar~sonsofdatabases experts'tlps
base
and techniques for searching databases
mlcro sonware for
database creatlon
Both journals carry news, revlews of online-orlented books dnd
regular columns There 1s no over la^ between the two Both carw

brmonthly In alternat~ngmonth,
Both ONLINE and DATABASE cover the full rpectrum of the
world5 top~cs bu3lness and ilndnce
the phystcdl sciences
the soc~aland behavioral sctences
the ltfe dnd health
sc~ences law and government
news and current affa~r,
an, and human~tle,
ONLINE and DATABASE News Pages Keep You Informed
O n The Latest I n The World O f Databases
You w~llf~ndthe"DatabaseUpdate<sectton-publashed ~nboth
lournals-espectally useful For qu~ckscanning, database news
~scategor~zed
by subject-such as Bustnessand Flnance, Sclence
and Technology, ere.-then broken down by Status, such a5
"Newly Announced.""F~leUp.""Enhancement," "Dlsmount,"and
"Remount."

.

So. . .Why Not Try Us O n Our N O RISK,
Money-Back Guarantee
Call Thls Toll Frre humber Or Photoropy And Send In The
Coupon 8001824-7888 (Operator 9821, Onllne Inc office-(2031
227 8466
p l l l l l l l l l l l l - l - l l l l 1 1 1

I

I

To: Online, Inc., 11 Tannery La., Weston, CT 06883

i Yes, I'lltry ONLINE/DATABASE
(

1
I

'

Comblned 20% off subscrtpt~on112X/yr.l $124.80
ONLINF only (6XIyr) organlratlonal prlce: $78.00

U DATABASE only IbXIyr.! organlzatlonal price. $78 00
U Comblned 50% off personal prlce: $78.00
ONLINE only, perrona prlce $39.00

1 U DATABASE only, personal prlce: $39 00
I Mexico a n d C.A., please a d d $15/yr for DATABASE a n d
I $15/yr for ONLINE.
I A l l other international (airmail only), a d d $35/yr for
1 DA TABASE and $35/yr for ONLINE.
1 Pleace rnclude chec-k or credit card number w t h order
I
1 Send to
1 Company
1 Address
I city.
I state
ZIP Charge to

1
I

5 AMEX U VISA :
MasferCard

Card no.
Explrat~ondate
SLA 5 / 6 6

International
Research
Centers Directory
New 3rd edition - Just published!

International coverage of university, profit,
nonprofit, and government facilities
N o ~ vo w - -4,000r-eaearth arid d e \ d o p n ~ e r facilities
~t
in over
the I-.S. ;ne idcntificd and described. Entries are arran
governnlrwt, unit.ersity, arid p1-ivate I-esrarchcrs. Each entry provide5 full name,
current address a n d phone number, date established, and name and title of director,
p a m t agency and 01-ganiration affiliation, sire and drscription of statf, type of
acti\it\.,fields of rtwarch, library holdings, and publication and seminar programs.

3rd Edition. Edited by Ka) CAll and Ihrren L. Smith. 7.50 pages. Name and Keyword.
(:ountr). and Sut~jcc-tInclcxes. $830.00. Xvailablc at Gale's 5% Standing Order
Disc-omt. (Pub1ishc.d Mart h 1986)

Covers U.S. and Canadian university and
independent nonprofit facilities

Research Centers Directory
8.200 listings o f i~niver-$it!.-rc1:itt.dand other nonprofit research crnters throughout
the, 17.S.i1rrc1 <hn;rd;~.RCD is arrangtd bv major subjects and indexed by subjects,
iristitt~lio~~\.
;111drctsear c-h crt1tc.n.

10th I.:tlition. E:dit&l A1ar.y XIichrllc il'atkins and James A. Ruffner. 1,500 pages.
1985. $340.00. At.ailablc :1t (;ale'$ 5%Standing Order Discount.

Covers U.S. government funded centers

Government Research Directory
I'tiis Ilrtc etiiriorl idrn~ifiesowl- 2.300 rvsea-c-h and develop~nentfacilities that are
funtltri 11) the fed(81al govrrnmrrrt c.ithr,r- a,\ parts of its agericies or as private
I ontrac to]-\. 'I-\ 1)ica1 crttr-iesprovidf~narnt.,
address, and telephone number, nameand
title 01 ttic clirrt tor, par cnt agency and fedcral affiliation, description and breakdown
of the stat I , fields of reseal t h and ongoingprojects, scope of library, and description of
~ Lblication
I
arid wrninar progr ant\.
3rd Edition. Edited by Anthony -1'. Kruzas and Kay Gill. 675 pages. 1985. $335.00.
At.ailablc at C;alta's 5%Standing Ordrr Discount.

